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can even move patterns between modes, to 
put together a complete customized rhythm 
track faster than you ever thought possible. 

What are Digital Dynamic Drums? 
If you've heard the highly regarded DDD-1, 

you already know. Our first Digital Dynamic 
Drum machine brought lifelike energy to 
drum programming with high fidelity PCM 
sampled sounds, touch-sensitive pads and 
Korg's unique Sequence Parameter Editing 
function. It lets you adjust the tuning, decay 
and dynamics of each instrument in real or 
step time, to put your own touch into the 
rhythms you program. 

But not everyone needs all the sounds 
and professional features (like the optional 
sampling board to digitally record your own 
sounds) of the DDD-1. Some players just want 
a fast, easy way to put a rhythmic foundation 
under live performances, song sketches, 
practice patterns, etc. Now you can, with 
the compact, cost-effective DDD-5. 

Why two front panels? 
Because the DDD-5 is really two drum 

machines. One is fully programmable, the 
other has a full set of preprogrammed beats, 
fills, intros and endings. Both are loaded 
with sampled PCM digital sounds including 
drums, percussion, even electric bass. You 

Roll Your Own 
Program beats your way with dynamically 

sensitive pads. Besides rolls, you can execute 
flams, paradiddles, shuffles, mozambiques, 
anything you can think of Start from scratch, 
or copy and edit a preset pattern. Then per-
fect the "feel" with Sequence Parameter Edit-
ing. Use the 29 internal sounds, or load new 
ones from ROM cards. The DDD-5 uses the 
extensive library of ROM cards developed for 
the DDD-1. 

Building your own songs is just as fast with 
insert, repeat and delete functions. You can 
change tempos and even switch drum kits in 
the middle of a song to emphasize different 
sections. 

Leave The Driving To Us 
The DDD-5's pre-programmed mode gives 

you instant access to a full set of driving 
rhythms and versatile fill/intro/ending varia-
tions. String them together quickly and 
easily to form accompaniment patterns or 

DDD-5 Features 
Programmable and pre-programmed 

modes. 24 preset rhythm banks, 8 
combination banks for footswitch 
controllable song arrangements. 29 in-
ternal sounds. "IWo ROM card slots for 
new sounds and preset patterns. RAM 
card, MIDI or cassette tape data stor-
age. 7 touch-sensitive keys. Real- or 
step-time programming. Programmable 
tuning, decay and dynamics. Mono, 
Poly and Exclusive modes for real-
istically overlapping sounds. 7 position 
programmable stereo panning. Full 
MIDI implementation. 

song arrangements for live rock, pop, funk or 
latin. All with DDD sound quality, DDD feel, 
DDD realism. 

%Ice As Easy 
Digital Dynamic Drums. Now the fastest 

way to put live energy into drum programs 
comes in two sizes and two operating modes, 
for everyone who needs percussive power in 
music. Play them or play along with them, 
it your choice. K o RG. 1 

For a free catalog of Korg products, send your name and address, plus $1.00 for postage and handling, to: 
Korg USA, 89 Frost St., Westbury, NY 11590, or to Korg USA West, 7886 Deering Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304 



THINK OF IT AS THE 
WORLD'S SMALLEST DIGITAL PLAYER. 
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Now you can take the dynamics of 
digital performance anywhere. With 
TDK HlX-S. It captures the purity and 
nuances of digital sound like ro other 
nigh-bias audio cassette. 

Specifically designed to record 
dgifally-sourced materials, HX-S offers 
fourtimes the magnetic storage capa-
bility o other hign-bias cassettes avail-
aole today. Plus Jimatched h.gh 
freceiency MOL (Maximum Output 
Levee) for optimum performance. 

Wi:h all this going for it, 11X-S does 
more than step-up your pocket-sized 
player. It also acts like fuel injection for 
your car audio system. And it can turn 
a boombox into a portable music hall. 
TDK HX-S. One small step for digital. 

One giant leap for music-kind. 

eTDK 
THE ART OF PERFORMANCE. 
TDK is the world's leading manufacturer of audio & video cassettes and floppy 1986 -D« Elearon•cs Corp 



MICHAEL BRECKER'S FIRST 
RELEASE... 
Amazing, but true! 

Universally recognized as one of the foremost 
exponents of modern jazz saxophone, Michael 
Brecker now releases his debut as a leader! Yes, 
that's debut! Believe it or not, during his incredible 
career including Steps Ahead, the Brecker Brothers 
and over 400 album appearances (Steely Dan, 
Chick Corea, Billy Joel, Charles Mingus, Bruce 
Springsteen and Horace Silver to name a few), 
Michael's name in the leader spot has never 
occurred! This auspicious moment in jazz history 
will prove that it was worth the wait. Jack 
DeJohnette, Kenny Kirkland, Pat Metheny and 
Charlie Haden join with Michael to create. 
improvise and tlatout burn one of the hottest jazz 
releases this year. This disc also features 
Michael's startling forays into new sounds with the 
Steiner EWI electronic wind instrument. Join us in 
celebrating a work of art! Full digital recording with 
CD bonus track " My One and Only Love" from 
Michael Brecker—the wait is over! 

STOP THE PRESSES! 
Jack DeJohnette's Special Edition 
On IMPULSE! 

Jack DeJohnette's Special Edition featuring 
Nana Vasconcelos presents " Irresistible forces"— 
modern, mature jazz, no true believer can afford to 
resist. Drummer, pianist, composer, producer, jazz 
legend DeJohnette has assembled an incredibly 
special Special Edition in his premiere IMPULSE! 
release including bassist Lonnie Plaxico, guitarist 
Mick Goodrick, sax players Greg Osby and Gary 
Thomas and Brazilian percussionist/vocalist Nana 
Vasconcelos. Jack's personal history includes 
tenures with Miles Davis, Charles Lloyd and Keith 
Jarrett and collaborations with Pat Metheny and 
Omette Coleman among many of the giants he has 
inspired by his muscular yet thoughtful drumming. 

Special Edition, by definition, indicates an 
entity unique unto itself. We hope you'll agree 
"Irresistible Forces" is a very special edition. Full 

digital recording, compact disc contains bonus 
track not on LP or cassette. 

I1 MCA .  impulçp! DIGITiL 

AVAILABLE ON MCA COMPACT DISCS, 
SO CASSETTES AND RECORDS. 

< 1987 MCA Records. Inc 

GREAT JAZZ knouleal 
/S MADE ON 

IRRESISTIBLE FORC 
SPECIAL GUEST NANA VASCONC 

FEATURING , 

Lett.Lrl)S8 
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CLASSIC JAZZ! 
A Life Supreme 
John Coltrane died on July17> 1967. In the 
twenty years since, he has gone trom jazz 
giant to cultural myth, and his life has started 
to get lost in his legend. Who was the man 
behind the beautiful fury that continues to 
transform? 
By Peter Watrous   102 

Mason Ruffner 
By J.D. Considine    15 

Ladysmith Black Mambazo 
By Pamela Bloom     18 

Life After the Majors 
By Rob Tannenbaum  27 

Sequencing Without Sin 
By Alan Di Perna   54 

Masthead   6 
Letters   8 
Faces   10 
Ad Index   23 
Reader Service   23 
Developments  64 
Record Reviews  117 
Rock Shorts   126 
Jazz Shorts  128 
lndie Shorts  130 
Classifieds   132 

CLASSIC 
ROCK! 
No Surrender 
In the second installment of Glory 
Days, Bruce Springsteen talks 
about bringing his music full c:rcle, 
from "Born To Run" to " Born In The 
U.S.A.," from "Sandy" to "Jersey 
Girl." 

By Dave Marsh  72 

CLASSIC POP! 
George Martin 
Remembers 
Tales of studio glo7y cays from the Beatles' producer, fresh from 
remixing the sacred master scrolls for CD 

By Richard Buskin   38 

CLASSIC THRASH! 
The Replacements 
Go Over the Ledge 
Is there a best American rock ' n' roll band in the 80s? Well, who 
else could it be? Everyone wants the Replacemehts to make it 
big. Except maybe the Replacements. True confessions in the 
Twin Cities. 
By Bill Flanagan   90 

COVER PHOTOGRAPH DF JOHN COLTRANE BY IM MARSHALL/AP-IST PUBLICATIONS 
AT THE HOUSE OF TrIE LATE RALF-1J GLEASOK, BERKELEY. CA, 1960 
BRJCE SPRNGSTEEN .HOTOGRAPHED BY DAVID GAI-4H 
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OMAR AND THE HOWLERS. " HARD TIMES IN THE LAND OF PLENTY." 

From the backwater of Mississippi and blown through a Texas tornado—that's 

OMAR AND THE HOWLERS! Big, ballsy rock ' n' roll in the tradition of the rock 'n' 

blues masters—now captured on their Columbia debut, "HARD TIMES IN THE 

LAND OF PLENTY." See them burn on one of their non-stop live gigs. 

"Omar Dykes can slap those Stratocaster guitar strings like no other blues-rocker on 

earth. He is, in short, an American classic, a red-hot chili pepper in a musical world 

of frozen yogurt." — Nashville Tennessean 
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In light of all the rehearsing, planning, and plain hard 
work you do for a live performance, wouldn't you like to 
be seen as well as heard? Sunn thinks you would. 

So we developed the Sunn PLC 816 Programmable 
Lighting Controller to work as both an affordable and 
sophisticated member of your band. It addresses 16 
independent lighting channels and stores 102 different 
lighting scenes. And in turn, these scenes can be arranged 
into songs—your songs—which can easily be triggered with 
the "GO" button, a remote footswitch, or through MIDI. 
MIDI IN, OUT, and THRU ports allow all PLC 816 

parameters to be sent and received. And all you need is 
one mie cable to connect the PLC 816 and the dimmer 
packs for control of up to 32 individual lighting channels. 

So give yourself a break—to be sure that someone else 
does—and get a Sunn PLC 816 as part of your complete 
Sunn system. Because while you're out there playing 
clubs and concerts, so are thousands of other bands. 
But as everyone knows, 
stars shine brightest in 
Sunn light. sunrk 

SI*NS iN a on AIM- line . 1 Fend, »nice! Inearoments Corp. 
1110 Soot, Brea. 113 9116:11 ( 714) 91.104)909 



LETTERS 
Van on the Mountain 
Mighty interesting head-
line(s) on your April '87 
cover: VAN MORRISON 
STONES CDs. 
I can picture it clearly: Our 

man Van perched high on a 
rock in the rolling Irish foot-
hills melancholically tossing 
stones at a select (but quite 
large) pile of new age, post-
punk, 80s rock, dinosaur, 
comeback, techno-this and 
neo-that CDs—not to men-
tion a similar blend of articles 
from the music press, record 
companies and radio stations. 

Van probably has good 
reasons for not being more 
open with the press and more 
comfortable with his audi-
ence's expectations. Some 
people just won't accept that 
he's merely trying to do them 
a simple but powerful audio 
favor. He's always been as 
nice as he can, even too nice, 
given the heart-dampening 
circumstances. Adulation, 
ego-blabbering and pride are 
poor substitutes for an open 
heart and mind. "Oh no! 
Don't ever let spirit die." 

Michael Tesorch 
New Orleans, LA 

Not-So-Simply Read 
There may be more truth 
than Mick Hucknall intended 
(Apr. '87) in his comparison 
of Simple Minds to native 
American music: Both are 
musical forms of very reli-
gious quality. Hucknall is en-
tertaining—but Jim Kerr is 
inspirational. 

Seth McCulloch 
Fredonia, AZ 

Stones: Back to Mono? 
A ly serious Rolling Stones 
tan would be wise to seek out 
the import editions of Hot 
Rocks I and Hot Rocks II as 
opposed to the domestic 
compilation of the same, de-
spite the feelings of Andrew 
Loog Oldham and Scott Isler 
regarding the stereo mixes 
on the British CD (Apr. '87). 
There are several differences 
worth noting between the 
domestic and import CDs. 

On the import, "Play With 
Fire," "Satisfaction," "Get 
Off Of My Cloud," "Mother's 
Little Helper" and "Paint It 
Black" are in stereo; on the 
domestic CD they are not. 
The domestic CD contains an 
earlier mono version of 
"Time Is On My Side," quite 
different than the stereo take 
on the import. "Heart Of 
Stone" appears in stereo on 
both versions of the CD. Later 
material such as "Honky Tonk 
Women," "Brown Sugar" and 
"Wild Horses," which ap-
peared on record in stereo, 
possesses no separation on 
the domestic CD. 
These ears would rather 

hear the Stones in glorious 
stereo, warts and all, as op-
posed to the muddled mono 
being released to the public 
as the "definitive" versions of 
the Stones on CD. Since the 
release of the domestic CD, 
the import editions are almost 
impossible to find, but they 

are well worth the time and 
effort (and expense) of ob-
taining them. 

Louis Sessa 
Gaithersburg, MD 

Sadkin Go Home 
On behalf of American musi-
cians, I'd like to comment on 
Richard Buskin's Alex Sadkin 
article (Apr. '87). When Sad-
kin says that American artists 
actually "rebel" against his 
ideas, he seems to be imply-
ing either closed-mindedness 
or ignorance on their part. Of 
course, we here in the States 
must surely realize that Alex 
has merely had his feelings 
hurt by a few uncompromis-
ing American artists who 
know, as they damn well 
should, what they ought to 
sound like and would prefer 
Alex keep his gated ass out of 
their faces. 

I am a drummer and I tune 
and treat my instruments to 
sound the way they should, 
i.e. the way I want. If an en-
gineer or producer can't re-
produce that sound, then 
(s)he's nixed. If (s)he can't do 
the job, (s)he's out the win-
dow. People like Sadkin make 
studio life unlivable for artists 
who choose to maintain con-
trol of their own work. 

Steven Heineman 
Pittsburgh, PA 

Hurray for the Irish 
Hurray for Bill Flanagan's 
review (Apr. '87) of U2's The 
Joshua Tree! I'm a singer/ 
songwriter who has been 
greatly influenced by Bono, 
and it was satisfying to have 
my own gut-level reaction to 
the album echoed by Bill's 
review. My own first words 
were, "So new, yet so U2." 
Bill elaborated on this, show-
ing that U2 has the purest 
and strongest sound today. 
No other band has explored 
and grown while maintaining 
the strength of expression as 

they have. I avoid idolatry, 
but I have often said a little 
prayer to be just a little bit 
more like U2. 

Helene Milenkovic 
Bronx, NY 

Well, first you'll have to change 
your name... — Ed. 

Madhouse's Inmates 
I was extremely confused by 
Steve Perry's review of 8 by 
Madhouse (Apr. '87). While I 
appreciate his interest in 
Prince, it's disappointing that 
in reviewing their record 
Perry chose to ignore the 
very musicians involved. 
The musicians that com-

prise Madhouse are Eric 
Leeds, flute and saxophones; 
Austra Chanel, keyboards; 
Brother Bill Louis, bass; and 
John Louis, drums. While 
they aren't listed on the 
album jacket, neither is 
Prince! 

Prince does not play in 
Madhouse. If he did, the 
music on 8 would sound like 
Sign "0" The Times. Fur-
thermore, with a dance single 
("6") in the top five of Bill-
board's Hot Black Singles 
chart, Madhouse would seem 
to defy categorization. As 
one member of the group 
said, "It's just music that we 
like to hear." 

Alan Leeds 
Eden Prairie, MN 

Steve Perry replies: "Tell you 
what: Have 'Austra Chanel' 
call me sometime. Better still, 
how about a conference call 
with Chanel, Jamie Starr, 
Alexander Nevermind and 
Joey Coco?" 

Tube Boob 
Guitarist David Hidalgo of 
Los Lobos (Apr. '87) uses a 
Tube Driver made by Chan-
dler Electronics of San Fran-
cisco. We'll say it again: 
Chandler. 

8 
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THE HIT SINGLE 

DAYIN DAY-OUT B-838. 

& TIME WILL CRAWL, BANG BANG, & NEVER LET ME DOWN 

DAVID BOWIE 
trpmenteel by 

!SOLAR 

available an 

EMI AMERICA COMPACT DISCS, HIGH QUALITY CASSETTES AND RECORDS 
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A C E 
NEWS STORIES BY SCOTT ISLER 

JODY 
WATLEY 

Shallow No More: 
Ltfe After Disco 

D 
isco: A four-letter 
word with five letters. 
One hundred twenty-

eight beats per minute, and 
not an ounce of emotion or 
soul in any of them. Rhythm 
without blues. 
As a member of the group 

Shalamar—a trio put to-
gether from the ranks of Don 
Cornelius' Soul Train danc-
ers to promote an already-
existing hit record—Jody 
Watley helped to perpetrate 
her fair share of mindless 
examples of the D-word. 
She probably wouldn't cal 

her new self-titled solo album 
an atonement for those sins 
of the past. But on the other 
hand, several of Jody Watley's 
nine cuts do boast the sort of 
sass, texture and depth that 
were glaringly absent during 
the Shallowmar days. And 
she says that's no accident. 

"I kind of wanted to have 
topics that, when people are 
at a club [and] the beat is hap-
pening, they can groove to it, 
but when they're at home or 
in their car, the lyrics are say-
ing something that maybe 
will touch on someone's life." 
In other words, Watley's into 
bi-level dance music because 

don't consider myself just 
wanting to be a disco artist." 
As the tang and spunk of 

her dance hit "Looking For A 
New Love" attest, Watley 
has left behind the time when 
she was seen, fairly or not, as 
"just a disco artist"—a pretty 
decoration between her 
groupmates Howard Hewett 
and Jeffrey Daniel. 

"I'd always get people 
commenting about I should 
be singing more," she recalls. 
"I have a distinctive enough 
voice where I probably 
could've handled a lot more 
than I was given. We were 
unique in that there were dif-
ferent things about each one 
of us that people liked. For 
me, I wanted to be known for 
more than just being the girl 
in the group." 

— Leonard Pitts, Jr. 

HILTON 
RUIZ 

Putting It Together: 
Jazz con Salsa 

ianist Hilton Ruiz 
needs nothing short of 
a toll-free hotline to 

keep his public up to date with 
all his gigs. One night he's in 
New Haven throwing zingers 
behind Dizzy; twenty-four 
hours later he's waxing pretty 
in a New York bistro with 
bassist Ray Drummond. « 
Then, if he's not sitting with 
the Leaders, it's out to re-
hearsal for a Salsa Meets Jazz 
gig at the Village Gate. 
That being said, you've 

gotta wonder how he chiseled 
out enough time to put to-
gether one of the most as-

sured major-label debuts in 
the last year. 

"Are you kidding?" he 
questions. "I've wanted to do 
this forever. And besides, 
once we got in the studio, the 
whole thing went like a 
breeze. Everybody was re-
ally into it—both the band 
and the label." 
Making things easy seems 

one of Ruiz's fortes. His new 
RCA/Novus release, Some-
thing Grand, is a smart, 

groove-dominated blast of 
mainstream jazz that isn't shy 
with its Latin rhythms, re-
maining true to artistic goals 
as well as being quite market-
able. And, unlike so many 
similar attempts at main-
streaming by today's younger 
players, it doesn't come off 
as retro-baiting. 

Since the early 70s, when 
he manned the keyboards for 
Rahsaan Roland Kirk's last 
band, Ruiz has been a hired 
gun for some of New York's 
best leaders. He's also done 
some dates leading his own 
trio. His jaunty, two-handed 
style stands strong on its own 
as well, but he readily admits 
having a "preference for play-
ing with drummers." 
On Something Grand he 

gets his wish: With Ignacio 
Berroa, Daniel Ponce and 
Charlie Santiago, it's percus-
sionist heaven. Their grace-
fully woven Latin rhythms 
integrate well with the 
Horace Silver bluesiness of 
Ruiz's tunes. 

"That's because it's all the 
same thing," he explains; "it's 
all African roots basically. 
Some of it comes through the 
Caribbean and some through 
Europe, but it's a drum lan-
guage." Still, he cautions, 
"You've got to know how to 
put it together." 
Something Grand's put to-

gether right. It's not only 
going to give Ruiz higher visi-
bility, but remind many listen-
ers that jazz and salsa can 
compliment each other hand-
somely (and swingingly). 

"Right now I'm just trying 
to play better," Ruiz sums 
up. "But if I can make a con-
tribution in that way, I'll be 
proud." — Jim Macnk 

10 
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CHARLES 
BROWN 

Still Deep 
in the Blues 

eople who come to see 
me play say, 'Are you 
Charles Brown or are 

you his son? After all these 
years, you should be walking 
with a cane!" 
He can't keep from chuck-

ling, and no wonder. While 
most of his contemporaries 
from the post-World War II 
R&B boom passed on long 
ago, Charles Brown is still 
going strong in his fifth dec-
ade of performing. He re-
cently staged a comeback 
with One More For The 
Road..., an album which finds 

THE 
FLESHTO\ES 

Success Without 
the Trappings 

A 
ccording to Fleshtones 
frontman Peter 
Zaremba, the Official 

Record Industry Reaction to 
his band these past eleven 
years consists of a flick of a 
corporate cigar and one in-
credulous query: "You want 
your '73 Datsun and a record 
deal too?" 

With their fourth album, 
Fleshtones Vs. Reality, the 
New York-based quintet is 
still cruising on blind faith 
alone. They're still putting 
out vinyl when and where 
possible (their current indie 
home is Emergo Records) 
and still waiting for their slam-
and-crunch blend of 60s influ-
ences and 80s sensibilities to 
break them out of the cult 
circuit and book them into a 
better class of motel. 

That they've managed to 
hang in for so long is a victory. 
After all, in high-rent Manhat-

his gift for elegant, after-
hours blues ballads undimin-
ished by time. 

Along with such flamboy-
ant figures as Amos Milburn, 
Roy Brown (no relation) and 
Wynonie Harris, Brown was 
one of the hottest black art-
ists of the pre-rock era—and 
one of the most influential. 
His vocal with Johnny 
Moore's Three Blazers on 
the 1945 hit "Drifting Blues" 
popularized a relaxed, inti-
mate approach to singing that 
quickly spawned a host of dis-
ciples. "I didn't even realize I 
had a particular style until 
people started imitating me," 
he recalls, noting that the 
young Ray Charles was one 
of his biggest admirers. 
A string of solo R&B 

smashes like "Black Night" 
and "Seven Long Days" kept 
Brown in the limelight until 

tan too many musicians are 
vying for too few gigs on a 
non-existent club scene. The 
mortality rate is high. 

"There's very little oppor-
tunity for New York bands," 
says Zaremba, who moon-
lights as host of The Cutting 
Edge on MTV. "The thing 
that kills them is the bitter-

1952, when record company 
hassles and changing public 
tastes ended his chart run. 
However, he remained a 
presence on the music scene 
in one way or another. In 1961 
Brown ressrfaced with 
"Please Come Home For 
Christmas" (later recorded 
by the Eagles); the next year 
Sam Cooke "borrowed" his 
"I Want To Go Home" and 
called it "Bring It On Home 

ness factor. It's 'Gee, why 
don't we have a record deal? 
How come we're not driving 
Rolls-Royces by now?" 
He admits that in certain 

East Coast circles the Flesh-
tones are tagged. "People 
say we're mindless. And 
maybe it's true. What we do 
is not the Next Big Thing, but 

To Me." More recently, 
Bruce Springsteen per-
formed the singer's "Merry 
Christmas Baby" on the B-
side of "War." 
Through all the ups and 

downs, Brown, who doesn't 
smoke or drink, never fell 
prey to the excesses that 
felled some of his friends and 
never stopped working. He 
recently finished a tour with 
B.B. King and plays club 
dates "two or three nights a 
week, which is just right for 
me. I don't want to kill myself 
to earn a few dollars," he 
notes. But with what Brown 
laughingly calls his "introduc-
tory album" winning new fol-
lowers, this living legend 
sees no reason to ponder re-
tirement. "I don't even think 
about age," he explains sim-
ply, "because I have a youth-
ful outlook." —Jon Young 

it's a constant reminder, a 
conscience that influences 
other things. Other bands." 
Rock veterans might shed 

a wistful tear during the 
band's homage to the early 
Kinks with "Way Up Here," 
or to the rave-up finale of 
"Treat Her Like A Lady." 
But to many younger kids it's 
a new sonic ball game, and 
Zaremba feels "that's an ad-
vantage. To them it's even 
fresher. There's no nostalgia 
where there's no recognition, 
and nostalgia would work 
against a band like ours." 

Indeed, the Fleshtones 
strive to be anything but 
slavishly true to their hal-
lowed influences. "We're not 
pure," Zaremba says. "We're 
a mongrelization of every-
thing we've heard on the 
radio and seen on TV. We're 
fans ourselves. We're one big 
greasy lump, and we're happy 
because we're a success on 
our own terms." 

After a decade of slogging 
though, a small Rolls or two 
wouldn't be bad, right? 

"Yeah, but where would 
we keep them? I have enough 
trouble finding parking space 
for that '73 Datsun." 

— Dan Hedges 
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Celery Stalks 
at Midnight 

England's Stranglers have 

come a long way musically 

since their debut album ten 

years ago. The same cannot 

be said of their behavior—at 

least when provoked. 

All went well at the band's 

April 16 show at New York's 

Ritz club until a plastic cup 

hit guitarist Hugh Cornwell 

lust before the encore. He 

announced the band didn't 

appreciate being used for 

target practice. 

Once they started playing, 

a fully loaded cup—tossed 

from another part of the 

club than the first one— 

made a direct hit on J.J. Bur-

nel's bass. He stopped play-

ing to wipe down his instru-

ment. When the other 

Stranglers noticed they 

were hassles., they all 

stopped playing and Corn-

well asked that the beer-

hurler kindly take the stage. 

Eyewitnesses report that 

a fan at the front of the 

stage—origin of neither of 

the cups—took advantage 

of the invitation to meet his 

idols. After he clambered 

up, Burnel flipped him down 

and kept a knee on his chest; 

the others held him down, 

pulled down his pants and 

underwear and inserted a 

handy celery stalk where 

celery stalks are rarely 

found. They then released 

the hapless fan, who slowly 

regained his clothes (if not 

his composure) and got 

kicked offstage. The celery 

fell out. 

Cornwell later mentioned 

this was the fourth time the 

band has employed its cel-

ery defense. Rowdy concert-

goers and celery-growers of 

the nation, take heed. 

WIRE 

State-of-the-Art 
Return to Action 

ire is back. After a 
"sabbatical" of some 
seven years, the Brit-

ish group released a four-
song EP of new material titled 
Snakedrill, and The Ideal 
Copy, an album they promise 
to support with their first 
proper U.S. tour ever. 

In 1980, after recording 
one live and three studio LPs 
that have since become cult 
classics, Wire dispersed by 
mutual consent to pursue in-
dividual projects. It wasn't 
until 1985 that the original 
line-up reunited to perform at 
the Oxford Museum of Mod-
ern Art. Bass player/lyricist 
Graham Lewis recounts, 
"We were curious to see what 
it would sound like our-

Is Less More? 

With compact discs provid-

ing up to seventy-five min-

utes playing time, RCA Rec-

ords has a better idea. The 

company's Nashville A&R 

department sent memos to 

its country-music producers 

that all new albums be hm-

selves." They composed a 
powerful new repertoire dur-
ing rehearsals; following a 
series of much-heralded live 
dates, the group decided to 
document it on record. 

Having enjoyed a symbiotic 
relationship with their first 
producer, Mike Thorne, Wire 
had very particular reasons 
for choosing Mute Records 
head Daniel Miller and en-
gineer Gareth Jones to co-
produce Snakedrill: 

"They're people we like, 
and they were sympathetic 
to what we wanted to do," 
Lewis explains, still sounding 
enthusiastic after a day on 
the phone to American press. 
"It was also important that 
they both have created a lot 
of high quality, technically 
polished music [producing 
Depeche Mode, Yaz, Era-
sure, Fad Gadgetl They 
have excellent programming 
techniques and an awareness 
of present technology." 

ited to nine songs. Currently 

the country standard is ten 

cuts per LP. 

The move will save money 

on production costs and 

song royalties. With the 

label purportedly pulling 

more singles from each 

album, RCA Nashville vice-

president and general man-

ager Joe Galante maintains 

By the time Wire was 
ready for the follow-up LP, 
Miller was busy on another 
project. The band had enough 
confidence in Jones' produc-
tion abilities to proceed with 
their recording plans and 
book time at Hansa Studios in 
Berlin, where David Bowie 
recorded Low and Heroes. 

Almost immediately they 
achieved remarkable results, 
transforming many songs in 
the studio. "Gareth had 
brought in an Atari with a 
Steinberger program that we 
used on six tunes," Lewis 
recalls. "That, allied with 
sampled sounds, was a major 
part of The Ideal Copy" 
The album marks a trium-

phal return for these one-
time punk enfants terribles— 
sure to please old fans with 
its militant methodical mad 
edge and win plenty of con-
verts with its assured, if wily, 
state-of-the-art poperaft. 

— Howard Wuelfing, Jr. 

that fewer tracks provide 

better value for money. 

"Musically the consumer 

doesn't get any less because 

most of the songs are ex-

panded versions," Galante 

said in a prepared state-

ment. The first album under 

the nine-song policy, the 

Judds' Heartbeat, runs 

under thirty-three minutes. S
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A TOTAL CONCEPT 
O ELECTRIC pASS 

Garry Tallent 
E Street Band 

Will Lee 
"Late Night With David Letterman" 

Studio Musician 

You're looking at three of the most listened-
to electric basses in modem music. Their 
owners chose them for expressive potential. 
They choose speakers just as carefully, 
because they know speakers are an essential 
part of the total electric bass. With Hartke 
speaker systems, Will, Garry, Darryl, and 
dozens of other top players hear the punch, 
articulation and response they've been missing. 
The "secret" of each Hartke system is our 

innovative aluminum cone driver It's no secret 
that aluminum is light, strong, rnherently rigid 
and extraordinarity tough. However it is 
fiendishly difficult to wcrk with. It seems that 
other speaker manufacturers aren't ready to 
deal with the time consuming hand work 
required to assemble aluminum cone drivers. 
Fortunately for you, we are. 
Hartke systems are designed and bit to a 

level of precision and clarity that articulates 
your every move. Aluminum speakers transmit 
sound three and a half times faster than 
ordinary paper cones, to produce outstanding 

Darryl Jones 
Miles Davis, Sting 

transient attack. And Hartke systems' superior 
stability delivers consistent sonic performance. 
Our very first bass cabinet is still in use after 

traveling around the world with Jaco Pastorius, 
Marcus Miller and Darryl Jones. That kind of 
reliability lets us back our drivers with an 
exclusive three year warranty. 

If you miss something crucial every time you 
pick up your instrument, experience handmade 
Hartke speakers in our carefully tuned, 
precision built cabinets. Discover what leading 
players already know: Hartke systems 
articulate the total impact of electric bass. 
Also available: Hartke systems optimized for 

electric guitar 

Hartke Systems 
Transient Attack )») 

Hartke Systems: exclusively distributed worldwide by 
Samson Technologies Corp. 
124 Fulton Avenue, Hempstead, New York 11550 
(516) 4892203 TLX 284696 SAM UR FAX 51a 4892418 

lemke Roos Import EI.V. Amsterdam, Nether lards • MUSIC Productv, Ibbenbuehren, W. Germany • Paul Fa-rah Sound, London, U.K. 

Tom Lee Music, Hong Kong • THK Company, Inc., Kobe, Japan 

Hartke Systems and SarmpriT4 ..Atis;,, Corp. Pre ncc ass=dted with the manu.'acturers of other octured equpnent. 19.7 Swum bdrolee. 
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MASON 
RUFFNER 
BY J. D. CONSIDINE 

BOURBON ST. BLUESMAN 
BLENDS HIGH-TECH 
& LOW-DOWN 

0
 ne of the best breaks Mason 
Ruffner ever got was getting 
fired. A recent arrival in New 
Orleans, the Texas-born gui-

tarist scuffled around until a country-
and-western cover band asked him to 
leave. Undaunted, Ruffner took it as a 
cue to do his own thing. "I bought micro-
phones and started singing. Just had a 
little trio, playing blues, country, what-
ever I wanted. Didn't make much money 
or anything, but it started from there. 
"Now that I look back on it," he adds, 

"it was subconsciously a smart move in 
trying to develop my talents, and not 
worry about any pay or anything." 

Indeed it was. Leaping into the bar-
band grind, Ruffner found himself playing 
six-hour shifts at the 544 Club, "a real 
torture-marathon place." Nonetheless, 
he had few regrets about the hours. "I 
felt if I wanted to come anywhere near 
what I wanted to do with my life as a 
musician, " he says, "that's what it took." 

Ruffner's blues-based repertoire was 
also an advantage. "I really got to stretch 
out on the guitar. It was something I 
could do that had a base to it, rather than 
just be a jukebox or something. The 
blues was my base playing the guitar, and 
it was my base as a writer." 

It was also the basis for his reputation. 
Within five years, Ruffner managed a 
near-miraculous transformation from 
mediocre bar-band sideman to the hot-
test guitarist on the Gulf Coast. A 
Bourbon Street star, he and his trio 
became a magnet for rockers passing 
through town; before long, the lanky 
fretboard virtuoso counted Jimmy Page, 
Stevie Ray Vaughan, Billy Gibbons, 
Leon Russell and members of Iron Maid-
en among his fans. Along the way Ruff-
ner landed a recording contract. His self-
titled debut album of late 1985 left the 
music press raving the way Page did 
when he crowed that the young guitarist 
"knocked me out." 

"I'm kind of a marathon man when it comes to playing." 

Somehow, though, Ruffner remains 
unspoiled by all the attention. It isn't 
simply that he shrugs off compliments 
with a confession that he still feels 
"heavy under the influence of a lot of 
other people." Influences, after all, are a 
natural part of any songwriter's growth. 

Ruffner cites blues great Robert John-
son as an example. "He absorbed the 
soul, the mood, some of the licks, and 
used it in his singing sty. But he wrote 
his own things, and I have a feeling he 
knew what he was singing about. 

"That's what you should do with 
music," Ruffner insists, and that goes 
double for the blues. "If you just try to 
copy all the riffs and stuff, you're missing 
it, man. You can't do that. They were the 
masters of it, and it'll never be done as 
good as they did it." 

His experience in London recording 
the new album, Gypsy Blood, reinforced 
that lesson. Ruffner headed into the 

project feeling cocky, with roughly 
twenty bluesy bar numbers ready to go. 
But his producer, roots-rocker Dave 
Edmunds, was less than impressed. 
"He told me to write more stuff," the 

guitarist laughs, "but stay away from the 
blues. I had plenty of those, a mountain 
of experience. We ended up. using hardly 
any of them except 'Red Hot Lover." 
A lot of songwriters would have been 

discouraged, but Ruffner felt positively 
energized by Edmunds' criticism. "He 
just knows how to handle me," the 
guitarist says. "He's got me down, that's 
all can say. He inspired me, and after he 
talked to me, I wrote some of my very 
favorite stuff on the record. We tried it 
his way and it worked." 
Not that Edmunds had any specific 

method. When it came to recording, 
Ruffner says, "we did it all kinds of ways. 
Two songs are absolutely live on that 
album: `Runnin" and 'Baby, I Don't Care 
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The patronage of Paul Simon has brought new visibility to Joseph Shabalala and his "mental vision." 

LADYSMITH 
BLACK MAMBAZO 

BY PAMELA BLOOM 

DIAMONDS FROM 
THE SOUL OF 
SOUTH AFRICA 

S
omewhere in Germany there's a 
trunldoad of white-and-black fur 
loincloths, ten matching oxen-
skin headdresses, one Zulu war-

rior sword and a pile of grass leggings, 
armbands and ankle bells. "What can we 
say?" laughs Joseph Shabalala, the forty-
six-year-old founder and visionary leader 
of Ladysmith Black Mambazo, the all-
male dectet who appear on two of their 
four American-released albums decked 
out in full tribal garb. "Somebody left our 
costumes on the tour bus. We've been 
looking for them ever since." 

Bare chests and hairy legs notwith-
standing, Ladysmith Black Mambazo has 
been a startling addition to the South 
African line-up put together by Paul 
Simon for his Grammy-winning album 
Graceland and subsequent tour: ten 

naked voices—one raw guttural soloist 
crisscrossing over tight chorales— 
spiced by some high-stepping, Tempta-
tions-style choreography. What makes 
them really special, aside from the lack 
of instrumentation, are the undervoic-
ings: one alto, one tenor, and seven 
basses create a bottom-heavy effect that 
exploits the natural richness of their 
vocal timbres. 

Their pristine balance between space 
and motion suggests earthy Gregorian 
chants and a contrast to the fierce, 
aggressive stomping traditionally as-
sociated with Zulus. Sung at weddings, 
funerals and other tribal events, it's a 
kind of township chorale singing called 
ischatamiyah (loosely translated "walk-
ing softly on the toes"), practiced and 
perfected in the urban single-sex dor-
mitories by migrant workers who've left 
their families behind to eke out a living in 
South Africa's gold and diamond mines. 
So it is music of intense longing as well 
as celebration—one of the last surviving 
bridges between sacred tribal traditions 
and enforced urban realities. Black 
Mambazo is but one such group, but 
probably the best. Even B.P.S. (Before 
Paul Simon), their twenty-year career 
and twenty-four South African-produced 
albums had propelled them to star status 
among the Zulu-listening audience. 

Munching on chocolate croissants and 
peppermint tea in the interview room of 

his new American label, Joseph Shabalala 
is tasting the first fruits of a low-gloss 
crossover which defies commercial 
stereotypes. A stocky man with an easy 
nature and open grin, he is dressed in 
Western slacks and sweater; only his 
lilting accent and occasionally cracked 
English betray his foreign roots. 
Guarded in press conferences, where 
journalists badger him with political 
inquiries, he relaxes more in private 
conversation. The Warner Bros. public-
ity department has insisted that politics 
be off-limits—one false step and Mam-
bazo's tenuous visa could be revoked. In 
any event, the larger implications of 
Shabalala's message can be read be-
tween his words, and projected against 
the ugly backdrop of apartheid. 

Shabalala grew up in the district of 
Ladysmith, a rural grassland halfway 
between Johannesburg and Durban. 
With six children and two parents in a 
mud-grass hut, there were no phono-
graphs and no radio. Like most men of 
his culture, he left home as a teenager to 
find work in the city. "When I first 
started this music, I did it because I felt 
something in my veins, in my blood-
stream," he says. 

"In my room in Durban, I asked some 
friends to join me on the weekends and 
practice. I knew at Christmas we would 
go home and sing for my parents just as 
my father did when we were children. 
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Roger Waters 

transmits a masterpiece 

Billy hears RADIO WAVES in his head 

and the future of mankind 

hangs in the balance. 

ROGER WATERS will bring 

"RADIO KIAIOISt" 
to America this summer. See the 
event, and meanwhile, tune in to 
"RADIO K.A.O.Sr Roger Waters' 
new album. On Columbia Records, 
Cassettes and Compact Discs. 

One day my friends said, 'Now we sing 
nice, we must go to the hall.' And I said, 
`N00000, man.' You see, where we were 
born, you don't go to the hall because 
there are gangsters, people with knives 
who will kill us. But because I was afraid 
they'd run away I finally agreed to go." 
The group began to compete in the 

"ngomabusuki" (night music), fierce 
choir competitions held on Saturday 
nights in Durban and Johannesburg 
where a bystander—"don't matter if he's 
drunk or not"—is pulled in from the 
street to act as judge. Shabalala might 
have gone on this way, part of an obscure 
ensemble belting out spirituals, pop 
songs and trade union anthems, were it 
not for a psychic- spiritual event that 
changed his entire musical concept. 

"I got my 'Teacher' from a dream," he 
explains. "Every night I would see this 
concert where children were floating 
between the stage and the sky, singing 
with their beautiful voices. At first I 
thought God just wanted me to be happy, 
but as time went on I caught the tune and 
copied down their actions. Unfortunately 
I didn't understand their strange lan-
guage so I made up my own words." 

Shabalala tried teaching his "new 
tune" to the group—once waking them 
in the middle of the night to show them 
dance steps—but it proved difficult. 
"Before that dream," he explains, "we 
didn't care about each other. As long as 
everybody knew the words, it was okay. 
But after that dream, my ears started to 
hear—this note is wrong, or this one is 
out of tune. But because I did not know 
them, I failed to teach that first group." 
By 1973, Shabalala had rounded up a 

more dedicated group. He picked the 
name Ladysmith Black Mambazo (the 
black axe of Ladysmith), and soon the 
ensemble had won so many local prizes 
they were barred from amateur competi-
tion. An invitation by the South African 
Broadcasting corporation to perform live 
on radio caught the attention of West 
Nkosi, a prominent black producer who 
worked for white-owned Gallo records in 
Johannesburg. 

"West Nkosi found us in Durban and 
said he wanted to record us," Shabalala 
recalls. "First time we say, 'N000 we are 
not going to Johannesburg. You are a 
gangster. You are coming to kill us.' We 
didn't know nothing about selling rec-
ords. Until he showed us a letter from a 
famous radio announcer who always 
played our records, we refused. From 
then on we trusted him." 

Since 1973, however, the members of 
Black Mambazo (the name is a symbol 
for power) have been working full-time 

Produced by Ian Ritchie and Roger Waters. 
Management :Peter Rudge. 
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as singers, some supporting families of 
nine or ten children. Their first album, 
released in 1972, became an interna-
tional best-seller. The group now in-
cludes Joseph's three brothers and his 
cousins from the Mazibuko family. 
Practice sessions are long—at least 
eight-hour days—and their repertoire 
includes over 1,000 songs. 

Since no one in the group reads music, 
Shabalala teaches each part separately, 
then learns his own line by improvising 
over the harmony. They study their old 
records for details, and refine the 
choreography, which is continually 
revealed to Shabalala via what he calls a 

"mental vision." Since 1975, when a 
stranger suddenly appeared off the 
street and healed his wife and two band 
members (even the witch doctor had 
failed), his lyrics have turned increas-
ingly spiritual. He became a pastor in his 
church and the group is often asked to lay 
hands on their audience. 

Shabalala sees a connection between 
that first visitor and the stranger who 
arrived ten years later. "One day in 1984 
when we were on tour," he recounts, " I 
called my wife at home and she said, 
'Hey, there's a call here from Johannes-
burg. Paul Simon wants you.' Funny, I'd 
been thinking about him. One of my 
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neighbors had his record—Troubled 
Waters—and I liked it very much. So I 
went to Johannesburg and he said, 'Are 
you Joseph Shabalala, leader of Black 
Mambazo?' Then, 'I'm your friend.— 
The next day a tape and a small letter 

arrived. Simon had written the words: 
"Homeless, homeless, moonlight sleep-
ing on the midnight lake," and added the 
following message: "Joseph, don't worry 
about the tune. I'm trying to imitate your 
tune. Just add some lyrics, Zulu or 
English, whatever you like." 
Joseph decided Simon had scribbled 

down neither the beginning nor the end 
of the song, but its middle. For the intro 
he borrowed a Zulu wedding melody and 
added lyrics about hungry and lonely 
men, sleeping in caves with only their 
fists for pillows. When a telex arrived 
reading " I want Black Mambazo in 
London," the group was ecstatic, since 
they'd only traveled outside South Africa 
for German music festivals in 1981 and 
'82. But the first day of rehearsal at the 
Abbey Road Studios, the magical mys-
tery tour suddenly disintegrated. 

"Paul punched the key on the organ 
for our pitch and said, 'It's here, Joseph,' 
but we failed right away. It was very hard 
for us to imitate that sound. Finally, he 
told us just to sing it like we feel it, any 
way we like. So I said, 'Okay, just listen 
to me,' and I started singing. He came 
right in, and it turned out very nice." 

Simon's voice weaving effortlessly 
over and around the lower interlocking 
harmonies on "Homeless" recalls the 
similar passion for counterpoint that 
characterized songs like "Scarborough 
Fair" twenty years back. By coinci-
dence, even his reference to "homeless" 
had multi-cultural meanings. "In my 
home," Joseph points out, "when you 
propose to a girl, you say, 'I'm homeless, 
I have no house to sleep in'—because 
you are still looking for a home. And all 
the time we are singing it, we are think-
ing about God, that our home is in heav-
en. So it's a song that can fit everybody." 
Produced by Simon, the songs on 

Mambazo's new album Shaka Zulu are 
sung alternately in English and Zulu (with 
full translations provided), and range 
from original Christian hymns of suffer-
ing and forgiveness to go-away-blues 
and flirtatious come-ons: A winner on 
tour is "Hello My Baby" with its cute 
little kiss smacked perfectly on beat. 
Deceptively simple, their harmonies 
revolve around I- IV-V progressions 
transformed by a complicated rhythmic 
structure which freely flows in and out of 
a 4/4 meter. Intimately connected to 
each other's breathing patterns, the 
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"Hey Everybody— 
Let's have somefun! 
You only live once 82, 
when you're dead— 
you're done — so let 
the good times roll!" 
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gutbucket glory captured LIVE in 

Chicago! Grammy-winning 

Koko and Her Blues Machine 

power their way through 

her greatest tunes 

including, "Let The Good 

Times Roll", "I'm A 

Woman", "Come To 

Mama", "I'd Rather Go 

Blind", and her million-

selling essential get-

down party song, 

"Wang Dang Doodle". 

For a real good time--

the Queen requests 

your presence! 
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guys have developed a kind of swooping 
vocal attack that can sneak up on a pitch 
en masse, then shape a four-part har-
monized riff that seems to hover in the 
air. The approach is virile, but subdued 
in Western terms; high-pitched throat 
flutters and diaphragmatic growls add 
drama, but the real sensuality lies in the 
dizzying undulation of their phrasing. 

"But we learned many things from 
Paul," insists Shabalala. "Like singing 
easy. In our country, there are no power-
ful microphones; we are used to singing 
out. Paul taught us to calm down, like 
we're practicing. And it feels very nice." 

For Shabalala, too, the tour is an ear-
opener; although he admires Manhattan 
Transfer and talks wistfully of Louis 
Armstrong, he's just learning about 
other outstanding African groups like 
Fela, King Sunny Adé and Toure 
Kunde—records not available for sale in 
South Africa. Despite worldwide public-
ity, Black Mambazo's artistry hasn't 
received any official recognition from the 
South African government. That they 
have been allowed to travel so freely is 
likely due to Shabalala's spiritual bent 
and his aversion to overt political pro-
nouncement. But upon closer inspec-
tion, Shabalala's lyrics and the purity of 
his performance suggest an attitude 
that's less naive than transcendental. A 
Gandhi-like perspective prevails. 
"When there's somebody talking 

about apartheid, I just get lost," he says. 
"I grew up on a farm. When I went to 
Durban in the beginning it was better 
than farm. Then I just started singing. I 
don't know nothing about apartheid. 
Once you come to apartheid, it's black to 
me—like at night, all the time." 

"That's the way of life in South Af-
rica," explains Mambazo's manager 
Denzyl Fergelson (who's white). 
"Everybody has to make the best of it. 
All those feelings [of hostility and frust-
ration] come and go. In order to maintain 
sanity, you have to carry on. We can talk 
apartheid—yes, it's a terrible disease— 
but the only way we can deal with it—as 
musicians—is to keep doing what we do 
best." 

Shabalala continues: "I remember one 
day when I was going along the road to a 
hall in Johannesburg where we were 
performing. The police stopped and 
asked me, 'Hey! What are you doing? 
Did you come to do the fighting here?' 
And I said, `N00000, man, I'm doing my 
job. I came for singing, that's all.' 

"And you know," he says, "they let 
me go. They just let me go. Even the 
little children know that Black Mambazo 
is singing." 
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against crosstalk. 
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moment, when what you're hearing is 
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IS THERE LIFE 
AFTER MAJORS? 
BY ROB TANNENBAUM 

AS THE BOTTOM LINE 
RISES, ARTISTS FIGHT 
TO STAY AFLOAT 

W
hen is a profit not a profit? 
According to a lot of major 
record labels, when it's not a 
big profit. In the 1980s the 

top American record companies seem to 
have decided that pop artists who regu-
larly sell fewer than half a million units 
are not worth having. This is not their 
attitude toward classical, jazz or country 
acts—but then, pop has always been 
where the big bucks are. The new trend 
is a distinct change from the days when 
labels bragged of supporting beloved cult 
artists as rock 'n' roll noblesse oblige (and 
as long as they made some money). 
Now acts who generate only a modest 

profit are finding the doors of the major 
labels closed. Public awareness of this 
new criterion was aroused in 1984 when 
Warner Bros. Records dropped more 
than thirty artists from their roster, 
including 1-Bone Burnett, Bonnie Raitt, 
Arlo Guthrie and Jonathan Richman. At 
the same time, Warners ended their long 
association with Van Morrison. The 
pruning has continued ever since at 
Warners and other major labels, though 
without the publicity that accompanied 
the '84 purge. It's easy not to notice this 
trend because it manifests itself as 
absence. The Roches, Tom Verlaine, 
Tom Robinson and Kate and Anna Mc-
Garrigle disappeared quietly, after losing 
record deals because of insufficient 
sales. Bonnie Raitt and Rodney Crowell 
each spent five years without recording 
an album after Warner Bros. rejected 
completed LPs for commercial reasons. 
And it's difficult to locate new releases 
by Jonathan Richman and Tom Paxton, 
who record for independent labels, and 
Arlo Guthrie and John Prine, who formed 
their own self-sufficient labels rather 
than submit to major label expectations. 

In the past, major labels supported 
such prototypical cult artists—critics' 
sweethearts with small, loyal audi-
ences—in the hope that they might 

sprout into superstars (as Billy Joel, Bob 
Seger and Bruce Springsteen did after 
years of cultdom), or at least draw 
people into record shops, where they 
might buy records by newer bands. 
During the industry's boom era, sub-
sidizing an artist with negligible sales 
was an affordable luxury. But that luxury 
has fallen to a search for optimum profits 
which extends from cheaper packaging 
and vinyl to the proposed tax on home 
taping. Pop's planned obsolescence is 
more rapid than ever; the list of inactive 

artists includes not only 60s folkies and 
70s singer/songwriters, but also charter 
members of 80s new wave. 
"Why are you so interested in having 

record companies make records with 
artists that sell 50.000 records?" asks 
Frank Rand, vice president of A&R at 
Epic/Portrait. "That's something only 
reviewers and critics want, and we don't 
make a lot of money off of. But this is the 
music business. 

"You don't even go in and make a 
record with somebody because they're 
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Graham Parker: " I've been making 

records that cost too much money." 

prestigious and they're not gonna sell," 
he continues. "Why? What does prestige 
do for you when you go to the bank? It 
doesn't do shit." [As we go to press, 
Rand has left Epic.] 

It shouldn't be news to anyone that the 
goal of the music industry is to make 
money, and that if, in the process, they 
make art, that's considered a nice div-
idend. It's easy to blame Bonnie Raitt's 
disastrous Nine Lives, to pick a current 
example, on Warners' demands to 
"come up with a hit." But case studies 
demonstrate that record executives and 
artists alike merely abide by the ineluc-
table rules of the marketplace. 

"There is most definitely a ledger for 
every act," states Dick Wingate, head of 
A&R at PolyGram, whose roster in-
cludes Van Morrison, the Everly Broth-
ers and new signing Leonard Cohen. 
That individual ledger provides the 
information behind a label's decision to 
keep or dump an artist, which is why it's 
necessary to examine the mathematics 
of record company accounts before 
understanding why labels say they can't 
make money on certain artists. 
The debit side of a musician's ledger 

includes the cost of recording an album 
and making videos, tour support, and the 
label's marketing and promotion of the 
record. A quarter of a million dollars is "a 
pretty fair figure" for recording an LP 
and making two videos, according to 
Wingate, and with other costs figured in, 

an album often represents an investment 
of half a million. 
The black side of the ledger consists 

mostly of record sales. The wholesale 
cost of a record is about five dollars, but 
after you deduct manufacturing costs, 
songwriters' copyrights, freight and 
distribution, the label is left with about 
two dollars profit per LP. 

Thus, a band can amass a huge debt 
very quickly. After two LPs, for exam-
ple, Face To Face owed Epic "well over 
half a million" dollars, according to Frank 
Rand. Nonetheless, Rand wanted them 
to stay at Epic, and PolyGram's Win-
gate—who originally signed them when 
he was at Epic—lured them to his label. 
Why would a record company invest in a 
proven loser? "If you can see [sales] 
growth, there's always room to make a 
decision to go further," notes Wingate. 
And if the company takes another bath, 
he adds, the label drops the group and 
writes off the loss on its taxes. 

Today's darling is tomorrow's orphan. 
Warner Bros. has maintained a hip 
reputation by signing Hüsker Dü, Laurie 
Anderson and the Replacements; but 
since the purge of 1984, the label has 
dropped Tom Verlaine (after three al-
bums), Rodney Crowell (after three) and 
the Roches (after four). It remains to be 
seen if Warners will be willing to maintain 
support of Hüsker Du if the band never 
passes Verlaine's sales figures. 

Record companies lost money on the 
vast majority of albums released in 1981. 
To compensate for this imbalance, labels 
adopt a long-ball swing, which sports 
fans will recognize as the Dave Kingman 
Factor: They strike out a lot, but every 
now and then have a huge hit which 
compensates for their failures. And 
because they're busy searching for the 
Next Big Thing, they don't have time for 
a career cult artist like Van Morrison, 
who is unlikely to make hit singles. 

Although Jay Boberg, president of IRS 
Records, freely criticizes the hit-or-miss 
profligacy of other major labels, he 
stresses that unreasonable budgets are 
often created by the artist, that there are 
"a lot of situations where the record 
company is really being taken advantage 
of." Frank Rand explains how these 
situations arise: "Most of the time, when 
you get an artist that sells 100, 200 or 
300,000 units, they expect more money, 
more investment in marketing and 
promotion. And you end up giving them 
more. Before you know it, your very 
good, mutual deal—where the company 
and the artist made money—becomes a 
big deal." When that artist's sales don't 
increase "and he's tied into a contract 

that provides a half-million dollar ad-
vance," Boberg concludes, "you don't 
have to be a brain surgeon to figure out 
that just ain't gonna work." 
The unacceptable disparity between a 

large advance and modest sales accounts 
for Van Morrison's leaving Warner Bros. 
Morrison signed to the label early in 
1968, and his first release was the fabled 
Astral Weeks. His next four albums 
spawned a string of FM hits, and the size 
of his advances grew to reflect his 
commercial success. By the late 70s, 
Morrison had stopped making radio 
music. His sales dropped, but Warner 
Bros. was locked into a long-term con-
tract with large advances. When the 
label and Morrison split in '84, even 
Van's lawyer admitted that Warners 
"took a bath" on the contract's terms. 

"Whether an artist can make money 
for a label depends on what the deal is," 
emphasizes Rand. "We've been party to 
deals where artists sold 300, 000 records 
and their deal was so substantial that we 
were losing significant amounts of 
money. It's not a one-way street." 

Morrison was subsequently signed to 
PolyGram, who negotiated a "very 
reasonable deal," according to Wingate, 
with advances adjusted to reflect Van's 

Husker Bob Mould: 

Du it yourself. 

recent sales. "And very quietly, he sold 
enough records to pay for the deal last 
year." Wingate quotes sales of about 
150,000 for Morrison's A Sense Of 
Wonder. "Nobody's gonna get rich, but 
we're not losing any money. If I can have 
Van Morrison on my label and break 
even, I'm happy." Despite Rand's asser-
tion that prestige "doesn't do shit," 
Wingate's comments suggest different-
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The biggest improvement 
-‘ to the new Mirage-DSK 

›„› is the smaller price... 
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When the Mirage was introduced two years 
ago, digital sampling was a high-priced tech-
nology, available only to the rich and famous. 
Now, over 20,000 Mirages are living proof that 
any musician can enjoy the creative advantages 
of sampling. 

The new Mirage-DSK takes the best of the 
Mirage and brings it to you at an even more 
affordable price. 

The vast library of Mirage sounds is 100% 
compatible with the DSK. And with few 

exceptions; all existing Mirage editing soft-
ware and accessories can be used with the 
new Mirage-DSK. New stereo outputs give 
your sound increased width and depth. 

Visit your authorized Ensoniq dealer and see 
just how easy it is to own the world's most 
popular sampling keyboard. 

*There's always an exception or two, isn't there? The Ensoniq Sequencer 
Expander Cartridge and Input Sampling Filter can't be used with the Mirage-
DSK. However, the cartridges can be used with the Mirage Digital Multi-
Sampler 41195 US), 
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ly. As another A&R man points out, 
Capitol Records' signing of Paul 
McCartney may make the label more 
attractive while bidding for new artists, 
even if they don't show a profit from his 
record sales. 

"I've just gotten the new Van Morri-
son album, and I think it's extraordi-
nary," Graham Parker enthuses. "Every 
home should have one. But can you 
imagine if somebody said, 'Hey Van, 
there's no single'?" Although Morrison 
has been nearly oblivious to record 
company pressure, commercial de-

mands can often have a ruinous effect on 
an artist. " I can't say that's never 
happened," concedes Wingate. "There 
are bands that went down the tubes by 
compromising with a company scream-
ing for a single." 
When Arlo Guthrie presented his 

Someday LP to Warner Bros., label 
president Lenny Waronker said they 
didn't like it. "They told me they would 
put it out, but they weren't going to give 
it any kind of priority," Guthrie recalls. "I 
wasn't satisfied with that. I said, 'Give it 
to me, then, and I'll put it out." 

Get What You Play For 

911 

'ARM" 

Sensational Sound 

lestrie 
The String Specialists 

2SI3 V.Ilher Avenue • Battle Creek, MIchlgan • 49015 • USA 

Electric Strings: Super Steels • Boomers • Nickel Rockers • Brice Flats • Double ball end 
Guitarist: Dave Cowles 

Guthrie, who now releases his albums 
through his own Rising Son label, says 
he's "making a lot more money doing it 
myself. I can sell a quarter of the records 
I sold at Warner Bros. and make more 
money. I'd be a fool to deal with them." 
John Prine told Music Row magazine 

he rejected offers from major labels in 
favor of forming his own Oh Boy label 
"after deciding that they couldn't do 
anything for us we couldn't do our-
selves." The process is simple, he said: 
"You go out into the desert, you put your 
hand on a rock, and you say, ' I am a 
record company." And it's proven 
profitable for Prine, with sales of about 
40,000 for his Aimless Love album. Prine 
says that he's seeing more cash with his 
own label than he could with a major. 
"There used to be a stigma attached to 
not being with a major label," Guthrie 
concludes. "And the only thing that 
broke that was the economic benefits of 
not doing it that way." 

Due to financial necessity, major labels 
are the domain of artists who aspire to a 
large audience. The market niche they 
ignore has been serviced by indie labels, 
and the artists have their choice of which 
game to play. When sales of his Warners 
albums remained low, Guthrie realized 
that a "national response" wasn't feasi-
ble given his style of music, and chose his 
homemade label. Being dropped from or 
shunned by a major label shouldn't 
silence a determined musician, says Bob 
Mould of Hüsker Dü, who signed to 
Warners after putting out a number of 
indie LPs. "You can always put them out 
yourself," Mould notes. "You can always 
go back to putting out 200 cassettes." 

That's also the attitude of industry 
executives. "Why do these artists have 
to be on a major label?" asks the head of 
publicity for a major label. "I'm sure 
Rhino or Big Time or Flying Fish would 
be glad to have them." "The Roches 
would be better served by making 
records for a small, independent label," 
added Wingate, weeks before the group 
released an EP with Rhino Records. 
A similar conclusion convinced Craig 

Sussman to leave CBS Records and form 
the Los Angeles-based indie Cypress 
Records. "I just thank big record com-
panies for not signing moderate-selling 
acts, because it gives me the chance to," 
he says. "There are some great artists 
without record deals." The label's first 
release was Jennifer Warnes' Famous 
Blue Raincoat, a lovely collection of 
Leonard Cohen songs which benefited 
from faultless production quality, the 
input of top session players, string 
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arrangements, even guest appearances 
by Stevie Ray Vaughan, David Lindley 
and Van Dyke Parks. "Since we know 
who our audience is, we can concentrate 
our spending in specific areas which 
should have more impact," says Sussman. 
Thus, even with its major-label sound, 
the Warnes album had to sell only fifty-
to-seventy-five thousand copies to break 
even, according to Sussman. The LP's 
sales quickly approached a quarter of a 
million. Buoyed by that success, Cy-
press has also signed Kenny Rankin, 
Wendy Waldman and Tim Weisberg— 
major-label refugees all. Following 
similar instincts, record exec Danny 
Goldberg has formed a label called Gold 
Castle to put out albums by commercial 
middleweights such as Judy Collins, Joan 
Baez and Peter, Paul and Mary. 

"You have to keep all the economies of 
scale in proportion," emphasizes IRS 
head Boberg, whose label has prospered 
since 1979 despite releasing only four 
gold albums in that time. "You spend 
money in proportion to the sales you 
expect to attain." Boberg doesn't expect 
huge sales on Stan Ridgway or Hunters 
& Collectors, and his modest budgets 
don't require it. In defiance of the Dave 
Kingman Factor, IRS tries to build sales 
gradually, and Boberg points to R.E.M. 
as a positive example of the artistic and 
financial profits of gradualism. 
For years, the ccruntry, jazz and 

classical divisions of major labels have 
exemplified economies of scale. Because 
they can work on frugal budgets (many 
jazz LPs are recorded in just a day or 
two, and less money is necessary for 
independent promotion), sales of just 
50,000 can turn a profit for the label. 

But with the advent of digital record-
ing, strict budgets are more difficult to 
maintain. Jimmy Bowen, president of 
MCA Nashville, estimates that the cost 
of producing, marketing and promoting a 
country album has increased fifty per-
cent in the last five years. And since 
"costs and sales must be compatible," he 
agrees there is increased pressure on 
country artists to sell more albums. In 
one cost-cutting move, RCA Nashville 
has notified its producers to limit albums 
to nine tracks. [See Faces.] 
As an experiment in small-scale eco-

nomics, MCA has reactivated their Dot 
subsidiary. The Dot label will be home to 
"five or six eclectic artists who would not 
otherwise have had the opportunity to be 
on a major," says Katie Valk, MCA's vice 
president of East Coast artist develop-
ment and publicity. The label won't 
waste money pushing these artists to 
radio stations, she says, because they're 

not "mainstream" acts. Although Dot 
won't be fully operational until the fall, 
they recently released an LP by T-Bone 
Burnett, which was recorded live to two-
track in only four days. 

"The problem is, a lot of the money 
you spend on a record does not end up in 
the grooves," notes Boberg. "If an act 
knows they've got $75,000 to make an 
album, they'd better know damn well 
what songs to record, have them well-
rehearsed, and spend two weeks with a 
producer before we ever go into a 
studio. A lot of artists that have larger 
budgets literally write songs in the 
studio, try fourteen remixes and all of 
that." IRS artists, he argues, "appreci-
ate and benefit" from the label's penury. 
"Selling 35,000 copies is a success to us. 
IRS gives artists a license to grow. 
Because no growth occurs after a band 
has been dropped. 

"The main point is that people equate 
dollars spent with results. The key is to 
know when that money is necessary, and 
when you can achieve a greater advan-
tage by actually not spending money." 

Since 1978, when Graham Parker de-
scribed his relationship with Mercury as 
"the worst trying to ruin the best," he's 
been through two more record labels— 
Arista (for four albums) and Elektra (for 
one). He's now signed with Atlantic. 
Reminded of the accusations in his song 
"Mercury Poisoning," he concludes, " I 
don't think much has really changed." 

Parker points to John Prine for proof. 
"John Prine has written brilliant stuff, 
songs which make me look stupid," he 
exclaims. "It's amazing that his records 
are mail order now. Record companies 
have to support people like that." 

But subsidizing art isn't required of 
any huge corporation, whether it's IBM 
or Elektra Records. "They're selling a 
product," Parker acknowledges. "In 
most industries, if somebody comes up 
with a product that doesn't sell, they're 
not going to hold on to it for too long. So 
I can see that point of view perfectly 
well. But I think it's wrong. Because a lot 
of money is wasted in the record busi-
ness. I've been making records that cost 
too much money." Parker claims that it 
cost $300,000 to record Another Grey 
Area in 1982; although Arista won't 
release sales figures on the LP, it peaked 
at number fifty-one. 

Despite Parker's record at Arista, 
Elektra signed him, released Steady 
Nerves and, he says, "spent a hell of a lot 
of money to promote it. It appeared on 
the radio, shall we say. How they did 
that, I don't really want to know." 
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Whether or not they hired independent 
promo men, as Parker seems to imply, 
Elektra's investment could be a first-
year economics case study in the law of 
diminishing returns: The initial promo-
tion of the album helped sell it to Parker's 
fans, and then the label invested even 
more money to make the record a 
smash, which didn't happen (the album 
peaked at a disappointing number fifty-
seven), just as it hadn't happened for 
four previous albums at Arista. "The fact 
is, Elektra spent too much money," says 
Parker. "They couldn't keep their corn-

mitment going. The record didn't turn 
into millions of sales, which is what they 
would have needed. 
"Throwing money at the wall and 

hoping some of it sticks wasn't the right 
idea. There are very different stratas in 
the American music scene. One is a fairly 
awful heavy metal cabaret thing, like 
Starship or Journey. The public seems to 
want large quantities of that. 
"But there's another public that's 

buying Los Lobos and R. E. M. and me, 
that kind of stuff. I think a record com-
pany has to look at it realistically. Let's 

A PAIR OF FOURS 
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SPHERE AND 

CHARLIE HADEN QUARTET WEST 
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CHARLIE HADEN 
QUARTET WEST ( 831 673-2) 

CHARLIE HADEN, ERNIE WATTS, 
ALAN BROADBENT, BILLY HIGGINS 

This newly- formed quartet represents the 
vast scope of its leader's brilliant career and 
diverse musical interests. From be-bop to 
American folk, to classic standards and 
beyond... 

CD FEATURES 2 BONUS TRACKS! 

SPHERE 
FOUR FOR ALL ( 831 674-2) 

CHARLIE ROUSE, KENNY BARRON, 
BUSTER WILLIAMS, BEN RILEY 

The band that the Village Voice called, 
" one of the best small groups in Ian his-
tory," in a brand new recording that features 
originals, the standard "This Time The 
Dream's On Me" and Monk's "San Francisco 
Holiday." 

CD FEATURES 2 BONUS TRACKS! 

AVAILABLE ON VERVE COMPACT DISCS, HIGH QUALITY XDR CASSETTES AND AUDIOPHILE LPS 

not look at this artist as someone who's 
going to be played alongside the Starship 
on radio, 'cause they ain't. 'If Graham 
Parker does a video with Michael Jack-
son's video producer, we might break 
the album.' It ain't gonna work." 
The kind of realistic perspective that 

Parker and Jay Boberg and Craig Suss-
man talk about is feasible at a major label. 
Sussman explains that CBS, his old label, 
could just as easily have made Jennifer 
Warnes' new LP and turned a small 
profit on it. Van Morrison's success at 
PolyGram demonstrates that cult artists 
can thrive at a major label under the 
right conditions. The mathematics are 
simple—there's no point in making a 
video, since the MTV demographic is 
hardly the Roches' or Tom Robinson's 
target audience, and tour support is 
often unnecessary for established acts. 
So with a $100, 000 recording investment 
from the label, an artist would only have 
to sell 50,000 copies to break even. 

Although this could reactivate a group 
of artists readers of this magazine would 
probably like to hear from, its desirability 
is debatable. Marketplace pressures 
have ruined some artists, but they have 
also roused others from the insular 
protection of a loyal audience's support. 
The desire to reach a broader audience 
can result in an artist's best work, as 
demonstrated by Paul Simon's Grace-
land. In a recent Rolling Stone interview, 
Simon described his commercially disas-
trous Hearts And Bones as "an odd rec-
ord that wasn't top forty-oriented," and 
conceded that if his next project had 
been similar, it "was not in any form or 
reincarnation going to be a popular rec-
ord." Graceland has been successful not 
because it's "top forty-oriented"—its 
surprising showing among the top five 
LPs came in spite of a lack of radio expo-
sure—but because Simon's South African 
journey led to his most relevant music 
since Bridge Over Troubled Waters. 
And, just as importantly, Warner Bros. 

maximized the commercial potential of 
Graceland, demonstrating how ably a 
major label can promote an esoteric 
album. According to Bob Merlis, Warner 
Bros.' national director of publicity, the 
label was "very serious" about making 
Graceland a hit. They delayed the 
album's release to plan a promotional 
campaign, and brought Simon and the 
entire national promotional staff to Los 
Angeles for a pep-talk-cum-listening 
party. At press time, Graceland had sold 
over two million copies in the U.S. "It's a 
great example to us [of] what can be 
done," says Merlis. "We really take 

continued on page 133 
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Start with the X-30. You couldn't do bet-
ter. This is our third generation multitracker 
designed specifically for the beginning 
recordist. You'll be making better sounding 
tapes faster with the X-30. You can always 
tell what's going on just by looking at the 
controls, so it's really easy to use in all 
modes — recording, overdubbing and mix-
ing. Plus it sounds great, thanks to Dolby* 
C noise reduction. Plays standard cassettes 
with Dolby B code, too, for full compatibili-
ty with your tape library. Remember you're 
buying a tool, not a toy — something that 
might turn a career. So if you're ready to 
start, check out the X-30, the smart start-
up. It's all ready to go. 

Move up to the 160. Twice the normal tape 
speed (33/4 ips instead of 17/8 ips) accounts 
for a significant improvement in fidelity by 
way of more headroom and better frequency 
response. There are in-line insertion points 
too, for easier connections with reverbs and 
other effects processors. 

Sitting MIDI pretty? The 260 has six in-
puts. Synth players and, MIDI users will 
especially appreciate the extra two inputs. 
No need to record instruments which can 
be triggered to perform Án sync, on cue. The 
dedicated stereo buss ienother hit feature 
of the 260. MaesLcisier to nce tracks 
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The 460 is simply the best multitracker 
made. The cassette drive mechanism is so 
smart it can sync with video via the Fostex 
Synchronizer with software version 3.0. 

The mixing section of the 460 contains 8 
inputs (each wAh XLR-type rnic connector, 
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One of the hottest production rigs going is 
a 460 with the Fostex 8-track. Reference 
work on cassettes; masters on open reel; 
everything locked together in perfect sync. 

So whether your needs are simple or 
complex, if they involve a 4-track 
cassette/mixer, look to one of these with 
satisfaction. While different in features and 
functions, each has its full measure of the 
Fostex Sound. The Sound of Success. © 1987, 
Fostex Corp. of America, 15431 Blackburn 
Ave.. Norwalk, CA 90650 (213)921-1112. 
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By Richard Buskin s far as the music was concerned, John Lennon was always 
looking for the impossible, the unattainable," says George 
Martin, the Beatles producer. "He was never satisfied. He 
once said to me, in one of our evenings together when we 

were reminiscing, 'You know, George, I've never really liked 
anything we've ever done.' I said, 'Really, John? But you made 
some fantastic records!' He said, 'Well, if I could do them all over 
again I would." 
Few would agree with John Lennon's opinion of the Beatles' 

recorded output. From New York to Moscow, London to Adelaide, 
Tokyo to Rio, their records continue to sell in the hundreds of 

elOggl thousands, inciting, inspiring, infusing and seducing. The long-
awaited transfer of the Beatles catalog to CD and the twentieth 
anniversary celebration of Sergeant Pepper's release have only 
fanned the flames of Beatlemania higher. George Martin, who 

produced the Fab Four through-

George Martin's when EMI Records' all-power-years together, was drawn into 
the festivities last December 

out their seven explosive studio 

ful Beatles Committee asked 

Memory two.wastotaik EMI out of using the "fake" stereo mbœs and 
to go back to mono. 

this was fairly late in the process, his main contribution to the first 
him for help in preparing the old Beatles masters for digital. Since 

"I was, however, asked to look at the next three: Help!, Rubber 
Soul and Revolver," Martin picks up the tale. "These obviously had 
to be stereo, and when I listened to them—particularly Help!—the 
stereo was not very good at all. So I went back to the original 4-
tracks, and I actually did remix Help! and Rubber Soul. Revolver 
and Pepper didn't require remixing, 
however, as by that time I was get-
ting better, along with the technol-
ogy. I was tempted to right certain 
wrongs, but the Beatles Committee 
wanted it to be exactly as our original 
issue, and I thought, well, perhaps I 
shouldn't indulge in retrospective 
thoughts after twenty years, perhaps 
I should leave what I did all that time 
ago and say, 'Well, that's what I did, 
folks, and I'm not changing it now!' 

PHOTOGRAPH BY DAVIES & STARR What I did do, however, was to clean 

THE BEATLES' 
PRODUCER 

RECENTLY WENT 
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MASTERS AND 
FOUND SOME 

THINGS ARE UN-
FORGETTABLE 
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"I was out to get performance, the excitement of the actual live action." 

up the individual sounds, going back to 
the original 4-track source, and I have, in 
fact, brought the image in a little bit." 

This is not the only occasion Martin 
has preferred to not "indulge in retro-
spective thoughts". Within the last year 
he had let it be known he would be 
interviewed only on the condition he 
would not be asked about the Beatles. 
Which was fair in that Martin had already 
been thoroughly debriefed on the subject 
and tended to repeat the same stories. 
But his recent experience cleaning up 
the sacred master scrolls of Beatledom 
has jogged loose a whole batch of new 
memories which Martin is ready to 
share. And what he remembers best was 
not the technical details, but the feeling. 

"Looking back, some of the plops that 
we got on the mikes were pretty awful, 
but I was out to get performance---the 
excitement of the actual live action—and 
technical things like that didn't worry me 
too much. Sometimes the engineers 
would express disdain that I wasn't 
worried, but it was important to get the 
feeling rather than anything else." 
Two more obvious examples of the 

errors and imperfections that crept in 
were small vocal discrepancies between 
John and Paul on the last verse lyrics of 
both "Please Please Me" and "Drive My 
Car." "That was never intended, but 

they did it that way," smiles Martin. "It 
was live, and things such as that slipped 
my attention. Once it went through and I 
saw it was there, I didn't think it was 
worthwhile calling them in again to 
replace a line; life's too short!" 

Martin instead used his influence as 
producer for more weighty musical 
recommendations. It was his idea that 
"Please Please Me" should be an up-
tempo number, rather than a Roy Orbi-
son-type ballad as originally conceived 
by John and Paul. It was his idea to 
commence "Can't Buy Me Love" with 
the chorus, he who orchestrated the 
"pop" song "Yesterday" and who gener-
ally translated John, Paul and George's 
fanciful far-reaching ideas into usable 
musical form. 
"We didn't set out to specifically give 

an album a different sound from the last 
one, but there was this eternal curiosity 
that the boys had to try something new. 
They were growing up, and they were 
like plants in a hot-house. When I first 
met them, George and Paul were nine-
teen and twenty years old: kids. In just 
over a year they became world stars, 
and so their normal kind of growing-up 
period was taken away from them by the 
pressures of fame. They therefore grew 
up in the studio with me, and up to the 
point of Pepper they were expanding 

their ideas. Consequently, they were 
thirsty for knowledge, curious to find out 
what else they could have, and with their 
fame came the opportunity to experi-
ment. So George heard of a Ricken-
backer twelve-string, wanted to have 
one and he got one. Then everybody 
wanted one. 
"Once you started something, for a 

while it almost became the fashion. For 
example, once I'd turned John's voice 
around on 'Rain,' played his voice back-
wards to him and put it on the track, it 
was 'Great! Let's try everything back-
wards!' So George started doing back-
wards guitar solos, there was backwards 
cymbal on 'Strawberry Fields,' until that 
was exhausted and it was on to the next 
gimmick. It was a healthy curiosity to 
find new sounds and new ways of ex-
pressing themselves. 

"In order to record the backwards 
guitar on a track like 'I'm Only Sleeping,' 
you work out what your chord sequence 
is and write down the reverse order of 
the chords—as they are going to come 
up—so you can recognize them. You 
then learn to boogie around on that chord 
sequence, but you don't really know 
what it's going to sound like until it 
comes out again. It's hit or miss, no 
doubt about it, but you do it a few times, 
and when you like what you hear you 
keep it." 

Martin often lent a hand on the solos 
when required, especially keyboards. 
One of the most notable examples of this 
was the Elizabethan harpsichord break 
on "In My Life." A gap had been left in 
the song for an unspecified solo, and 
Martin decided to experiment with the 
idea of Elizabethan keyboard while the 
Beatles were out of the studio. This was 
successful, but the only problem was 
that he was not quite able to play the fast 
tempo required. He therefore played the 
entire piece at half-speed, and the tape 
was sped up to produce the desired 
sound. 
Drum sounds were another matter. 

George Martin was, in effect, turned on 
to drums by Ringo Starr, and was initially 
quite surprised by Ringo's care and 
assistance in ensuring that they sounded 
as he perceived they should. Though 
proponents of technique would wince, on 
several occasions Paul McCartney has 
stated that Ringo was the best drummer 
in the world for the Beatles; Martin 
agrees and explains why. 
"When I recorded the Tug Of War 

album in Montserrat with Paul and 
Stevie Wonder, we had Ringo playing 
drums and we also had Steve Gadd. Now D
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Steve Gadd is a great technical drum-
mer—one of the best in the world—he's 
done everything, and he's meticulous. 
We actually had the two drum kits in the 
studio, and Ringo and Steve playing 
together. First of all it was most interest-
ing that for the same mike setup the 
sounds were so completely different. I 
mean they were light years apart! I was 
shaken by it. Ringo gets a sound out of 
his drums which is all Ringo. 

"Secondly, although his time-keeping 
isn't rigid, clinical and of quartz-control-
led accuracy, he's got tremendous feel. 
He always helped us to hit the right 
tempo for a song, and gave it that sup-
port—that rock-solid backbeat—that 
made the recording of all the Beatles' 
songs that much easier. He was sym-
pathetic. His tempos used to go up and 
down, but up and down in the right way 
to help the song. His use of toms was 
also very inventive. The 'A Day In The 
Life' timpani sound on the toms was very 
characteristic. 

"Obviously in those days we never 
had the studio effects that there are 
now," says Martin, "but we used to try 
different things. That was always fun, 
and it made life a little bit more interest-
ing. The most notable case was 'Yellow 
Submarine,' of course, where you can 
hear the noise of bubbles being blown 
into tanks, chains rattling and that kind of 
thing. We actually did that in the studio. 
John got one of those little hand mikes, 
which he put into his Vox amp and was 
able to talk through. So all of that 'Full 
steam ahead...' you hear was done live 
while the main vocal was going on, and 
we all had a giggle. 
"We weren't averse to putting re-

corded effects in, too. There were all 
sorts of sound effects that you could get 
on record, so in the case of 'Good 
Morning, Good Morning,' for instance, 
there was a whole farmyard of animals 
dubbed in from a disc." 

Martin went even further for Len-
non's acid-filled, quasi-religious master-
piece, "Tomorrow Never Knows." 
"John Lennon never liked his own 
voice," notes Martin, "and I could never 
understand this because I thought his 
voice was terrific. He always wanted it to 
be mixed down, and on 'Tomorrow 
Never Knows'—which borrowed lyrics 
and inspiration from the Tibetan Book of 
the Dead—he wanted me to make him 
sound like a 'Dalai lama singing from the 
highest mountain top,' while still being 
able to hear what he was singing. Of 
course it was an impossible task, except 
that he obviously wanted a kooky effect, 

Engineer-as-Sancho: Geoff Emerick 

and Artificial Double Tracking was the 
only thing we could think of. Needless to 
say, in those days we didn't have ma-
chines like harmonizers or anything like 
that, so what I did was to put his voice 
through the Leslie rotating speaker of 
the Hammond organ. That gave it the 
effect you can hear, and to my knowl-
edge that was the first time anyone ever 
did that." Lennon would later opine that 
the song would have sounded better with 
monks chanting in the background as he 
had originally wanted. 
Not all Martin's newfound recollec-

tions involved major alterations. For 
instance, Martin noticed that he had 
overdubbed a part of Paul McCartney's 
vocal on "Yesterday." This helped ex-
plain his mistaken notion that a small part 
had been double-tracked: "Originally I 
recorded Paul singing and playing at the 
same time, miking up both guitar and 
voice. Then later on I wrote and over-
dubbed the strings, and on my fourth 
track I got Paul to have another go at 
recording the voice, just in case we got a 
better performance. Well, we didn't— 
not in my opinion anyway—except in one 
particular part which was at the end of 
the first section. ['I said something 
wrong, now I long for yesterday...] So I 
used that as an alternative voice, and 
during the past twenty years I've forgot-
ten about it and have always thought that 
is where I decided to double-track the 
voice. But it's not double-tracked, 
because in fact it's voice with leakage 
from a speaker as we didn't use head-
phones." 

Prior to meeting the Beatles, George 
Martin was completely responsible for 
EMI's Parlophone Records label, involv-
ing himself in the recording side and in all 
financial and contractual negotiations. As 
head of A&R he signed the Beatles to 
their first contract in the summer of 
1962, which allowed for the generous 
royalty of one British penny per single 
sold, divided between the four of them 
and manager Brian Epstein. 
As the Beatles and the other 

"Merseybeat" acts in Epstein's stable 
prospered, Martin was able to gradually 
distance himself from purely business 
concerns and concentrate on studio 
work. Matters reached a head in the 
monumental year of 1963 when records 
that he produced spent thirty-seven 
weeks at the top of the British singles 
chart. Matters also reached a head with 
EMI when, after monetary disagree-
ments, he departed in August 1965 to 
form his own company—Associated 
Independent Recording (AIR)—along 
with some industry colleagues. Thereaf-
ter a production deal was struck be-
tween AIR and EMI, and in this way 
Martin continued to produce the Bea-
tles. 

Yes, what they say about all those 
classic Beatles LPs being done on 4-
track is true: "The 1-inch 4-track system 
lasted right through Pepper up until Abbey 
Road. We experimented with 8-track in 
one case on the White Album at another 
studio, but Abbey Road didn't have 8-
track until Abbey Road itself. EMI always 
tended to be a bit behind independent 
commercial studios." 
At first, studio time was not very 

forthcoming; it was EMI's policy during 
the early 60s to allocate a maximum of 
three recording sessions to each album. 
It was also generally expected that two 
single A-sides and two single B-sides be 
produced from a three-hour session. 
The Beatles' first album, Please Please 
Me, was recorded in a single day, from 
ten a.m. to eleven p.m. By the time 
sessions for what turned out to be the 
Sergeant Pepper album commenced in 
December 1966, though, things had 
changed quite drastically. Apart from the 
band members' elevated positions as 
recording artists, Martin was in a strong 
enough position to determine the budget 
and duration of a project largely by him-
self. 

"I was always very much my own boss 
at Parlophone," Martin points out, "and 
always a bit of a maverick; and although I 
never had much money I did have my 
own way—and I will say that EMI let me D
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have my own way. So when it came to 
planning anything I had the final word. If 
I wanted to spend five months on doing 
an album, that was up to me. My neck 
was on the chopping block if I didn't make 
it, but I did make it, so there was no 
problem. I'm sure there was panic in the 
offices of EMI when we took four 
months to record Pepper, but nobody 
could say anything to me or threaten me 
because it was in my charge." 
Over the years quite a few different 

engineers worked sporadically with 
Martin on the Beatles sessions, but only 

two filled this role on a consistent basis. 
The first was Norman Smith, who en-
gineered on the recordings prior to the 
Revolver album, and who then decided to 
become a producer himself and pursue 
work with a new up-and-coming group 
that had attracted his attention: Pink 
Floyd. Thereafter, the man who en-
gineered all of the Beatles' albums—with 
the exception of the troubled Let It Be 
project—was Geoff Emerick. He was an 
eighteen-year-old tape-op when Martin 
offered him the chance of a lifetime. 

"At first, working with Geoff was a 

FREEDOM— NO COMPROMISE 

PORTANT 

WRITTEN, ARRANGED, PRODUCED, 

GUITARS — LITTLE STEVEN, 

nit NIGH QUALITY CASSETTES CDs AND RECORDS MANAGEMENT, 
II ENTERTAINMENT—FREDDY DEMANNUTNUR SPIVAk. 

case of telling him what I wanted and 
getting it," notes Martin. "Then, not 
very long after, he knew what I wanted, 
so I didn't have to say much. To this day, 
I can work with Geoff and I will know that 
what I'm getting is what I want." 

"It was a great working combination, 
just incredible," agrees Emerick. "In 
fact, everyone used to think it was a little 
bit odd because of the way we'd virtually 
go through a session without saying two 
words to each other." 

"If there was a new thing Geoff 
wanted to try out, I'd listen to it and then 
give him my judgement," says Martin. 
"On the other hand, it also eventually got 
to the sort of cooperation where he 
would say to me, 'Have you noticed that 
harmony of George's doesn't quite 
work?' He would overspill into my area, 
but that was fine, it was a good formula. 
I think it's much better than a producer/ 
engineer, who's worrying whether that 
note's in tune at the same time as worry-
ing about what the spill is like on the 
drum mike. You shouldn't have to do 
those two things together." 
Emerick well remembers "the way 

Ringo's bass and snare drums sort of 
thunder out on the 'Sergeant Pepper' 
theme and the reprise—no one had 
heard that in those days. The bass drum 
was just padded with woolen articles; 
later on we would take the front skin of 
the bass drum off. Before that, people 
recorded bass drums purely for the note 
and the beat value. So it became quite 
exciting to actually have it right up front 
and sort of slapped in your face. I used to 
position the mike about six inches away 
from the front, angled towards the floor 
a little bit to stop the wind-blast bashing 
its diaphragm. Later, when we took the 
front skin off the bass drum, we would 
normally place the mike inside, of 
course. We wanted to get the snap of the 
hammer hitting the skin, and again we'd 
stuff the drums with cushions or rags to 
deaden it and make a solid note within 
there. That's now normal practice, but it 
wasn't then." 
By Sergeant Pepper, the Beatles were 

getting Martin and Emerick to go even 
further. "Everything—vocals and instru-
ments—was doctored in some way on 
Pepper," laughs Emerick. "The technical 
approach up until that time had roughly 
been that you can't do it, because on 
paper it looked horrendous! We used to 
liken it—without any disrespect—to the 
BBC approach; if a vocal happened to be 
sibilant on a broadcast, someone would 
be told off for it!Things we were doing at 
the time of Pepper were horrendous, and 
would never have been allowed by EMI 
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eighteen months prior. We were driving 
the equipment to its limit. 

"Like Lennon's voice on 'A Day In The 
Life'—that was achieved with tape echo. 
We used to send the feed from the vocal 
mike into a mono tape machine. They 
had separate record and replay heads, so 
we'd be recording the vocal on the tape, 
taking the replay and feeding it back 
through the machine itself. There was a 
big pot on the front of the machines, and 
we used to turn up the record level until 
it started to slightly feed back on itself, 
and gave this sort of twittery vocal 

sound. Of course John was hearing that 
echo in his cans as he was singing—it 
wasn't put on after—and he used that as 
a rhythmic feel for singing. That tape 
echo on the vocal always suited John's 
voice, because he had a cutting voice 
that used to trigger it so well. For certain 
things, such as the background vocals on 
'Yellow Submarine,' we always used to 
use live chambers. EMI did have echo 
plates then, but we never used them. 

"Technically Pepper still stands up as 
the best album, knowing what we were 
going through," Emerick continues. "I 
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mean, although it was a bit laborious and 
it can't be done today, every time we 
either changed tape or we copied some-
thing, everything was meticulously lined 
up and re-biased—you can't do that now 
with twenty tracks of analog; no one's 
going to line up twenty tracks every time 
you throw another tape on, even though 
the Ampex machine does it automati-
cally. No one bothers anymore. But you 
just had to be disciplined—it wasn't that 
hard—and that's the only way we kept 
that quality maintained throughout the 
album. It's still the work I'm most proud 
of, and get the most excitement from. 
"On Pepper we were using the luxury 

of utilizing one track for bass overdub on 
some of the things. I can't quite re-
member what tracks we did that on, 
because some of the time we actually did 
four to four, but not on all of them. We 
used to stay behind after the sessions, 
and Paul would dub all the bass on. I used 
to use a valve C12 microphone on Paul's 
amp, sometimes on figure-eight, and 
sometimes positioned up to eight feet 
away, believe it or not. DI wasn't used on 
the guitars until Abbey Road—I've al-
ways been against direct injection; it 
sounds wishy-washy to me and you don't 
get the power of the amp. Although it's 
rich in content it's also feeble, but I 
suppose it goes with the transistorized 
sound of today." 
Tracks such as "Within You Without 

You" presented problems in the record-
ing technique, due to the concern then 
caused to musicians when hearing their 
gentle, quiet instruments—such as 
tabla, dilruba and tambouras—being 
amplified much like electric guitars. 
Close rniking, compression and equaliza-
tion were required, and for the latter the 
top of the REDD console lifted up and an 
eq box was plugged in. This had the 
settings "pop" and "classical"; the 
assumption then was that the high top-
end reached by orchestras could not be 
attained on pop records. 
Emerick is especially proud of his 

contribution to "A Day In The Life": "On 
the orchestral rush at the end of the 
track, by careful fader manipulation I was 
gradually building the crescendo to a 
peak. My technique then was a little bit 
psychological, because I would bring it 
up to a point and then slightly fade it back 
in level, as I had a long time to do so. It 
was just a case of really feeling the 
music, more than the technical side." 

Peter Vince, who engineered on the 
track " It's Getting Better," mainly 
remembers the Pepper sessions for their 
occasional state of pandemonium: "Lots 

continued on page 68 
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Heavy metal 
workaholic 

By Larry Nager 

DAVID T. CHASTAIN JUST MAY BE 
the hardest-working man in the heavy-
metal business, and it's finally starting to 
pay off. The Ohio-based guitarist has 
recorded five albums in the past two 
years: three featuring his studio band, 
Chastain, and two by his performing 
group, CJSS. The records, released on 
small labels like Leviathan and Shrapnel, 
have been making noise, receiving airplay 
on America's heavier metal radio outlets 
and garnering clippings in metal mags. 

DAVID T. CHASTAIN 

"I think I sound more 

European than 

American. American 

heavy metal is more 

interested in 

commerciality." 

But until now Chastain, like Jerry 
Lewis, has gotten most of his fan mail 
from France. And Germany, England 
and Holland, where the heavy-metal 
rags—the primary source of rock news 
in those government-controlled radio 
wastelands—have been falling all over 
themselves about the guitarist for years. 
The French fanzine Enfer has called 

him a "genius soloist," "a future star of 
heavy metal" and, in the days of Halley-
mania, "The Cincinnati Comet"; Eng-
land's Kerrang! praised his "amazing, 
fast-fingered axe-ploits" and said he 
"makes Yngwie Malmsteen sound like 
Nik Kershaw"; and Holland's S le dge-
hammer gushed over his "unforgettably 
great solos." 
Now American headbangers are 

spreading the word, thanks largely to 
Chastain's tireless efforts. Jimmy Swag-
gart and Tipper Gore may be all shook up 
over heavy metal's Satan connection, 
but Chastain is one hard-rocker who 
worships the Protestant work ethic. The 
second half of 1986 saw him put out two 
LPs—Ruler Of The Wasteland by the 
band Chastain, produced by Steve 
Fontano (WASP, Icon, Billy Sheehan) 
for Mike Varney's Shrapnel label; and 
the self-produced Praise The Loud 
(Leviathan Records) featuring CJSS. 
He's just released a new Chastain album, 
The Seventh Of Never, and he's already 
writing material for an as-yet-untitled 
solo instrumental debut due this fall. 
While he's labored, he's seen his 

drummers hit the big time. Fred Coury, 
who pounded out the brontosaurus 
rhythms on the first Chastain LP, Mys-
tery Of Illusion, is now a member of the 
multi-platinum pop-metal band Cin-
derella. Ken Mary, who worked on the 
other two Chastain albums, is the drum-
mer for Alice Cooper's comeback tour. 

But Chastain can take satisfaction in 
the fact that he's a self-made guitar hero. 

He insists on handling his own business 
and working with independent record 
companies. So far, he's avoided relocat-
ing to the Spandex capital of the world, 
L.A., instead working out of Cincinnati, 
hardly a city known for its hard rock. And 
unlike Bon Jovi and the rest of the 
current crop of American pop-metallers, 
he refuses to take the MTV-video, 
three-minute single route to success, 
preferring the Gothic Sturm und Drang 
of the European metal bands. 

"I think I sound more European than 
American," Chastain admits, trying to 
explain his early acceptance overseas. 
"American heavy metal is more inter-
ested in commerciality. Most of the Euro-
pean metal bands are not that worried 
about it. In America, Ratt and Motley 
Crue and Twisted Sister are just gigantic 
and they're not really that big over there. 
There's definitely more classical influ-
ences in the lead guitar players over 
there. You're not going to hear them play 
'Smokin' In The Boys Room." 
Of his two bands, CJSS is a bit more 

American—and commercial. "CJSS is 
somewhat concerned with getting 
airplay," he admits. "Whereas the Chas-
tain stuff is more, as Varney likes to call 
it, 'musical masturbation.' There's a lot 
going on and nobody's worrying about 
getting a hit single out of it. He just wants 
me to get as far out as possible." 

Unlike the Chastain band's metal-for-
metal's sake, CJSS thought it had a 
potential hit on its hands with its remake 
of Led Zeppelin's "Communication 
Breakdown," on its first LP, World Gone 
Mad (Leviathan). 
"We just tried to make it sound like 

what they would sound like if they had 
come out now and had influences from 
the 70s and 80s, instead of the 50s and 
60s. We just tried to make it sound fresh, 
like what Van Halen did with 'You Really 
Got Me.' 
"And I think we achieved that. The 

performance is good. It sounds good 
coming over the radio. But the stations 
we wanted to hit with it would not play it. 
To be honest we were told so many 
times, 'It's a lot better than the original 
and if we play it it would be sacrilegjous." 
Even without much airplay, Chastain's 

two bands have enjoyed respectable 
sales, particularly for independent label 
acts. The first Chastain LP, Mystery Of 
Illusion (Shrapnel), has sold almost 
30,000 copies; CJSS's more recent 
World Gone Mad has already passed that. 
Recent licensing arrangements have 
made Chastain's records available in 
Japan, Europe and South America. But 
sales figures don't tell the whole story, M
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Chastain insists. 
"When you're in the independent 

market, what you actually sell and what 
you get paid for are two entirely different 
things. A lot of these distributors are not 
the world's best on paying up, and if they 
think you're a fledgling independent they 
won't pay you at all, thinking you'll go out 
of business." 

But Chastain still prefers the indepen-
dent route to dealing with major labels. 
When Spike, his working band prior to 
CJSS, released an LP, RCA Records put 
out feelers about picking it up. "We were 
tagged along by RCA into thinking they 
were gonna buy it, so we made no efforts 
to release it nationally." 
With no record sales outside the Mid-

west, Spike's The Price Of Pleasure 
quickly went out of print. Chastain says 
it will soon be back, rereleased with the 
addition of a sticker reading "Early 
Recordings of David T. Chastain." 

Spike was the reason Chastain left his 
hometown of Atlanta, Georgia eleven 
years ago. After playing the local bar 
band circuit, he got the offer to join the 
Cincinnati-based hard-rock quartet. It 
seemed like a good opportunity—Spike 
toured regionally and there was talk of a 
possible record deal. With a set list made 

up almost entirely of original material, 
the band made a name for itself packing 
clubs throughout the Midwest. Thanks 
to a well-connected manager, the band 
landed the opening slot when Black 
Sabbath and Blue Oyster Cult's Black 'n' 
Blue tour played Cincinnati's Riverfront 
Coliseum. But Chastain's ticket out of 
Atlanta ran into a dead end. 
"We just wound up in that ridiculous 

club scene which you get into and it's 
really hard to get out. You get used to 
making your $200 a week." 
When the band's LP flopped, it was 

the final nail in Spike's coffin. "A couple 
years ago, we just decided that Spike 
was too synonymous with being a bar 
band and we'd exhausted all of our 
record connections, so we thought it was 
better that we just start from scratch." 
So Chastain started CJSS, a band that 

includes one of his Spike bandmates— 
drummer Les Sharp—along with bassist 
Mike Skimmerhorn and lead singer 
Russell Jinkens. At the same time, 
Chastain took Varney up on his offer of 
producing an LP showcasing his fret-
work and the sessions began for Chas-
tain's Mystery Of Illusion. In a world 
filled with fingerboard-tapping, twang-
bar twiddling Eddie Van Halen clones, 

Chastain stood out from the crowd and 
people began to notice. 
"One of the things that makes my 

style different is that I've never picked a 
lead off a record. Everybody goes, 'Oh, 
I know every lick Eddie Van Halen ever 
did, every lick Yngwie ever did.' Well, I 
don't know any lick by anybody. When I 
first started playing I was in a band about 
a week and we were out playing all origi-
nal material. So I've never been influ-
enced heavily by anybody." 

Chastain does admit to a few idols. "I 
started playing in the early 70s: basically 
Black Sabbath and Cream and Hendrix. I 
listened to psychedelic music, early 
heavy metal. I love those twenty-minute 
Cream jams. And there were a lot of 
bands in Atlanta that never really made it 
that were probably bigger rock guitar 
influences than the big guys, 'cause I 
could go out and sit in the front row and 
see these young players that were 
really, really good. But nobody ever 
heard of them. They just came and went. 
"As I evolved, it went up. Obviously 

Hendrix was an early influence, John 
McLaughlin in the Mahavishnu Orches-
tra, Allan Holdsworth. Although I don't 
play like him, if I could listen to one guitar 
player it would be Allan Holdsworth." 
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The new SM96. When you don't want 
home studio tapes to sound homemade. 

Your recordings are only as good as the mic you use. 
Why hurt your chances of selling your song by using 
an inferior microphone? 

The first affordable studio-quality 
vocal condenser microphone. 
The SM96 is especially designed for home studios. 
It captures vocal subtleties ordinary mics can miss. 
So the tapes you produce sound crisper, punchier, 
and smoother. 

We've even built in a three-stage pop filter and 
a precise bass rolloff to compensate for the proximity 
effect of a close-miked vocal. And, our unique 3_-point 
space frame shock mount totally isolates the SM96 
from mechanical noise pickup. Your tapes will sparkle 
with a sound quality that you would expect only in 

professional studio recordings. 

Works with or without phantom power. 
The SM96 is the first microphone of professional 
caliber which can be powered by a readily available 
1.5 volt AA battery. So you can have the silky-smooth 
sound of a top quality condenser mic even if your 
equipmet doesn't have phantom power. And you 
can use the SM96 on stage with any mixing board. 

Can you afford to make the modest investment 
in this remarkable new microphone? If you're serious 
about your music, a better question is, can you afford 
not to? 

Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 
60202-3696. ( 312) 866-2553. G. S. A. approved. 



Those influences are the key to what 
sets Chastain apart from the headbang-
ing herd. "I'm trying to approach the 
metal context from more of a fusionistic 
angle, as far as lead guitar playing goes. 
Like Malmsteen wants to sound like 
Paganini, I would prefer, even though 
I'm using those type scales, to come 
more from a fusion feel where I have a 
lot of chromatic stuff in it." 

While Chastain's previously recorded 
work gives a hint of his metal-fusion 
approach, he says his instrumental LP 
will be the real ear-opener. "It will be 
sort of like Dixie Dregs goes metal. It's 
pretty sophisticated. There's a lot of 
time changes." 

CJSS' recent Ruler Of The Wasteland 
includes a taste of what the Chastain 
instrumental project should be like. 
"Thunder And Lightning" is a guitar 
showpiece that packs more key changes 
and time signatures into its four minutes 
and five seconds than most metal acts go 
through in an entire career. 

Chastain's sophisticated approach is 
drawing increasing legions of fans. His 
two most recent LPs are selling faster 
than the earlier albums, but sales of all 
five continue to mount. That may force 
him to rethink his attitude toward the 

continued on page 133 

WORKING METAL 

D
avid T. Chastain has an endorse-
ment deal with B.C. Rich Gui-
tars and DiMarzio Pickups, so 
he uses customized versions of 
Rich's candy-apple red ST-3s 

fitted with custom-made DiMarzio hum-
buckers. The necks are lacquered maple, 
shaved thin where they join the guitar, and 
the ST-3s' controls are in the two-plus-
two Les Paul-style configuration—two 
tone and two volume knobs. 

His tremolo unit is a Floyd Rose ("It 
takes ten minutes to get them properly 
tuned. But when you do, they stay in tune 
for a week"). Strings are also DiMarzios: 
.008 to . 040, specially made for the Floyd 
Rose tremolo system. Picks are ten-year-
old Fender heavys ("I bought a gross of 
them back then. They're classic picks and 
I'm about to run out"). 

Effects include Ibanez harmonizer and 
delay units with a Yamaha reverb and an 
Eventide harmonizer on the soundboard. 
For amplification, Chastain says it's Lab 
Series heads played through—need you 
ask?—a Marshall stack. "When we play 
live, we have like thirty Marshall cabinets 
up there. We don't use a lot of them, but 
we have them up there for effect. When 
you're competing against the big boys, 
you have to look like the big boys." Much 
to the roadies' relief, the dummy Mar-
shills are empty. 
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More than 
just notes. 
EMG Pickups. 
You want more than just the 
notes you play. With an EMG, 
get the response you need 
from a pickup. Get the 
performance you put into it. 
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Nobody gives you 
more sound for less 
than Sam Ash. 
ou'!! find everything you need to make music at Sam 

Ash at consistently low prices. It's a fact that Sam Ash has 
been filling America's playing and recording needs for 
more that 60 years. So whatever your needs may be, 
you'll find that the helpful and expert people at Sam Ash 
will bring music to your ears. 

YOUR SOURCE FOR MUSIC AND SOUND 
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1987 Ovation Collectors' Series Guitar 
"This is the finest Collectors' Series model we have made 

ollectors of unique guitars will find 
the 1987 Ovation Collectors' most 
, desirable. It is beautiful as well as 
functional. The deep cutaway bowl 

brings out the rich acoustic sound of the honey 
stained sitka spruce top. The burled walnut 
headstock and rare woods surrounding the 
soundholes are unique to this guitar, as is the 

C. William Kaman, II 

combination of abalone purfling around the 
fingerboard and soundboard. Only 1000 of the 
1987 Collectors' Series will be produced. Become 
one of the select few to experience the sensation 
of owning one of the world's finest instruments. 

See the 1987 Collectors' Series guitar at your 
Ovation dealer or write to 
us for more information. Ovation 

Kaman Music Corporation, PO Box 50Z Bloomfield, CT 06002 
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ST 1esy and t 

of omputer Worship 
For most musicians, the personal computer is a necessary evil...a means to an end, at 
best. So it can be a real pain to stumble unwittingly into the dark cave of Computer Cult 
Worship. Forget about your Bacchantes, your cults of Mithras, Winged Eros and 
Pseudo-Dionysus the Areopagite. These guys are really ill. Disciples of the 
Omnipotent PC believe one thing with all their hearts: The more inconvenient 
and difficult a computer is to use, the greater is its Might. And the greater the 
Righteousness of its Devotees for following the arduous path of its accessory-
bedecked chariot. In the torchlit recesses of the cave, the Faithful don white 
robes decorated with moons, stars, Motorola chips and other potent symbols of 
Deep Mystery. They join hands and fervidly intone: 

Hail Computer. You're the Chief! 
Come on, Big Boy, give us grief 

T
lie cult originated in the corridors of Corporate 
lower, which, of course, explains a lot. 
Including their Second Great Tenet: The more 
loot a computer commands you to lay on the 

sacrificial altar, the more Divine it is. As with all cults, 
there's a great deal of elitism going down here. In a 
tone that's equal parts eggheaded smugness and 
macho swagger, the Initiated will tell you there are 
only two real Deities: the IBM PC and the Apple 
Macintosh. (Yeah, the Mac is easier to use than the 
IBM, but its price tag still allows it admission to the 
Pantheon.) Comparative religionists note a parallel 
phenomenon in the Cult of Unimaginative Auto 
Purchasers, who restrict their worship to the BMW 
and Mercedes Benz. 

Want to thumb your nose at all this crappola and still 
take advantage of everything a personal computer can 

do for your music? It's easy. Buy an Atari ST. The 
Culties hate it. Why? That's simple. It's an inexpen-
sive, squalid-looking gray box that's just as powerful 
as their four-figure thunderbolt chuckers. (You can 
buy a 520 ST for about $500 and a 1040 ST for about 
$700.) And it isn't even hard to use. It also has the 
effrontery to come with built-in MIDI ports. It's an 
iconoclast. A rock 'n' roll computer. 
At first, the Culties could fall back on the standard 

defense: "Oh, there's no software for the ST." But 
that one has long since gone moldy. Especially when it 
comes to music software—particularly sequencer 
programs. And that, if you haven't twigged by now, is 
what this article is all about. 
At last count, there were at least three professional 

ST sequencers in the stores and ready to follow you 
home: Hybrid Arts' MIDITrack ST, the Steinberg Pro 
24 (distributed by the Russ Jones Marketing Group) 
and Dr. T's Keyboard Controlled Sequencer (KCS). 
At least two more—the Sonus MasterPiece and 
Transform XTrack—are just around the corner and 



Hallelujah! Sequence without 
sin or sainthood on the 

Atari ST, the rock 'n' roll computer. 

By Man Di Perna 



may even be out by the time you read 
this. Not enough for you? Well, Hybrid, 
Steinberg, Dr. T and Sonus also have 
affordable sequencer programs for 
entry-level MIDI neophytes. And pro-
grams like the MIDISoft Studio and 
MIDI Play (Electronic Music Publishing 
House, Inc.) provide further under-$100 
options. Still not convinced the ST's the 
real thing? Maybe you'd be interested in 
some of the music scoring/sequencer 
programs that are starting to appear, 
such as Dr. T's Copyist, Quiet Lion's 
Mu-Script, the forthcoming Transform 

Paradise cost: Atari 1040 ST with Hybrid MIDITrack main screen 

X-Notes and Sonus' imminent Super 
Score Writer. 

Since it is such an irreverent little 
upstart, Atari's apostate isn't afraid to 
mimic the gods. It rips off the Mac's con-
venience features (a mouse, pull-down 
menus, scroll bars, etc.) and the "class-
ic" IBM PC-style function keys. The best 
ST sequencing programs take full advan-
tage of this presumptuous combination. 

Data Recording: 
The Big Tape Melphor 
As I said, most musicians wouldn't be 
caught dead chanting the Ritual Creed: 

Hail Computer. You're Supreme! 
We love it when you treat us mean. 

So ST sequencing software generally 
tries to spare you the bloodstained 
ordeals of traditional computer worship. 
For example, the celestial CRT screen 
actually deigns to appear on earth in a 
form that won't frighten musician mor-
tals. It disguises itself as a lowly multi-
track tape machine. Inputting of MIDI 
data is set up as though we were record-

ing audio signals on tape. The ST profes-
sional sequencers I've checked out all 
make use of the multitrack metaphor 
(although all offer non-real step time 
entry as well). But some are more 
successful than others at imitating the 
standard Studer. 
The Steinberg Pro 24 (Vers. 1.1) is 

perhaps the most successful in this 
respect. Maybe it's that German pen-
chant for symbolic thinking. The Pro 24 
does come to us from the land of Goethe, 
Wagner and Nina Hagen, where the ST 
caught on earlier than it did here. With 

Teutonic thoroughness, the Pro 24's 
main screen covers every transport and 
track function you'd find on a multitrack 
tape machine. There's a full set of 
transport controls (Rec, Play, Stop, FF, 
Rew, FFF, Fast-Rewind and Return-to-
Zero), 24 "record enable buttons" which 
you use to select one of the sequencer's 
24 tracks for recording, editing and 
muting, and even a row of 24 plasma 
meter-style displays which read out 
MIDI velocity levels for each track. All 
of these recorder-style controls can be 
accessed via the mouse, and many can 
be controlled from its keyboard as well. 
But even great Jupiter's mortal dis-

guises outlived their usefulness at a 
certain point. And so it is with ST 
sequencers. Unlike tracks on tape, each 
track on the Pro 24 (and the other 
programs we'll be discussing) can be 
subdivided into a number of separate 
sequences. Sequences on different 
tracks can have different lengths and 
each can repeat and loop with complete 
disregard for what's happening on other 
tracks. Try that on multitrack tape. 
The Pro 24 does ask you to be just as 

meticulous as it is and define the length 
of your sequence before you begin 

recording. This is done by specifying the 
beginning and end points of the sequence 
in bars, beats and "ticks" (or pulses, 
clocks or steps—the nomenclature 
varies). The Pro 24 has a resolution of 96 
pulses-per-quarter-note (ppqn). But 
fear not, earthbound child of Woman, 
these values can be set by clicking with 
the mouse, dragging a cursor along a 
scroll bar or—if you're so inclined—good 
old-fashioned typing. 
At every turn, the Pro 24 provides 

options for those of us who would rather 
not commune with the Pythagorean 
perfection of Arithmetic. Once you've 
recorded a sequence, you can give it a 
nice cozy name. (I prefer ones like 
"Herbert" and "Philomena" to cold, 
impersonal epithets like "Verse Riff 1," 
but to each his own.) So if you want to 
edit a sequence later on, you can call it 
by name—like a faithful dog—instead of 
memorizing a bunch of cabalistic se-
quence numbers. 
The beginning and end points of each 

sequence on a track can be assigned to 
any of the ST's 10 function keys for 
instantaneous auto cue location (a must-
have on any pro sequencer program). 
The same kind of mouse clicking, cursor 
dragging or typing operations can also be 
used to set in and out points for auto-
mated punch-ins (another must-have). 
But if you prefer a more spontaneous 
approach, you can also punch in manually 
at any time during a playback simply by 
hitting the Record control. 
Beam Team is another software com-

pany that began its terrestrial existence 
in the Hyperborean Northland of Ger-
many. And this has enabled it to spring 
up fully grown on the American scene 
almost overnight—just like Athena 
popping out of Zeus' brow. Well, almost. 
Transform Xtrack—Beam Team's ST 
sequencer—wasn't quite completed at 
the time of this writing. But it too will 
feature mouse-driven transport con-
trols, and what the company describes 
as "an unlimited number of tracks." (Talk 
about your Omnipotence.) Beam Team 
seems fairly committed to cutting out the 
usual dickey-poo that goes with com-
puter use. For example, the Xtrack will 
be fully interactive with the company's 
other ST programs. So you can, for 
instance, install the Xtrack and Xsyn 
patch editor/librarian on the same disc. 
This will enable you to edit patches while 
you're working on a track and have the 
luxury of hearing the patch in the context 
of the track you're editing. All without 
the usual, tedious "disc-jockeying." 
The Sonus MasterPiece is another 

sequencer that was not quite ready for 
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Volume I Notes and News from Kurzweil Music Systems Issue No 1 

Introducing RANDOM SAMPLING— 
from Kurzweil Music Systems. RS really 
isn't an ad or an editorial. Its' a synthesis 
of the two... with a touch of fun so we 
don't get bored. bull be seeing RS in 
music magazines everywhere. . and at 
your local Kurzweil dealer.., so you can 
keep up with all the special news from 
Kurzweil! SPEAKING OF SPECIAL 
how about the new Sound Modeling 
Program for the Kurzweil 150 Fourier 
Synthesizer? Using the 150s' additive 
synthesis capabilities, SMP manipulates 
the frequencies and amplitude envelopes 
of up to 64 partials right on the  
screen of your Apple / le. The result: an 
infinite number of new sounds! SMP's 
price is just as incredible...FREE You do  
need Version 1.6 software for your 
150FS... but that  free too. If you haven't 
checked out SMP ... well ... what 
can we say? TAKE FIVE... a quick five 
... because Patrick 11/loraz is joining 
the Moody Blues tour June 12 - July17 
...fully "Kurzweiled"... and again 
August 24- September 6. Can't catch the 
tour? Patricks' "Human Interface" solo 
album is due out in early June...and like 
he says, its' "about 90% Kurzweil." Ncw 
thats' music to your ears! TAKE FIVE, 
TOO... with Advanced Electronic Music 
Productions' Phil Shenale. Using a Kurz-
weil K250, Phils' programmed keyboard 

and percussion parts for movies like 
Little Shop of Horrors... major studios 
like NBC and Tri-Star.., stars like Rick 
Springfield and Barry Manilovv... and 
Jack-in- the-Box and other commercials. 
Phil starts a new Olivia Newton-John 
album in June. He says, "The Kurzweil 
is at every session— always." Next on 
Phil's list? " I want to expand AEMP to 
24 tracks ... and add one or two 
25ORMX's!" DID SOMEBODY SAY 
250 RMX?... All right. We knew the 
25ORMX would be hot...but how hot 
can  you get ?!? We've kicked production 
right in the ROMs to meet the demand. 
So if you've already ordered a 25ORMX, 
don't worry. Its' on rhe way .. soon! After 
all our ROM wasn't built in a day. KURZ-
WEIL OWNERS ... WHERE ARE 
YOU?... What?!? Ybu haven't sent in your 
warranty card? How are we supposed to 
send you our quarterly newsletter and 
update notices? Send your name, 
address, and Kurzweil serial number to: 
Kurzweil Music Systems, Inc., 411 
Waverley Oaks Rd., Waltham, MA 
02154. And if you need to locate a Kurz-
weil User Group let us know and we'll 
help you find one. .. So what do you 
think about RS? We want your feed-
back! We want ro hear from you! Who 
knows? You might just see your name in 
print! Now wouldn't that be news?!? 

C) 198: by Kurzweil Music Systems Plc All nets zeserved Kurzwen and Sound Modeling %gran ore trademarks o, Kurzweil Music Systems, Inc. Apple e a yegistered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc 



release at the time of this writing. But I 
was able to get a sneak preview at the 
Sonus headquarters. Here too, I found 
the Big Tape Metaphor lounging com-
fortably at a large desk. The Master-
Piece's main screen displays 32 "record 
enable buttons" (one for each track) and 
a full set of transport controls. 

But Sonus has adapted the tape meta-
phor to its own purposes by adding an 
extra set of FF/Rewind controls. These 
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Steinberg Pro 24 main screen 

are used to access cue points. The cue 
system is structured something like tabs 
on a typewriter. You can set up as many 
cue points as you need (to a resolution of 
192 ppqn) and move back and forth 
among them using the extra FF and Rew 
icons. (But for the Old Believers out 
there, this function can be achieved via 
keystroke commands, as can every 
MasterPiece function.) You can also set 
in and out points for automated punches 
(one per pass) or do real time punches 
(also one per pass) on the fly. 
So you see, it isn't always necessary 

for a sequencer program to imitate 
everything a tape machine does. Like the 
personal computer itself, multitrack-
style functions are just a means to an 
end. Nothing to get all swoony over. The 
60-track Hybrid Arts MIDITrack ST is a 
perfect case in point. It takes the multi-
track metaphor in a slightly different 
direction. Half the main screen is de-
voted to a master track list, which is also 
used to select tracks for recording and 
editing. (On the Pro 24 and Master-
Piece, you have to go to a pull-down 
menu to see a track list.) On the other 
side of the main screen, there's an 
abbreviated set of tape transport-style 
controls: Stop, Play, Pause and Rewind 
(accessible via mouse or keyboard). 

Unlike the other sequencers we've 
looked at so far, the MIDITrack has no 
separate Record control. Nor is it 
necessary to specify in advance how 
many bars you intend to record. You 
simply select a track, put the machine in 
Play and start wailing. If you like what 

you've played, you click on a "Keep" 
button before rewinding. There are 
plenty of Idiot Boxes and a Track Protect 
function to keep you from accidentally 
erasing a track you've already recorded. 
The MIDITrack ST is, in many re-

spects, one of the easiest and most fun 
ST programs I've played with. Helpful 
on-screen prompts guide you through 
any operation that involves more than 
two steps. And the graphics are a 
scream. The punch-in icon is a boxing 
glove (the program lets you set up one 
pair of punch points and one pair of cue 
points to a resolution of 96 ppqn). The 
MIDI channels are displayed in black 
octagons that look just like TV Guide 
channel boxes. During playback, the 
track list flashes a series of non-alpha-
betic characters (!@$%&*). It looks like 
the program is letting you have it with a 
string of comic strip obscenities. But 
don't worry; you haven't pissed off the 
Almighty Computer or anything. The 
characters are actually part of a code that 
tells you how many notes are being 
sounded at any given time on that track. 
But perhaps my favorite graphic is the 

metronome/tempo icon. The metro-
nome's baton actually flicks back and 
forth with waggish abandon. Anyone 
who has ever tried to follow the anemic 
audio click put out by the ST's under-
nourished speaker will immediately see 
how helpful this visual aid can be. 

In its original version ( 1.0) Dr. T's 
KCS seemed specifically designed to 
quell this kind of frivolity. An adaptation 
of Dr. T's Commodore sequencer, the 
ST KCS betrayed its origins at every 
turn. A kind of multi-track style record-
ing was offered by the program's Track 
Mode (one of three operational modes). 
But there were no mouse-driven func-
tions, no transport controls, nor any of 
the other convenience features we 
associate with ST use. Instead, there 
were a lot of arbitrary "function key" 
assignments to memorize. In short, the 
whole thing was a throwback to that Old 
Time Computer Religion. 

Hail, Omniscient Memory Buffer! 
Give it to us; make us suffer. 

But the Doctor and his minions have 
since realized that these rock 'n' roll 
punks who buy computers today have no 
damned respect for that sort of thing. So 
they've launched an all-out drive to adapt 
the KCS for all the little softies. Version 
1.5 of the program, they promise, will 
remedy all. In the meantime, they're 
releasing a series of "interim" KCS 
incarnations, of which Version 1.2 is the 

latest. The track page is indeed quite an 
improvement. There are mouse-driven 
transport controls (Rec, Stop, Pause and 
Play). And the KCS is one ST sequencer 
that has always provided a visual and an 
audio "click." Tempo and one pair of Cue 
points can now be set more easily, but 
tempi are available only in pre-set 
increments. On the software I received, 
for example, the tempo jumped from 128 
to 131 BPMs (beats per minute); there 
seemed to be no way to get 129 or 130. 

So, as of Version 1.2, the KCS is on 
the right track (000f); but it hasn't quite 
reached the station yet. Like a properly 
stern and patriarchal deity, the program 
still spends a lot of time telling you what 
to do. For example, you still aren't 
allowed to select which of the KCS's 48 
tracks you will record on. (Hey, what do 
you want? Free will or something?) 
Instead, the lowest-numbered empty 
track is always in record-ready mode. 
And now that transport controls have 
been added to the track page, the on-
screen display for tracks 37 through 48 
has been removed. These are tracks, 
moreover, which must be accessed via 
an occult alphabetic code instead of their 
numbers. But you shouldn't write the 
KCS off just because of its track page. As 
we'll see, it offers quite a few editing 
features that you can't get anyplace else. 
And some of you will prefer the KCS' 

punch-in system. You don't punch in on 
the same track you recorded. You mute 
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Dr. T's KCS note list edit screen 

the appropriate portion of that track, 
record your "punch-in" part on a new 
track and merge the two tracks. (Maxi-
mum resolution, incidentally, is 96 ppqn.) 
The procedure takes you through a few 
more steps than a straight punch-in 
would, but it gives you the luxury of being 
able to keep your original performance if 
you decide not to replace it after all. 
As I said, the ability to do automated 

punch-ins and chase to at least one cue 
point are absolutely comme il _taut, and R
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you can find them on all the programs 
mentioned above. Other important 
track/transport management functions 
that they all provide include auto-rewind, 
step recording, track mute and the 
ability to loop patterns in real time so that 
you can jam over them. At the profes-
sional level, the features are all there. So 
it's just a matter of how the software 
draws on the ST's resources to make 
those features available. Like Ike and 
Tina's rendition of "Proud Mary," they 
can make it nice-and-easy or they can 
make it rough. It's a question of style, 
really. And the ST market offers some-
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Steinberg Pro 24 note edit screen 

thing for every PC persuasion...Or-
thodox, Conservative or Reformed. 

Note Editing: 
Listing the Night Away 
You may get to feeling pretty transplen-
dent once you've penetrated the mys-
teries of data recording and you've got a 
few tracks saved to disc. (And perhaps 
rightfully so.) But recording is merely 
the first chamber in the mystic pyramid 
of computer sequencing. The editing 
phase is where the truly eerie metamor-
phoses take place. Half-baked composi-
tional ideas transform into well-wrought 
confections, and ham-fisted perfor-
mances take on sylphid subtleties. 

There are three basic levels of editing 
you should look for before you buy into 
an ST sequencing program. First is the 
ability to edit the individual notes you've 
played—whether it be to correct errors 
or make compositional changes. Second 
there's editing at the overall track level. 
And third, there's the job of assembling 
and reassembling your tracks and se-
quences into a complete song. 

If you're going to do any editing on a 
sequencer program, chances are very 
good you'll be dealing with event lists. 
They're only a little less inevitable than 
death or taxes, and maybe only a little 

more fun. (Some may disagree with this 
last observation.) Event lists vary in 
nature and complexity, but they all boil 
down to this: a vertical column of num-
bers representing every note, or MIDI 
event, in your track, sequence or song. 

Part of the Pro 24's Note Edit page is 
devoted to an event list that specifies 
each note's position (in bars, beats and 
"ticks"), pitch, velocity and duration. 
With this, you get a visual aid: a grid that 
can display 8 quarter notes' worth of 
music (two 4/4 measures). Notes are 
represented as black strips on the grid. 
The horizontal length of each strip 
corresponds to the duration of the note. 
Using the mouse, you can change the 
length of the strip—and thus the dura-
tion of the note—or move it to a new 
location, so it occurs at a different time. 

Either way, it's a quick, effective 
editing system... if you keep one piece of 
advice in mind: Try to record short, 
preferably two-bar, sequences at the 
outset, if you know you're going to be 
doing a lot of editing. The editing screens 
on most ST sequencers can only accom-
modate about two 4/4 bars' worth of 
music. If you're listening to playback of a 
sequence that's four or five times longer 
than that, it's easy to get disoriented. 
The Transform Xtrack is also slated to 

include grid-style note editing facilities. 
And in its first commercial release, the 
Sonus MasterPiece will come with event 
list editing. The company plans to make 
grid editing available as an optional up-
date, reasoning that tastes in note edit-
ing systems diverge as dramatically as 
tastes in alcoholic beverages. 

Event lists come on even stronger in 
the KCS program. In Track Mode, you 
use an event list to perform note edits on 
each individual track. But in Open Mode, 
an event list is used to edit all the tracks 
that make up an entire sequence or song. 
(More on this later.) The lists are identi-
cal in format. Each event in the track, 
sequence or song is given its own ID 
number, measure number and position 
number. The list also gives a MIDI 
channel assignment for the event and 
specifies what type of event it is (note 
on, controller command, etc.). In the 
case of note-on events, the list specifies 
the pitch (A4, G2, etc.), velocity and 
duration. But all this is just a light 
aperitif. The KCS' ability to list events 
other than notes gives it editing powers 
far beyond those of mortal sequencers. 
The actual editing procedure on the 

KCS is very much like using an ST word 
processing program. You move the 
cursor to the value you want to change 
and type the new value over it. 

Hold nie! Squeeze me! 
Drag me! Delete me! 
And now we come to track edit func-
tions. All the sequencers I examined 
provide a whole slew of them. Basic 
features include the ability to quantize 
tracks (to correct timing errors), trans-
pose, merge and delete tracks, copy one 
track onto another, and scale the MIDI 
velocity values of the track. The latter 
can come in very handy when you're 
building a single track out of many short 
patterns that you've recorded at differ-
ent times and in different states of 
inspiration/frustration/intoxication. Your 
keyboard velocity may vary markedly 
from pattern to pattern, but you can use 
velocity scaling to make the whole track 
sound like one continuous, consistent 
performance. 
To these basic track editing functions, 

the Pro 24 adds some other useful ones, 
such as the ability to delay a track (handy 
when there's a MIDI lag in the system or 
if you want to set up an "echo" effect), 
alter the MIDI volume, or split the track 
so that high notes play one MIDI channel 
and low notes another. Many of these 
functions are accessed via a Track Info 
box, which lets you apply them to either 
the overall track or to just one sequence 
on the track. 

This is all fine. But choosing a sequen-
cer can be a little like choosing sex 
partners. It's not only what they let you 
do that counts, it's how they let you do it. 
And when it comes to the "how" part of 
track editing and management, the 
Sonus MasterPiece looks very provoca-
tive indeed. A lot of the most-frequently-
desired acts can be performed just by 
dragging submissive icons around the 
screen with the mouse. 
So if you want to merge two tracks on 

the MasterPiece, you just drag one 
"track enable" icon on top of another. 
You can also drag tracks from one se-
quence into another sequence. To erase 
a track or sequence, you can just drag it 
to the "Trash" icon. (Only those Sonus 
guys run a class operation. They call it 
"Refuse.") Tracks can also be stored in 
a memory buffer called the Tracorder 
and held in bondage for future use. And 
beyond all this fast-and-furious dragging 
action, many other track management 
functions can be accessed via pull-down 
menus. For example each track can be 
made to take on four MIDI channels at 
the same time. Sound exciting? 
And if sequencers are like lovers, you 

have to give Dr. T's KCS top marks in R
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The SP-1200 Sampling Percussion System. 

pSP- articularly among serious musicians. Because the new 
1200" Sampling Percussion 

System has more features for 
serious creative possibilities. 

It's the latest refinement of the 
SP-12," the sampling percussion 
system by which all others are 
measured. Accordingly, the 
SP-1200 offers a full 10 seconds 
of sampling time. In a I2-bit 
linear data format for sounds 
of unsurpassed brightness 
and clarity. 
Then the SP-I200 adds new 

features to make programming 
and performing go even faster 
and easier. There's an internal 
3.5" disk drive that loads sounds 
and sequences in seconds. 

Which could significantly 
improve the rhythm of an entire 
performance_ There's more flexi-
ble segment editing plus MIDI 
Song Pointer, so when you're 
running with an idea, you won't 
have to wait for your hardware 
to catch up. And there's an abun-
dance of other features, too. 
Not the least of which is the 

formidable and ever-expanding 
SP-1200 library of sounds. And 
complete compatibility with all 
SP-12 sounds, whether from 
E-mu or anyone else. 

To fully appreciate the new 
SP-1200, you need to play it. 
You'll discover the SP-1200 has 
the power to send repercussions 
through the most important 
music you may ever hear. 

Yours. 
For more information, see the 

SP-1200 at your dealer. Or call 
E-mu Systems at 408-438-1921. 

E-mu Systems, Inc. 
1600 Green Hi.ls Road 
Scots Valley, CA 95066 
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the "kinky weirdness" category. Yeah, it 
gives you all the usual edit functions. But 
it throws in some dang unusual ones too. 
Things like Time Reverse, which lets 
you play the sequence of notes back-
wards. And Auto Channel assign, which 
sends each note out on a different MIDI 
channel. (Composition majors call this 
hocketing.) You can even scale pitch as 
well as velocity! That's right: move the 
pitch of each note closer to or further 
from some designated "center" pitch by 
any designated amount. Needless to say, 
these functions are all great when you're 
in one of those aleatoric, John Cage kind 
of moods that we all experience from 
time to time. And, as with event list 
editing, all these deviant operations can 
be carried out in Track mode to pervert 
individual tracks or in Open mode, to 
lead entire sequences or songs astray. 

Song Editing: 
Life on the Chain Gang 
When it comes to structuring your tracks 
and sequences into complete songs, the 
KCS gives you a couple of options. If you 
want, you can use Open Mode to assem-
ble songs. It lets you type in various start 
and stop commands for each of your 
patterns, which allows you to build all 
sorts of ambitious structures with 
multiple overlapping patterns just like 
you find on Yes and Frank Zappa rec-
ords. But for the rest of us pop-oriented 
morons, who think in terms of verses, 
choruses and bridges, there's also a 
Song Mode that lets you chain patterns 
in a quick-and-easy manner. 
The Pro 24 and the MIDITrack ST 

differ in this respect: The Pro 24 makes 
you define the length of your patterns 
before you record them; the MIDITrack 
lets you record tracks with unimpeded 
abandon and then go back and break 
them down into patterns (or sections in 
Hybrid nomenclature). The sections are 
fashioned into a song via the Assemble 
Chain pull-down menu and window. In 
typical Hybrid fashion, it's very straight-
forward. Just string the pieces together 
by section number, print a master "chain 
track" and you've got a song. 
At the heart of the Pro 24's song-

building scheme, there's something 
called the Multi-Copy pull down window. 
Using it, you take the patterns you 
recorded and re-copy them onto other 
parts of your track, or onto other tracks. 
So, for example, if you've got a verse 
that repeats three times, you copy all 
your verse tracks onto the appropriate 
sections of your imaginary multitrack 

tape. You then "checkerboard" your 
choruses (or whatever) into the blank 
"spaces" between the verses. Thanks to 
a function called Data Copy, you can 
make each copy autonomous, i.e., if you 
make a change in the first verse, the 
other verses will be unaffected. But you 
can also defeat the Data Copy function, if 
you want all your copies to be identical. 
There are times when the Multi-copy 

apparatus can get pretty Teutonically 
oblique. (Remember those Germanic 
roots?) There are a lot of unexpected 
orders that must be obeyed. Like: "You 
can only copy onto a track that already 
has something recorded on it." So to 
copy something onto a fresh track you 
have to go back to the main page and 
record a few bars of "nothing" on it. "To 
the Pro 24, nothing is something," ad-
vises the manual with all the clarity of a 
tract by Heidegger. Hey, Nothingness 
implies Being. A priori, natch. 

Communing with 
Unseen Forces 
As I said at the outset, the Atari ST 
comes ready to rock with its own MIDI 
In and Out ports. Just plug right in. 
You're automatically exempt from the 
Dark Rites of the Separate Interface 
Box: handshaking, interrupts, smart vs. 
dumb processors and all the other purse-
snatching perplexities that used to go 
with computer sequencing. Or: 

Hail, Great Microcircuit Brain! 
We love it when you jerk our chain. 

The MIDI ports are there. The real 
question is: What can the software do 
with them? The first thing to look for is 
MIDI Echo or Thru capabilities. Essen-
tially, these provide the Thru port that 
the Atari lacks. They enable you to play 
your master keyboard/controller in real 
time while playing back previously 
recorded tracks. Needless to say it's 
another must-have; and thankfully, all 
the ST sequencers I've seen come with 
MIDI Echo and/or Thru. But remember, 
these Echo/Thru capabilities only cover 
the function of one MIDI Thru port. 
And because MIDI lag remains a 

public and private nuisance, it's nice to 
be able to filter unneeded MIDI com-
mands. In this connection, the Hybrid, 
Steinberg, Sonus and Dr. T programs 
offer generous facilities for filtering out 
all kinds of data, including aftertouch, 
pitch bend, assorted controllers, prog-
ram changes and even note events. 
Beyond this, the Steinberg program lets 



you configure each of its tracks with the 
MIDI mode and type of note-off message 
best suited to the instrument you have 
on that particular channel or channels. 
And the Sonus MasterPiece throws in 
the ability to map MIDI controllers, i.e., 
turn sustain pedal commands into mod 
wheel commands, pitch wheel com-
mands into patch changes, etc. 
As you'd expect, the ST sequencers 

under scrutiny here can sync to and 
generate MIDI timing clock data. So 
MIDI drum machine applications are no 
problem, whether you slave the sequen-
cer to a drum machine or record the 
drum machine data onto the sequencer 
and use the sequencer as a master clock. 

But there's a vast world beyond the 
pale of MIDI, and the ST is sensitive 
enough to commune with it. The Hybrid 
MIDITrack ST is sold with its own 
SMPTE sync box, the SmpteTrack ST. 
The box does drive the price of the 
software a little higher than the competi-
tion (there is a less expensive non-
SMPTE version, the SyncTrack ST). 
But if you're likely to be encountering a 
wide variety of sync sources, it seems a 
more than worthwhile investment. With 
it, the MIDITrack ST can read and write 
SMPTE/EBU time code in all of its 
formats (30, 29.97 [drop frame], 25 and 
24 frames per second). And it can sync 
to click tracks or a whole range of drum 
machine ppq codes, FSK synthesizer 
tape sync codes and Hybrid's own Hybri-
Sync. Put it this way: I was able, in a 
matter of minutes, to slave the MIDI-
Track ST to everything from a SMPTE-
encoded multitrack master tape to an 
ancient, cheapo-cheapo beat box. 
Sonus is planning an optional SMPTE 

read/write box for the MasterPiece, and 
the Pro 24 is also SMPTE-ready, thanks 
to Steinberg's optional SMPTE/MIDI 
Interface. Again, it's hardly a bargain 
item, but if you run into SMPTE a lot, 
you'll find it indispensable. 
By now you should be convinced that 

pro sequencing programs for the ST can 
get pretty sophisticated—even though 
the software and the computer to run it 
can cost you less than some dedicated 
hardware sequencers. How's that for an 
Eternal Mystery? The Great Cult of 
Computer Worship may be reluctant to 
enshrine the Atari ST; but the rock 'n' 
roll computer is more than ready to take 
its place in the Pantheon. I'll be the first 
to support its candidacy. But then you 
never know...after this, I may be found 
murdered, with a jewel-encrusted ritual 
dagger buried deep in my back and a note 
bearing this message: "BEWARE THE 
WRATH OF THE CULT." FM 
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The 
SMPTE-MIDI 
connection 

By Jock Baird 

IT'S BECOMING A SMPTE-FIED 
universe more rapidly than anyone 
would've expected, and the SMPTE 
link-up with MIDI is pretty much a fait 
accompli. Why should that surprise 
anyone? Well, even though they're both 
digitally derived, they're very different 
types of numbers. Getting the time code 
used by the Society of Motion Picture 
and Television Engineers, expressed in 
hours, minutes, seconds, frames and 
subframes, to communicate fluently with 

DEVELOPMENTS 

Stein berger GMITA 

Peavey RMC 4512 

MIDI data expressed in tempo and 
elapsed bars is like grafting an apple to an 
orange. Consider that a SMPTE mea-
surement of an event is a real-time 
number (this crash cymbal occurred at 
2:47 a.m.), while a MIDI measurement 
is based only in reference to specific bars 
and beats (the fourth beat of the twenty-
seventh measure). It's like giving direc-
tions to your home—a MIDI address 
would be expressed as, "Take your 
second left, fourth right, and it's the 
seventeenth house on the left." If the 
sixteenth house had been torn down 
yesterday, you'd be lost. A SMPTE 
address would say, "It's 43362 Fontaine, 
bub, and step on it." Small wonder 
translating one to the other can be 
fraught with compromises. 
Tascam looked at the situation and, 

somewhat surprisingly, decided not to 
mess with MIDI at all. In designing their 
new ES-50 synchronizer, the goal was to 
get an absolutely full- function pro 
SMPTE unit which, at around $3500, 
would perform as well as the industry-
standard synchronizers selling for twice 
that. We're talking subframe accuracy of 
hundredths of a frame (needed for film), 
a frame sync function that uses both time 
code pulse and vertical sync, chase-lock 
accuracy within fifty microseconds and 
the ability to read time code from a 
thirtieth to a hundred times regular 
speed. The ES-50 has five contact 
closures which can be activated by 
preprogrammed addresses—this can do 
things like start an SFX machine, do an 
MTR punch-in or -out, or turn an effect 
unit on or off. It also runs in momentary 
and latching modes and allows you to 
rehearse punch ins/outs. And also in the 
ES-50's bag of tricks is an external sync 
reference input for composite video and 
a jam sync capability for continuous code 

AMR generation. This baby'll go anywhere. 
SyncController No synchronizer converting SMPTE 

to MIDI has all that stuff, but ever since 
Fostex kicked off the affordable MIDI-
SMPTE link-up with its 4050 and 4030 
controllers, things have been cooking. 
The latest entry is the SyncController 
from AMR, the recording arm of Peavey. 
Software-based and therefore easily 
updatable, this is descended from John 
Simonton's classic SMPL system that 
helped open the door to home-studio 
SMPTE a few years ago, but it's been 
upgraded to derive MIDI time clock and 
song position pointer from the master 
SMPTE code. The SyncController has, 
among other capabilities, ninety-nine 
event control points which can be loaded 
and saved to tape, punch in/out rehearsal 
with a helpful guide tone, and jam sync. 
Although it'll handle all four versions of 
SMPTE (24, 25, 30 drop frame and 30 
non-drop frame), it doesn't read sub-
frames. Still, at a thousand dollars, it can 
get the home recordist into the SMPTE-
to-MIDI game in a big way. 

Although it'll run with anything, the 
SyncController is tied to the release of 
AMR's MCR4/S, a new version of their 
high-class cassette 4-track deck that 
packs a 25-pin syncro port for full 
SMPTE control. There's also a switch to 
defeat the track-4 noise reduction (NR 
plays havoc with time code strips). And 
another cassette 4-track unit entering 
the SMPTE game is Fostex's Model 
460, a mixer/recorder with a more 
sophisticated transport system and full 
SMPTE/EBU sync smarts. 

Another type of SMPTE-MIDI pro-
cessor comes from Steinberg. Called 
the SMP-24, it actually shades to the 
MIDI computer side of the street, 
performing a number of MIDI interface, 
switching and merging functions. It 
saves its own configuration programs, 
sends transpose, velocity, channel and 
splitpoint info, and even has a new 62.5 
kbaud double-speed MIDI option. Al-
though not blessed with subframe reso-
lution, it reads all four versions of 
SMPTE and can alter SMPTE speed 
from 20% to 160%. 

Of course, if all you want to do is sync 
MIDI to tape and you're not involved 
with film or video, Harmony Systems 
has a new chase-lock sync system that is 
not SMPTE-based but does a lot of 
similar things. It uses something called 
"beat code" (would Jack Kerouac ap-
prove?) that interprets all tempo func-
tions, including accelerandos and de-
celerandos. Called the MIS-1, it also 
includes a MIDI merge function and two 
MIDI outs. Best of all, it costs only $229. 

We're heading into the next genera-
tion of all-purpose MIDI foot controllers. 



sunnee 

A PA for those who would rather 

SX 6350 Mixer; 350 Watts RMS 
111511Speakers 

worry about their music. 
When you're pushing your talent to 

the limit, the last thing you need to worry 
about is whether you're pushing your 
system too hard. But if your PA is a Sunn 
SX System, you can stop worrying. 
Sunn SX components are powerful, 

portable and perfectly matched. They're 
simple to set up. But they offer all the so-
phisticated features your music demands. 

SX S350 Mixer; 350 Watts RMS.2115H Speakers 

SX 4150 Mixer; 150 Watts RMS 
111211 Speakers 

Features like reverb-to-monitor, power 
amplifier limiting, balanced XLR inputs 
and up to 350 Watts of RMS power. All at a 

price that won't 
keep you awake 
nights either. 
And because 

they're from 
Sunn, you can 
count on the 
SX Systems to 
perform flaw-

lessly time after time so you can con-
centrate on your own performance. 
To find out how you can get a high 

quality system without the high anxiety, 
try out the SX 
Series at your 
nearest Sunn 
dealer. 

sunn 
SUNN is a produvt lint ,d 1 ender Musieal Instrument., 



Eighteen months after Peavey unveiled 
its RMC 2000 unit, here's a complete 
rethink dubbed the RMC 4512. It has 
noticeably increased potency, first of all 
in that it can now send virtually any kind 
of MIDI command, from song position 
pointer to mod wheel change, making it 
part MIDI mapper. Even more interest-
ing are the four independent MIDI 
outputs, each of which can handle all 
sixteen channels—now you don't need a 
second pedal controller when your rig 
starts to mushroom on you. And talk 
about setups—the 4512 holds 530 pro-
grams, which can be up- and downloaded 
to computer via system exclusive. For 
$300, this is a lot of pedal. 
To make sure this new controller has 

other Peavey products to talk to, there's 
also a new MIDI digital effects unit, the 
PEP 4530, and a MIDI effects patcher, 
the MFP 2128. The PEP also holds a 
whopping 530 programs and does most 
everything you'd expect a digital proces-
sor to do: hard echo, chorus, flange, 
doubling, slapback and up to 4095 ms. of 
delay. It'll also sync the delay effect up to 
an external MIDI time code or sync 
pulse so you can skip all that trial and 
error tempo-matching you do now. Not 
bad for $700. If you still love your old-
time stomp boxes too much to replace 
them (or can't afford to), maybe you 
should look at the MFP 2128 MIDI 
patcher. This is basically a switcher that 
holds 128 effects routing schemes—it 
has locations (with 9-volt power) for five 
boxes, but will also work with rack-
mount units. The $300 MFP 2128 also 
can create a stereo image out of mono 
and/or stereo inputs, and can pass along 
program changes and other MIDI com-
mands to units down the line. 
Sometimes covering new products 

can overwhelm you with waves of seem-
ingly arbitrary numbers and letters. 
That's why more attention should be 
given to the naming of equipment. Take, 
for example, a classy new $1000 
equalizer from SWR. Did they name it 
the CEQ-6734B? Heck no, they called it 
Mr. Tone Controls. Now, Mr. T. C. is no 
gimmick—it achieves boost or cut by 
adding or subtracting the original signal 
to or from itself, minimizing noise, 
distortion and strange sound colorations. 
Even better, each of the nine bands, 
which has its own frequency-select knob 
as well as level pot, is completely inde-
pendent of the other. Being able to 
choose how you'll allocate those nine 
bands gives a lot more flexibility—for 
example, setting two bands to the same 
frequency gives you a great notch filter. 

continued on page 133 

OVER THE BOUNDING WAVEFORMS 
Roland's Digital Ship Comes In 

For a long time, it really looked as 
though Roland might miss not one 

but both of the sportiest boats sailing 
the high-tech seas: digital synthesis 
and sampling. But now it appears they 
just decided to take a safer, if slightly 
slower, route to the same port of call. 
With two sampling keyboards (the S-10 
and S-50) and a new digital synth (the 
D-50), the company has finally ven-

Action at Roland's Learning Center 

tured into lucrative digital waters in a 
big way. And according to RolandCorp 
U.S. president Tom Beckmen, there 
were definite navigational advantages 
to hanging back and watching while 
everybody else steamed out of the 
harbor with no chart and untested 
instrumentation. When I visited Ro-
land's L.A. headquarters recently, 
Beckmen explained the company's 
outlook on the digital marketplace. 

"It would have been easy for us to 
enter the sampler market the same 
time as everybody else," he contends. 
"Mike Matthews of Electro Harmonix 
had offered us his sampler technology 
At the time, however, we were well 
under way with the design of our own 
sampling chip; so we decided not to get 
involved. He went over and gave his 
design to Akai, which actually put Akai 
in the sampling business. But in order 
to be really competitive in the world 
today, you have to develop custom 
chips. In the old days, when we used 
discrete circuits, we used to be able to 
get an idea out on the market within 
ninety days. But when you have to 
develop a chip, it takes at least four-
teen months. You have to take that 

window into account nowadays." 
The chip in question may have a 

Monty Pythonesque name (the Very 
Large Scale Integrated circuit, or 
VLSI), but it's no dead parrot when it 
comes to capabilities. Thanks, in part, 
to this chip, you can do visual wave-
form editing on the S-10 and S-50 
without having to buy a personal com-
puter or separate software. The 
necessary computing power is all part 
of the S-10/S-50's own operating sys-
tem, which is booted via a 3.5" diskette 
and the S-50's onboard disk drive. All 
you have to do is plug a suitable CRT 
monitor (like your TV set) into the S-
50's 8-pin RGB connector or mono-
chrome RCA jack. But if no monitor is 
handy, the samplers' onboard LCD 
display provides above-average visual 
feedback for this price range. 

In terms of specs, the S-50 is a 
serviceable rather than sexy craft. The 
top sample rate is 30 kHz, at which you 
get a maximum sample length of 14.4 
seconds. There's also a 15 kHz sample 
rate option, which brings us out to 28.8 
seconds of sample length. The A to D 
and D to A converters use a 16-bit 
linear digitization scheme. But wave-
form data is actually stowed onboard in 
a 12-bit format. This difference in 
resolution perhaps accounts for the 
fact that the S-50 does not appear to 
need any user-adjustable input filters. 
And that streamlines the S-50's sam-
pling procedure quite a bit. In fact, it's 
so simple that I find I often don't bother 
to rig up an external monitor until after 
I've recorded a sample on the S-50. 
The monitor facility really starts earn-
ing its berth when the time comes to 
truncate and/or loop a sample. When 
performing these surgical procedures 
on an ailing waveform, nine out of ten 
doctors agree: There's nothing like 
actually being able to see the patient. 
Roland has just come up with up-

dated software for the S-50 (Version 
2.0), which I had a chance to examine 
during my field trip. Version 2.0 will 
enable you to hook up a digitizing pad 
and actually redraw waveforms and 
amplitude envelopes. (Like most 
popular samplers, the S-50 includes an 
output filter and envelope generator 
among its sample-manipulating tackle.) 
The new software also gives the S-50 
the multi-timbral capabilities the origi-

continued on page 134 
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465 watts 
10 n 

HOW THE CARVER PROFESSION ,IL 
MAGNETIC FIELD AMPLIFIER PM-2.0t 
SHEDS NEW LIGHT ON THE PROBLEM OF 
WEIGHT VS. OUTPUT. 

Back in the days when heavy-duty 
amplifiers were running about a pound per watt, 
Carver Corporation introduced 450 watts/channel 
in a 21-pound chassis, called the PM-15. Freight 
bills started coming down. Roadies began remov-
ing their hernia truss belts. And the rest is history. 

Now, with a solid record of reliability and 
sound quality on tours like Bruce Springsteen and 
Michael Jackson as well as hundreds of thou-
sands of hours of solid duty in smaller PA's. Carver 
has advanced to the next impressive step in econ-
omy and performance. 

A tour de force of innovative design and con-
struction, the Carver PM-2.Ct Magnetic Field 
Amplifier weighs under 11 POUNDS! 

And yet delivers 465 watts per channel 
20-20kHz into 8 ohms. 600 watts RMS per 
channel into 4 ohms. Or an astonishing 625 
watts into 8 ohms in mono mode! All at fess 
than 0.5% THD While retaining all the 
speaker and amplifier protection features that have made 
the PM-1.5 one of the safest and most reliable designs ever 
offered. Without skimping on the ! ittle extras such as soft 
start- up, LED power monitoring and proportional-speed fans 

C‘I'VER Po Box 237, Lynnwood, WA 98046 

*80/ s. 465 watts Rte per channel, 10 lbs, 12oz 

Carver did it through fur-
ther refinements in their patented 

Magnetic Field Coil power supply system. 
Along with a remarkable monocoque-style 

chassis that's strong enough to support a bass 
bin and yet lighter than an outboard signal processor. 

In spite al Carver Professional Division's track 
record for Rimed reliability, we know your credibility 
may be strained by the PM-2.0ts. seemingly impos-
sible weight-to-power ratio. Suffice to say, it is no 
creampuff. 

The PM-2.0t is designed to be tumbled down a 
ramp and sfammed into place. It's out on the road 
right now proving it can take this kind of punishment 

When size and weight are critical economic fac-
tors— when you need to deliver 24,000 watts RMS 
from an amp stack less than six feet high — weighing 
less than 5000 watts worth of the competition, then 
there can be only one choice. 

The Carver Professional Magnetic Field 
,Z Amplifier PM-2.0t. The sound is magnificent! 

Hear it at selected Carver Professional 
dealers today. 

And then, take a load cd your bottom line. 
*8 ohms: 465 watts RMS/chan. 20-20kHz with no more than 0.5% THD 
A ohms 600 watt.; RMS/chan. 3 ohm mono. 625 watts RMS, chan. 4 ohm mono: 1000 watts 
RMSichan. I b.4 Distortion: less tran 0.1%. Response: -3dB # .51-lz, -3dB # 80kHz. Gain: 29dB. 
Slew Rate: 25V/uSec. Dampine: 200 # lkH z. Noise: Better than 110dB below 465 watts. 
A-weighted. Di mersions: 19"W x 3.5"H a 12.25"D. Weight -Di lbs. 12 oz. 

POWERFUL MUSICAL ACCURATE 

evolution 
Distributed in canada by: technology 
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MARTIN from page 46 
of their friends would come in, dressed 
in the beads and bells of the time, and 
would just be sitting around playing 
sitars, tablas, you name it! They would 
all be playing together, there would be no 
screening between the individual instru-
ments, and everything would be drown-
ing everything else out!" 

George Martin states that he never 
seriously lost his nerve at any point 
during the Sergeant Pepper project, but 
admits to having harbored very slight 
reservations about the orchestral se-
quences on "A Day In The Life." 
"One part of me said, 'We're being a 

bit self-indulgent, we're going a little bit 
over the top,' and the other part of me 
said, 'It's bloody marvelous! I think it's 
fantastic!' I was then thoroughly reas-
sured before I put the thing together, 
when I actually let an American visitor 
hear a bit of 'A Day In The Life.' When 
that happened he did a handstand, and I 
then knew my worries were over. 

"After the project was finished, I felt 
we could extend that. I thought we could 
make another album that would be a little 
bit more controlled, in fact, while still 

allowing for the Beatles' originality and 
ingenuity. I tried to get the boys to 
accept that there had to be a definite 
form in the records, and Paul would 
listen to me but John wouldn't." 

In musical terms, the real parting of 
the ways within the Beatles was signified 
by the White Album in 1968. Thirty-two 
songs, largely composed while the group 
was in India, were mostly recorded in 
piecemeal fashion by artists who were 
working increasingly apart, utilizing 
three separate studios within the same 
building at the same time. Both Martin 
and Emerick thought that many of the 
songs should be rejected in favor of 
releasing a single album, but neither was 
aware at the time that the Beatles' new 
contract with EMI stipulated that it 
would terminate either after a specific 
number of years, or after a specific 
number of songs had been recorded. 
Emerick now confesses to having 

"hated" the White Album. Tensions 
were rife, and Ringo was the first 
member to quit the band. Before he 
rejoined a few days later, Paul played 
drums on "Back In The USSR." 

Emerick was absent for the Let It Be 
fiasco, co-produced by George Martin, 

(The Zeta Vidin System. 

The Zeta Vwfin ...The first true advancement in violins 
since the mid - seventeenth century. 

VFX-200 Effects Preamp the range and clarity of a full 
string quartet at your fingertips. 

...Opens the universe of MIDI. 

Zeta Music Systems, Inc. 
2823 Ninth St. Berkeley, CA 94710 
(415) 849-9648 or Toll Free 1(800)622-MIDI 

Glyn Johns and Phil Spector, but re-
turned for the Beatles' swansong, Abbey 
Road, considered by many to be the 
band's crowning achievement. It is 
George Martin's personal favorite 
among all their albums. 

"I never thought we would get back 
together again, and I was quite surprised 
when Paul rang me up and asked me to 
produce another record for them. I said, 
'If I'm really allowed to produce it, I will. 
If I have to go back and accept a lot of 
instructions I don't like, I won't do it.' 
But Paul said they wanted me to produce 
it as I used to, and once we got back in 
the studio it really was nice. 

"Abbey Road was kind of Sergeant 
Pepper Mk. Il—the last thing we ever 
did—and Paul went along with the idea, 
but John didn't. So it became a com-
promise, with one side of the album very 
much the way John wanted things—'Let 
it all hang out, let's rock a little'—and the 
other being what Paul had accepted from 
me: to try to think in symphonic terms, 
and think in terms of having a first and 
second subject, put them in different 
keys, bring back themes and even have 
some contrapuntal work. Paul dug that, 
and that's why the second side sounds as 
it does. It still wasn't quite what I was 
looking for, but it was going towards it." 

After the Beatles officially split up in 
1970, George Martin fully expected 
never to work with any of them ever 
again. Although McCartney later sought 
Martin's critical ears for Tug Of War, 
Martin doesn't feel any of the foursome 
needed his services: "They each learned 
a great deal in the decade we were 
together, and every one of them became 
excellent producers. George and Paul 
made very good recordings, and John 
had tremendous invention. In terms of 
their music, over the past twenty-five 
years they really have been remarkable 
in every sense." 

What, finally, did Martin think was the 
most important thing he brought to the 
Beatles music? Martin smiles, "When 
you get as rich and famous as the Bea-
tles, everyone thinks you're fantastic— 
and you are, of course—and everybody 
tells you so. A lot of people don't mean 
to be sycophants but they are, and they 
wouldn't dream of saying anything 
untoward. There aren't very many 
people who are able to say to the em-
peror, 'You aren't wearing any clothes, 
Jim,' but that's one thing I've always 
been able to do." Z1 
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40 COMBINATIONS Of FEROCIOUS DRUM SOUNDS 

FIND OUT WHAT ELECTRICITY CAN DO FOR YOUR DRUM SET. 
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Alec John Such of Bon Jots. 

Torn Hamilton of Aerosmith. 

Rudy Sarzo of Quiet 

Riot and Ozzy Osborne. 

Small package, Big sound 
Meet the Guild Ashbory Bass. 
It's only 30 inches long; it weigns three 

pounds. 
But it's got the deepest, fullest punch of 

any electric bass ever made. Its 
revolutionary design gives you almost any 
bass sound you've ever heard. Ana 
maybe some you haven't. 

Active electronics 
control the widest 

range of tonal 
qualities imaginable, 

from the warmth of an 
upright to a percussive 

brilliance unmatched 
by ordinary basses. 

Revolutionary Strings 
Soft and supple, the Ashbory's pure 

silicone strings feel almost fluid beneath 
your fingers. High mass produces low-end 
response superior to an upr ght. But the 
bottom line is a set of strings That let you 
rip through your favorite licks like lightning. 

Small and Lightweight 
The Guild Ashbory won't wear you out. 

You'll feel more comfortable and play 
better even in the longest sessions. Wear it 
over another instrument. For variation. For 
effects. For pizzazz. 

Active Electronics 
A special bridge-mounted transducer 

powers patented preamp circuitry for an 
incredible range of sounds. 
You can cut or boost selected 

frequencies by up to 12db. Or switch out 
the pre-amp completely and use the 
tone controls as you would on a regular 
bass. Either way you get the .owest signal-
to-noise ratio of any electronic instrument. 
You can even go direct, for incredible 
clarity with no loss of tone. 

Special lo-Z 
circuitry ensures 

unusual clarity and 
transparency. The 

Ashbory plugs 
straight into mixing 
board - no direct 

box needed! 

Precise Fretless Neck 
The Ashbory's 18" scale will amaze you. 

Your speed and accuracy can increase 
dramatically, because the Ashbory takes 
less strength to play. So you can put more 
energy into your playing. 

Get Hands-on Experience 
Don't take our word for it; visit your local 

authorized Guild dealer and get your 
hands on the new Ashbory bass. Discover 
for yourself just how much big sound 
we put in one small package. The 
Ashbory Bass. Only from Guild. 

 e 
Where innovation meets tradition, 
e 1987 Guild Music Corporation • 1-800 OK-GUILD 



AFTER THE EXPLOSION: 
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN EXAMINES THE SONGS 

THAT TELL HIS STORY. 

BY DAVE MARSH 

The Born In The U.S.A. tour ended 
just after midnight on October third, 

1985, with a last, rapturous rendi-
tion of "Glory Days." Still toweling 
themselves dry, Bruce and the E 

Street Band immediately dove into 
vans and were driven to their West 

Hollywood hotel, the Sunset Mar-

quis. Rather than staying at his 
house, Bruce had rented a large 
suite there for the evening, the 

better to accommodate the end-of-
tour party. 

The ritual festivities at the end of a 
tour are usually mildly uproarious, 

featuring hard dancing to tapes of 

British Invasion and soul hits and 
large quantities of Kahuna punch 

concocted by Clarence Clemons. 
At the end of The River tour, 

in Cincinnati, Springsteen danced 

fifty people into the ground and 

everybody stumbled aboard the 
next morning's plane looking hap-
pily ravaged. 

But the Born In The U.S.A. tour 
party was subdued. Music played 
but there was little dancing; Clar-

ence made up his mixture, but most 
contented themselves with sipping 
beer or wine. Band, crew and a 
scattering of friends talked quietly 

in small knots. The evening still 
bore a glow, but it stemmed from 
simple satisfaction. The tour had 

been a herculean undertaking and 

they'd pulled it off all but flawlessly. 
The air was also melancholy. Off 

the road these people often didn't 

see each other for long stretches, 
and after so many months together 
their partings were reluctant and 

regretful. For that matter, it wasn't 
only a question of the tour coming 

From the book Glory Days: Bruce Springsteen in the 1980S by Dave Marsh. 
©1987 by Duke and Duchess Ventures, Inc. Reprinted with the permission of 
Pantheon Books, a division of Random House, Inc. 

to an end—what about everything 
else that Born In The U.S.A. had 
stirred up? Did that just stop, too? 

No one knew and Bruce wasn't 
offering any clues. 

But Springsteen had more than 
clues about how he felt about what 

they'd just accomplished. It was no 
mystery at all. 

"Basically, by the time that we got 
on the road, things were real re-
laxed, and everybody was experi-

enced and older, so everything was 
a lot more stable. And we were 
enjoying what we were doin' more 

than we ever had. The Born In The 
U.S.A. songs were a lotta fun to play 
live. And eventually, once again, 

the whole thing was more focused; I 

had a better idea of what I wanted 
to do. And then when we started to 
get involved in different local or- L
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"Unattached from community it's impossible to find any 
meaning. And if you can't find any meaning you will go 
insane and either kill yourself or somebody will do the 
job for you. " 

ganizations, 1 felt that that was really the first step in beginning 
to reattach the thing to the different communities that you 
would play in. Once again, if you want to personalize an event, 
you have to constantly find some way to do that. You gotta 
work at doing it. That's why doing something different in every 
town was important because you got to meet with people from 
that town. You know—what's their story and what's going on? 
And it was a way of dealing with any impersonalness that could 
creep into a show of that size. 

"This particular tour, everything seemed pretty clear to me. 
And not only did it seem clear to me, but it seemed clear to 
other people. I remember there was a year-end People 
magazine where they had one page on the tour, and it was 
about things that we did—it was about the work we were 
doing. And I said, gee if that weird light of celebrity or 
whatever you want to call it [can be focused in that way], I felt 
that we'd done a good thing. On that particular page, that was 
what it was about. It was about what we were doing, what we'd 
done over that year. I said, 'Well, if it was gonna get lost, what 
we were trying to do would get lost here.' But I felt that we'd 
kept the focus on the important stuff, and the superfluous stuff 
that attracts a lot of attention was minimized for the most 
part—and that I was pretty comfortable in the shoes I was in." 

B
ack east again, Bruce and his wife Julianne spent the 
majority of their time in Rumson but made frequent 
forays into New York City, where they eventually 
bought an apartment. There was even a spot of work 

for Bruce to do. "I'm Goin' Down" was completing its chart 
run, and with Christmas again on the horizon, it was time for 
one last single (the album's seventh). The choice was "My 
Hometown," a song with heavy resonance during the holidays. 

Putting out another single didn't require much from Bruce 
besides assent. But by now it was expected that each of his 
singles would have a flip-side not taken from the album—there 
was hardly anything left on the album that hadn't been released 
as a single or given saturation AOR radio play—and there was 
also the question of video. 
The first idea was to make the B side a live take of "War" 

from the Los Angeles Coliseum shows. But when Jon Landau 
went back and listened to the Coliseum shows, something 
bigger leaped out. Rather than sending Bruce "War" in 
isolation, he sent a tape that included four songs in sequence: 
"Born In The U.S.A., " "Seeds," "The River" and "War." 
Strung together like that, with their spoken introductions 
intact, the songs owned a startling unity. 

Landau was already thinking about a live album. Bruce was a 
lot less certain. In fact, when they'd discussed the possibility 
just after the tour ended, he'd simply said no. 

"I was against it, " he said. "I never listened to any live tapes, 
really, and it just seemed like you were rehashing things. 
Maybe I was superstitious about it. But he sent me down that 
tape, and that was when I started to think that maybe there 
was something to it." 

L
ate in the year Bruce briefly visited California. During 
that trip he was surprised by an invitation from his 
father. Doug proposed spending a week fishing in 
Mexico. They didn't catch much, but the weather was 

fine and the pair enjoyed their time together immensely. 
When Bruce returned to the East Coast, he and Jon began 

seriously talking about a live album for the first time since Born 
To Run. For just that long, fans and businessmen had cam-
paigned for such an album, the former because they wanted a 
souvenir to take home, the latter' because Springsteen's live-
performance reputation would make it a guaranteed gold mine. 
Both points were underscored by the proliferation of "bootleg" 
live albums; according to record collectors, by 1985 Spring-
steen was the most bootlegged artist in history. Bootlegs—the 
term refers to music recorded and manufactured without the 
artist's permission—were difficult to find, extremely 
expensive (averaging about $20 per disc), usually poorly 
recorded, and haphazardly packaged. Yet hundreds, perhaps 
thousands, of Springsteen buffs cherished bootlegs and 
clandestinely recorded tapes of his shows. 

Springsteen made his disapproval clear by allowing CBS and 
the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA), an 
industry trade group, to pursue bootleggers aggressively in his 
name. (A couple of them even went to jail.) Even prosecution 
didn't end the practice. It only slowed from a flood to a trickle. 

"I never wanted to do just a live record," he told writer 
Robert Hilburn. "It wasn't ever interesting enough for me. 
What I was interested in was finding out what kind of songs I 
could write and finding my way around the studio to get some 
of the feeling that the band gets onstage....! get interested in 
what I can do next; I get curious and anxious about writing 
more songs." In a way, then, Bruce's reluctance to satisfy the 
demand for live material was akin to his avoidance of hit 
singles, embedded in his general suspicion of things that came 
too easily. 

David Hepworth confronted Bruce with the same question 
during a BBC Old Grey Whistle Test interview in 1984 and got a 
different kind of answer. "A lot of what we do at this point is 
about being there, which is why we haven't done much 
television or too much video," Bruce said. "A lot of the 
problem is that it allows too much distance. What our band is 
about is breaking down distance, and I think it's important that 
people come out, they come down, they go some place where 
there's a bunch of other people. 
"And then the other thing was, [on] a live record, a lotta 

times you're doing things that you've done already. I think it'd 
probably be a little boring to work on, maybe." 
However, he was starting to bend now, perhaps because 

some of his recorded songs—often the best ones—acquired a 
different and larger life onstage. "There are songs I want to 
re-record, that I was unhappy with the original studio 
recordings of, " he told Hepworth. "Mainly the Darkness 
album, which was a record that I thought had some of my best 
songs, but I always felt was a little dry recording-wise. I felt 
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After facing down his demon, Bruce had to face the Big Kahuna. 

we underplayed and oversang a little bit. That stuff sounds 
quite a bit different in performance, and I'd be interested in 
getting different versions of some of those songs." 

Bruce later acknowledged that he'd been wary of a live 
album in part because he just didn't know what had gone onto 
the live tapes they'd been making for the past decade, usually 
when near the sophisticated remote recording facilities of New 
York and Los Angeles. "I dinn't understand that the band had 
played really well over the years," he said. "I mean, I knew 
we'd been doing something right, but I didn't know exactly 
what. And I wasn't so sure I wanted to find out. It seemed 
things were going well, and I was kinda superstitious about it." 

Landau had listened to those tapes, and he knew that the 
band was playing well (if not always impeccably) straight 
through. And once Bruce listened, he agreed: "I'd never really 
heard the band until I heard the tapes," he said, sounding a little 
like someone who'd just heard his lirst E Street Band concert. 
"When I heard the band on the tapes, it gave me a whole new 
insight as to what it sounded like and what we had been doing 
over a ten-year period. And mainly, they were just doing their 
job really well. Like Danny—on the record, he's incredible. 

"I was never completely satisfied with any of the recorded 
versions of things we did—certainly not before The River I 
never felt the band learned to play in the studio before The 
River. On 'Badlands' or 'Darkness,' the live versions are the 
way that stuff was supposed to sound. And we couldn't have 
ever got that in the studio, even if we had been playing well— 
because the audience allows you to attack something with a bt 

more intensity, and if you did it the same in the studio, it would 
sound overdone or oversung. 
"So the surprise when we listened to all the tapes was that 

we could just mix 'em and put 'em out. Even when the playing 
wasn't what you'd call a technically high level, the enthusiasm 
was so crazy that it kinda lifted the whole thing. Like, listen to 
'Rosalita."Rosalita' is so funny, there's so many strange parts, 
but people were playing so hard and so intensely and so happily, 
that the whole thing just kinda takes off." 

Columbia Records was eager for a live Springsteen album; 
they'd happily issue an expansive (and expensive) multidisc 
set. The advent of compact discs, which could accommodate 
more than seventy minutes of music per disc, made multi-hour 
recordings more practical and even more desirable. And the 
CD technology could be tested—even given a public boost— 
by the most recent live tapes (from 1984 and 1985), which 
were digitally recorded. 
Most important, once Bruce and Jon came upon the idea of 

doing a record that wouldn't be a live album or a greatest hits 
album so much as it would be the next Bruce Springsteen 
album, the issue resolved itself: This album would be as long 
as necessary to tell the story, and since the story was an epic, 
that might be real long. 

Still, Springsteen was cautious as man and artist, and he 
moved slowly. He and Landau spent some hours together 
listening to tapes. A key moment came when Jon dredged up 
the tape of "Thunder Road" from Bruce's show at the Roxy (a 
Los Angeles club) during the Born To Run tour in 1975. 
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"Rosalita' was funny because the guy's trying to get 
the girl. And he's got the record deal and he's trying 
to get away. And if he gets all these things he thinks 
everything's gonna be great...and that happened." 

"Bruce and I were sitting one day that December [1985] and 
just playing cassettes and starting to get into the process of 
making that record," Landau said. "We put it on and one of us 
said, 'Well, if we ever did do a live album and it was a 
retrospective, that's what should open it.' And from that point 
on that's always been the song that opened the album. Looking 
back, that was probably the first thing we knew about this 
album. If it existed, it was gonna start with this version of this 
song. And I think that that was almost a handle for Bruce to get 
into the album, because that already established the idea that 
we could make a live album that would just be a creative 
endeavor. Because that was a creative decision." 
For Bruce, "Thunder Road" was also the key to understand-

ing the record's historical reach. "That kinda opened the thing 
up to take in the time span, 'cause we knew we wanted to use 
that version. And if we're gonna use that and 'War,' what's the 
matter with all the stuff in between?" 

That Roxy version of "Thunder Road" was remarkable at 
the time by virtue of Bruce's simple audacity in opening the 
show with such a radical revision of one of his best-known 
numbers. As the opening track of Born To Run, "Thunder 
Road" was presented in full-band grandeur, a sweeping 
statement of romantic questing on a broadly mythic American 
landscape, from the opening reference to Roy Orbison to the 
final declamatory "This is a town fulla losers/ And I'm puffin' 
outta here to win." But when the Born To Run tour began, 
Bruce wasn't playing the song with the full band. Instead, he 
came out and did it as the first number of the night, standing 
stock still at the microphone, guitar slung behind his back, 
accompanied only by Roy Bittan on piano and Danny Federici 
playing electric glockenspiel. The result was a tender and 
vulnerable recasting that transformed a promise into a plea. By 
situating this revision at the very beginning of his shows, at a 
time when his image was just being locked in, Bruce suggested 
a more open, less monolithic vision of both self and show. You 
felt that between the time he'd recorded the song and began 
performing it, Springsteen had outgrown its conceits without 
letting go of its hopes. 

In fact, the origins of the rearrangement were more prosaic. 
Bruce remembered that "the band just couldn't seem to get a 
handle on the arrangement." 

Landau remembered why. "When we cut the track, Bruce 
wasn't singing," Jon said. "And where he sings, 'Tonight we'll 
be free, all the promises will be broken,' he intended the music 
to go on for an extra line so those words would float more 
gracefully into that spot. But when we cut the track he forgot 
about that, so it's just the length it would normally be, 
musically. So when you listen on Born To Run (and it would 
never bother anybody at all), he sings it right up against the 
limit of the music. 

"But when he went to perform the song, he hadn't figured 
out how to do that little piece of business with the band the 
correct way. So he did it with the piano. And when you listen on 
that 1975 version, he puts in that extension that he always 

wanted to have." 
Springsteen and Landau had access to about thirty 

professionally recorded shows, far fewer than the number that 
had been bootlegged. But those shows were more than 
sufficient to their purpose, and anyway, they couldn't have 
used any less technically sophisticated material and maintained 
the necessary sound quality. In the end, the digital tapes from 
the Born In The U.S.A. concerts set an extraordinary 
standard for everything else. This meant that some memora-
ble moments simply weren't available. For instance, the 
concert rendition of "Racing In The Streets," preceded by and 

On the Distraction of Celebrity 

I
n the summer of 1984 during an interview with British 
disc jockey Roger Scott, Bruce said, "One of the 
problems is that the audience and the performer have 
got to leave some room for each other to be human, or 

else they don't really deserve each other in a funny kinda 
way. I think the position you get in is unrealistic to begin 
with, 'cause you're just basically a guy. You know, you play 
the guitar and you do that good, and that's great, that's nice. 
If you do your job well, people like it and admire you for it or 
respect you for it or something; that's a plus. But... the 
idealizing of performers or politicians doesn't seem to make 
much sense. It's based on an image, and an image is always 
basically limiting and only a portion—and only the public 
portion—of that individual's personality. Which is not to say 
that it's necessarily false; it's just not complete. 

"The thing is, the inspiration comes from the music. And 
the performer, he's the guy that's doin' the music, but he's 
not the thing itself. The thing itself is in the music—that's 
where the spirit of the thing is. 

"I guess I basically feel it's like Elvis. People say they got 
disillusioned or something. Well, I don't feel that Elvis let 
anybody down. Personally, I don't think he owed anything 
to anybody. I think that, as it was, he did more for most 
people than they'll ever have done for them in their lives. 
The trouble that he ran into, that's the trouble you run into. 
It's hard to keep your head above water, but sometimes it's 
not right for people to judge the way that they do." 
On the other hand, he set a higher standard for himself. 

"I feel that the night you look into your audience and don't 
see yourself, and the night the audience looks at you and 
don't see themselves, that's when it's all over, you know? 

"I don't feel that people 'sold out.' I don't think Elvis sold 
out when he lived in Graceland—people never sold out by 
buying something. It wasn't ever something they bought; it 
was something they thought that changed.... 
"My audience, I always hoped, would be all sorts of 

people—rich and poor, middle-class people; I don't feel like 
I'm singing to any one group. I don't want to put up those 
sort of walls. That's not really what our band is about." 
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concluded with Bruce's narration, didn't make the record 
because it had never been professionally recorded. 

"Sequencing was real important, because that was how we 
were setting up the story to be told," said Bruce. They chose 
the right takes of as many songs as seemed fitting. Sequencing 
the album was also a matter of narrowing it down, putting the 
right songs in the right order to reflect the personal and musical 
evolution of an entire decade. They didn't want to make a 
record of curios, so the rarity of a song counted for nothing 

Sorry girls, he's married. 

and, when the chips were down, neither did any individual 
song's everyday power. For instance, "Badlands," Bruce's 
original post-"Born To Run" anthem, was the last song added 
to the sequence, and then not until the following summer. 
Everyone endured some frustrations, including Bruce. "In 

the end, there's no 'Glory Days,' which is one of my favorite 
songs. Like hey, I got my complaint, too," he said, referring to 
the moans of fans disgruntled by the lack of this or that 
selection. "I would've liked to put that on, and I tried to the 
bitter end, and I just couldn't fit it on." 
They had comparatively few workable takes of any given 

song, and there was no way to get more. "Born To Run" was a 
special problem. "That was a song that for a long time we didn't 
know how to play," Bruce admitted. "It was hard to sing and 
hard to play." In the end they used a rendition from the Giants 
Stadium shows of August 1985, more than eleven years after 
they'd begun performing it. "I was so happy when I put that 
version of it on, because I never thought we were gonna have a 
good live version of that song on tape." 

In general, the idea was that this was a record, and that 
meant it had to reward the casual listener as well as the one 

who paid close attention—you had to be able to simply sit back 
and listen. When it was finally released, the live album was 
criticized for wandering away from the point after "War," but, 
as Bruce pointed out, that was part of the concept, too. 

"It's just a break in the action. The whole point is, there's 
times when you have to take the record as a whole. And at that 
point, you're not gonna put lungleland' in there. You need 
songs for what they're not saying right then. You gotta bring it 
back down to everyday life. Life goes on, man, life rolls on," he 
said. "The whole idea of the record was that you could put on 
any side at any time, that it would be a record that would 
contain a certain group of ideas but that those ideas were not 
necessary—it was just a rock record, it was just like a rock 'n' 
roll record. Dance to it, listen to it, do whatever you wanna do 
with it. That was the point of the thing, you know. 
"From the very beginning that was how we wanted to 

present the thing, you know. And this came up in the 
sequencing a lot. When we began to sequence the thing, if we 
began to construct it too intellectually or too conceptually—too 
superficially conceptually—it started to sound like, 'What are 
you trying to do?' The whole point was, it had to roll. And in the 
end, that's what made it what it was. So after 'War,' we're 
rolling a little bit, you know. It's gotta keep going, and it's gotta 
scale back down. 
"We wanted the record to rock, and one of the most 

important things we were trying to do with the record, we 
were tellin' a story. There's a story bein' told here. And the 
record had to have its internal logic. It wasn't a greatest hits 
album; there were certain songs we knew we would like on. 
But nothing was sacred; anything could've been left out if it 
really and truly wasn't gonna work." 
"The record opens with 'Thunder Road,' and as I've said 

before, when the Born To Run album came out, the record was 
so tied in with who I was, I felt like, hey, I felt like I was born," 
Springsteen said in early 1987. "I felt like it was a birthday. I 
know that's why those words are in the title. Born—why is that 
word there? That's there because it's real. And"—he began to 
laugh at his own presumption—"that's probably why the word 
Run is there—that's real, too. 
"And that 'Thunder Road' is the birth song; it's the 

panorama, the scene and the characters, setting the situation. 
So that was why, from the very beginning, we knew that that 
was gonna start the live album. 
"Then you get 'Adam Raised A Cain'; we wanted a gut punch 

right after that, just so you'd be ready for what was gonna 
happen. And then you get to 'Spirit In The Night,' which is 
kinda the cast of characters—friends. It's a real localized 
situation. Then you get 'Sandy.' That's the guy and he's on the 
boardwalk, and I guess that was me then, when I was still 
around Asbury. And there's the girl. 

"That first side, that's the whole idea: Here it is. This is the 
beginning of the whole trip that's about to take place. All those 
people. Some of 'em are gonna go, some of 'em are gonna stay, 
some of 'em are gonna make that trip, some of 'em aren't gonna 
make it. And let's see what happens. 

"And then you flip the thing over. 'Paradise By The "C"— 
the Clarence instrumental—that's bar band music, that's who 
we are. And that's real important. That sets the tone. That's 
what we were doing in those clubs—we were blowin' the roof 
off with that kinda stuff. People were dancin' and goin' crazy 
and havin' a great time. And then you get that 'Growin' Up.' 
That's sort of a little bit of a statement of purpose. And then 
there's the rest of that—Saint In The City, "Backstreets, ' 
'Rosalita,' and 'Raise Your Hand. "Rosalita' was funny because, N
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"It's like that great scene in The Last Picture Show 
where the guy hits the brakes and turns around. Dark-
ness was a confrontation record...All those people, 
all those faces, you gotta look at 'em all." 

even though it came before 'Born To Run,' the guy gets the 
girl—or he's trying to get the girl. And he's got the record deal, 
and he's trying to get away. And if he gets all these things, he 
thinks everything's gonna be great. And I guess that was kind 
of... That happened, I guess. 
"Then the 'Hungry Heart' side with all those songs from The 

River, which is funny, because that side felt right there even if 
it was a little out of chronological order... and I think felt right 
because the next thing you hear, you hear that big crowd. Right 
after 'Rosalita,' you get 'Raise Your Hand,' and that's the idea: 
You want it and then, bang! You got it. 
"And the rest of that side is kind of 'Two Hearts' and 

'Cadillac Ranch' and 'You Can Look But You Better Not Touch.' 
And now the underside starts to ldnda sneak in there; you start 
to pick up a little undercurrent there." 
That undercurrent motivated Bruce's best songs from 

Darkness On The Edge Of Town to Born In The U.S.A., from 
"Badlands" to "Reason To Believe" to "Dancing In The 
Dark"—that is, from the confidence of youth to a crisis of faith 
to the realization that you overcome only when you keep 
moving. Like all journeys to experience, it began with 
questions that seemed simple: Why me? What about every-
body else? What next? 

"At some point I said to myself—and I know this is one of 
the things that caused me a lot of distress—I said, 'Well okay, 
what if I am the guy in "Born To Run," with the bike and the 
girl, shooting down the road," Bruce said. "But when you get 
out there a little ways, there's not that much traffic. And you 
can't see the people in the cars next to you; all the windows are 
tinted. And all of a sudden you're out there, but where is 
everybody? So I guess I kinda thought, 'Well, all right, you 
know; so maybe I get to do these things, but what about 
everybody else?' 
"And that didn't come from a real selfless motivation or 

some idea to do good. Because I understood that it was a self-
preservation question. I realized that you will die out there, 
simple as that. I understood that underneath this illusion of 
freedom was an oppressiveness that would kill me. And that 
where maybe I was different was that I knew it. 
"So when I got in that situation, I felt tremendously 

threatened, and I did not know why. It was totally instinctive. 
Matter of fact, I don't think I really knew why until not that long 
ago. But initially, when I was twenty-five, it was just 
instinctive—I felt threatened, I felt in danger. And it was funny 
because those were the exact opposite responses that people 
generally have. But I didn't know why I was havin"em; I was 
just havin"em. 

"So initially, I wanted to just reject the whole thing—This is 
bad; all this is bad'—as people have done before. I think you 
look at some of the older rock 'n' rollers, they've chosen to 
reject it and their opposite choice was to move to religious 
fundamentalism. But I got so alienated from religion when I 
was younger that there was no way that was ever gonna be an 
alternative, in that sense, for me. I just could never see it. 

"I think when I got in that spot, I really did feel—and not in a 
paranoid fashion—attacked on the essence of who I felt that I 
was. So at that point I realized that, unattached from 
community, it was impossible to find any meaning. And if you 
can't find any meaning, you will go insane and you will either kill 
yourself or somebody will do the job for you, either by doping 
you or one thing or another. 

"I began to question from that moment on the values and the 
ideas that I set out and believed in on that Born To Run record: 
friendship, hope, belief in a better day. I questioned all of these. 
And so Darkness On The Edge Of Town was basically saying, 
you get out there and you turn around and you come back 
because that's just the beginning. That's the real beginning. 

"I got out there—hey, the wind's whipping through your 
hair, you feel real good, you're the guy with the gold guitar or 
whatever, and all of a sudden you feel that sense of dread that 
is overwhelming everything you do. It's like that great scene in 
The Last Picture Show where the guy hits the brakes and turns 
around. The Darkness record was a confrontation record: 
'Badlands,' Adam Raised A Cain, "Racing In The Street'—all 
those people, all those faces, you gotta look at 'em all. Right 
through to 'Darkness On The Edge Of Town'—that was a 
whole other beginning. 

"Now, you strip a whole bunch of things away from the thing, 
and you lose a lot of your illusions and a lot of, I suppose, your 
romantic dreams. And you decide... you make a particular 
decision. And that is a decision, I believe, that saves your life— 
your real life, your internal life, your emotional life, your 
essential life. Because you'can live on, and a lotta people do; 
there's all sorts of people livin' on out there, you know. But I 
knew—and this ties right in with the discussion I had with Jon 
about Born In The U.S.A.—that the reason I began to do what 
I did was for connection. I desperately needed connection. I 
couldn't get it; I wanted it. 
"And that's why the guitar was my lifeline. That was my 

connection with other people, more than anything else. 
Because other things will not sustain you. Maybe for a while 
you'll be distracted and have some fun, but in the end, your real 
life, you'll die, you will really die. And then once that happens, 
I believe there's only a certain amount of time before the 
physical thing catches up to you. 

"So you've got that situation, where I turn around—on the 
live record, that's where 'Badlands' fits. Then you're there— 
from 'Badlands' through to 'War' really. But from 'Badlands' 
through 'Reason To Believe,' that's kind of an investigation of 
that place." 

Springsteen began to question not only the values he'd found 
in rock 'n' roll but whether rock 'n' roll itself, which offered the 
best romantic illusion of heroic Yankee individualism 
imaginable, was worth the effort. It all came back to the 
questions he'd asked himself as he put together Born In The 
U.S.A. "Is making the Loud Noise worth it?" is how he put it in 
the winter of '87. "That's a question that I feel like I'm 
constantly asking myself, and the only answer I come up with 
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is, 'Well, you don't know unless you try.' 
"I think that when I did the Nebraska record, obviously I was 

in a deepening process of questioning those values that were 
set out on Born To Run. I did the Darkness On The Edge Of 
Town thing, and with The River thing I allowed some light to 
come in, part of the time. I had to—had to. In a funny way, I felt 
that I didn't have the center, so what I had to do was I had to 
get left and right, in hope that it would create some sort of 
center—or some sense of center. That probably wasn't 
embodied in any one given song or something, and that was 
the juggling that I had to do on that record." 
So the same Bruce Springsteen who had sung "I'm puffin' 

outta here to win" at the beginning of Born To Run found 
himself opening Nebraska by imagining someone being hurled 
into a "great void." But that wasn't all. 

"Here's where this thing breaks down all the social type 
barriers that we put up in society. That void that you feel in that 
situation is the same one you can feel breathin' down your neck 
when you got that sun behind you, drivin' down the road; you 
got the girl, got that guitar. It's the same, for some reason. 
Because of that isolation. There are guys who come home from 
the factory, sit in front of that TV with a sixpack of beer, that 
are as isolated as the Nebraska record, if not more so." 

It's the spectre of that void that sends men down to the river 
when their dreams fall through or their marriages crumble or 
the plant closes and leaves them not just without a paycheck 
but empty of purpose. And rich or poor, when they've stared 
long enough into that void, they make a leap. They may jump 
into the abyss of doubt or across a chasm of faith, but they leap. 
Having reached that desperate place himself, Bruce 

Springsteen pushed forward, not because he rejected the 
hopelessness he found, but because he accepted it. "That was 
the subject of the Nebraska record," he said. "And it's the 
central thing at this moment in our band; we're kinda locked in 
with this. That was just the idea of that band, from the very 
beginning, from the minute when I touched the guitar for the 
first time. That was what moved me, what motivated me. And 
that's why as you follow the way the whole thing has 
developed, the moment after Nebraska and before Born In The 
U.S.A. is where I'm having this conversation with Jon...about 
these things. These are what the records are about. 
"When you're in the live record, you run up to 'Reason To 

Believe' at that point—well, that was the bottom. I would hope 
not to be in that particular place ever again. It was a thing 
where all my ideas might have been working musically but they 
were failing me personally. 

"I always feel like I was lucky. I got to a point where all my 
answers—rock 'n' roll answers—were running out. All the old 
things stopped working—as they should've and as they have 
to, and as time and the world and the way it is demands and 
dictates, in order for you to go on. They run dry, not as a joyous 
thing in and of itself, but as some sort of shelter for your 
inability to take your place in the world, whatever that may be. 
That's when either you recognize that that's happening or you 
don't and you continue with your trappings and your ceremony, 
whatever that may be, and slowly you just get strangled to 
death and you die. You just die." 

It was at this point that Bruce Springsteen did a remarkable 
thing. Rather than surrendering to the "trappings and 
ceremony" of show biz rite or retreating into a cocoon of 
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protective "artistic independence" (as Neil Young and Dylan 
had done), he reached out, opening himself in a way that very 
few public figures have ever done. He found a response as 
powerful as any public figure has ever known and learned to 
live with. Was he another Elvis? Of course not. He didn't start 
something; he helped put it on the road to completion. But 
Bruce Springsteen had finally become like Elvis in another way. 
He used popular music to change himself and the slice of 
history he could affect. And rather than dying, he lived more 
whole than before. 

Bruce Springsteen had finally circumvented—or rather, 
defused—the trap depicted by the Band's Robbie Robertson: 

See the man with the stage fright 
Just standin' up there, givin' all his might 
And he got caught in the spotlight 
But when we get to the end, you wanna start all over again 

Springsteen escaped this Sisyphean fate by ignoring the advice 
given in "Stage Fright": "You can make it in your disguise/ Just 
never show the fear that's in your eyes." On the contrary, he'd 
taken the risk of turning the glare of his personal terrors full 
upon his audience and, what was most startling, found that 
many recognized them as their own. 
When they did, Bruce Springsteen crossed the line between 

idol and hero as defined by the art critic John Berger: "The 
function of the hero in art is to inspire the reader or spectator 
to continue in the same spirit from where he, the hero, leaves 
off. He must release the spectator's potentiality, for 
potentiality is the historical force behind nobility. And to do this 

the hero must be typical of the characters and class who at that 
time only need to be made aware of their heroic potentiality in 
order to be able to make their society juster and nobler....The 
function of the idol is the exact opposite to that of the hero. 
The idol is self-sufficient; the hero never is. The idol is so 
superficially desirable, spectacular, witty, happy, that he ôr she 
merely supplies a context for fantasy and therefore, instead of 
inspiring, lulls. The idol is based on the appearance of 
perfection, but never on the striving towards it." 

But what Springsteen achieved also confounded Berger, 
because he'd done it through the mechanism of popular 
culture, mediated by one of the country's largest industrial 
corporations. Like most good leftists, Berger believes that 
culture to be bankrupt; like any pragmatic member of the 
working class, Bruce Springsteen worked with the tools that 
came to hand. 

If Springsteen proved able to restore a sense of center to 
rock 'n' roll without entirely dulling that idiom's status as the 
cutting edge of popular culture, it was not only because he'd 
dared expose to a mass audience what seemed to be his least 
conventional thoughts and feelings but also because he'd done 
that while risking the inconveniences and dangers of genuine 
mass popularity. It would have profited him not at all to gain the 
pink Cadillac and lose his own soul, but it would have served 
him equally poorly to have hardened his heart against the public 
from which he sprang. In that regard, his success was 
genuinely antibohemian, because it sprang not from a refusal 
to participate in social conventions, but from a refusal to be 
excluded from them. 

For its first five sides, then, Bruce Springsteen And The E 
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Street Band Live11975-1985 defines a dream and chronicles its 
dissolution and the ways that dawning realizations transform 
the dreamer. Its final four are concerned with how you live with 
what's left. The transition is expressed on Side Six, which runs 
from "This Land Is Your Land" to "Reason To Believe," a leap 
every bit as long as it looks. Introducing Woody Guthrie's 
greatest hit, Springsteen acknowledges that Guthrie wrote in 
anger, but when Bruce sings the song it's about dreams and 
visions. What's emphasized isn't the grandeur of the 
landscapes or the mockery society makes of them, it's the 
voices that call out at the end of each verse, promising 
something better. 

"Nebraska" and "Johnny 99" are songs about people who 
cannot hear those voices, the consequence of which is a death 
sentence. But "Reason To Believe" is something worse: a 
requiem for those who have heard the voices, pursued them to 
the end, and then discovered that they were lying. It's about 
the greatest menace that lurks in the darkness on the edge of 
town, about the compulsion to leap into the river and be swept 
downstream, about the temptation to run and keep on running, 
not toward freedom but away from the facts. Springsteen 
defines the song precisely: "That was the bottom." 

"But at the end of Nebraska—it's kind of ironic—I wrote 
another song with the word born in it, which is really weird," 
Springsteen observed. "And from that point on, the answer to 
'Reason To Believe' was 'Born In The U.S.A.'—! guess either 
record, but particularly the live version. That's the answer to 
it. That's the only answer I can perceive. That connects back 
to 'Badlands,' you know. And that was the moment that I felt 
I'd gotten things in a little healthier perspective, and that I 

stopped—I didn't stop using my job; I stopped abusing my job, 
which I felt part of me had been doing. In the end, I just 
understood a lot more about what it takes to get by. 

"No, it ain't gonna save you; you gotta save yourself. And 
you're gonna need a lotta help." 
The rest of the record—and, it is not entirely unreasonable 

to imagine, the rest of Bruce Springsteen's work—is about 
giving that help and, just as important, receiving it. It begins 
with "Born In The U.S.A.," with that singer "born down in a 
dead man's town," but at the end, standing in the shadows of a 
prison, the singer has made a choice: He will run, and keep on 
running, but he will never fail to look back. He will always 
remember what's been done to him—and his friend at Khe 
Sanh, that woman he loved in Saigon, and the Viet Cong—and 
those memories will shape his future, no matter where it leads. 
In order to be "a cool rockin' daddy in the U.S.A.," you have to 
go beyond hearing the voices Woody Guthrie wrote about; you 
have to try to answer them back—you have to join them. And 
that is exactly what "Seeds," "The River" and "War" do. 

"The 'Born In The U.S.A.' side, that's everything I know— 
at the moment, or at that time," Springsteen said with a short 
laugh. "And I know Jon felt that the opening section of 'The 
River' was the real center of the record. It moves out in all 
directions. The band on that night, the thirtieth of September 
1985, they were great that night. They just played better than 
other nights. And it was a thing where just intensity and the 
forward thrust of the music was the best it's ever been." 

Springsteen knew exactly what he was doing in the live show 
when he didn't stop for a reaction after "War." He compared 
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W ell, here we are in Minneapolis and the Replacements 
are in trouble again. Last Saturday the band got mad at 

their old label, Twin Tone, for not paying them royalties they 
claim they're owed for the four albums they released before 
signing to Sire/Warners in 1985. Paul Westerberg and the 
boys figured they had as much as thirty grand coming and 
could sure use the money. The last straw was when they 
heard Twin Tone was releasing their early albums on 

cassette. So the Replacements got a wild idea and over a 
couple of cocktails that idea started look!ng better and better. 

They drove over to Twin Tone and one Replacement kept 
the receptionist busy while the others waltzed inside arid 
found their master tapes. Maybe somebody at the record 
company noticed and paid no attention. There goes one of 
our artists with an armload of tapes. So what? Maybe he's 
doing a remix for CD or something The Replacements 
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maybe tc prove that it was about something bigger than 
money, :hey dicn't keep the tapes for themselves. They threw 
I ham in the river 
The joke around Minneapolis is that sometimes Prince 

limself s ts on tre banks cf the river playing his guitar. What if 
ilis P.arr leness !S sitting there looking for inspiration when the 
.eplacernents tapes float by? Can't you see it? " Sheila E.! I 
ir- hay rg a vision! Fetch those tares and bring them to my 



"I can be very fragile when it comes 
to the band's feelings. I guess 

I wimp out when I get to the crossroads." 

studio!" Next Prince album—soggy hardcore. 
Did the Replacements go a little overboard, so to speak? It's 

such a great story you could almost think it's a lie—that band 
leader Westerberg has the tapes buried in his basement and 
wants Twin Tone to think they are floating toward the Gulf of 
Mexico. But all the not-for-attribution stories told around the 
Twin Cities agree. Splash. 

Paul Westerberg's attitude toward the compromises of the 
music business has been a frequent source of his inspiration. 
On the Replacements' new song "I Don't Know" he says it 
pretty plain: "One foot in the door, the other one in the gutter/ 
The sweet smell that they adore: I think I'd rather smother." 

"Yeah," Westerberg nods. "That's us. That's the Replace-
ments. The record company wants us to be big stars, but we're 
uncomfortable with that. We don't want to give them 
everything. We don't want to give them a hundred percent. As 
soon as you do that you've got nothing for yourself. We want to 
be in control of what we're doing. We don't want to be BonJovi. 
We want to sell records, we want to be popular, but we don't 
want to even be promoted the way the Del Fuegos are 
promoted. They know what they're doing. They allow Warner 
Brothers to say, 'Okay, we want this. Get it for us.' Whereas 
we hem and haw and say, 'Well, we would like this if you could 
do it our way.' It's like a card game and we haven't put our cards 
on the table yet. We're still upping the ante." 

Westerberg is sitting in the shadows in a booth in the back of 
a Minneapolis bar. He's trying to lay a little low. Twin Tone 
Records is right next door and if one of those boys comes in for 
a pop, well, Paul may exit by way of the window. 

"They put it down to us," he goes on, speaking of his new 
label. "They say, 'You can be big stars, you can make a lot of 
money if you do this and this. Make a video and show your face 
and film it live and look cute and the little girls will love it' and all 
this crap. And we have this gut feeling that that's wrong. 
Because what we do live is live and you should come see it live. 
I don't really know what to do about that. But we're not doing 
bad. I think they have faith in us now. They're coming around." 

It all sounds noble—except the part about not giving a 
hundred percent. "It's a broad statement," Westerberg says, 
"but it's true. I guess it's the fear of failure. I don't want to give 
everything and have it turn out to be shit or have people not 
like it. I hold a little for myself. I'm lazy, too. If I get seventy-
five percent of the way there I'll pretty much say that's it, close 
enough. I'm not a perfectionist when it comes to songwriting. 
I'm more of a perfectionist when it comes to the instrumenta-
tion. I'll let nonsense words go by just 'cause they feel good. 
'I. O. U. ' [the first track on the new LP, Pleased To Meet Me] has 
a nonsense chorus. I could sit down and get words to fit that, 
but I figure it doesn't need it. It sounds good enough to me." 

For a guy who says he's holding back, Westerberg sure 
appears to put himself all the way out. Under the loud guitars 
his songs are as personal and moving as any sensitive folkie's, 
and when it comes to giving a hundred percent, this is the 
rocker who highlighted his last New York concert by taking an 
impromptu swan dive into the crowd—and played the rest of 
the show with a broken hand. 
"When I say I hold back," he clarifies, "I mean not finishing 

something, not getting it perfect. As far as being honest, 
though, it's a hundred per cent honest." 

And there you have the central paradox of the Replace-
ments. They give blood in their music, their fans fervently 
identify with them, critics and college radio count them as one 
of the very best rock bands going—but they are frustratingly 
reluctant to become big stars. The radio needs them bad, MTV 
needs them worse, high school kids listening to the Cult need 
them most of all. Yet the Replacements keep playing Hamlet, 
refusing to become the big stars they should be. Sometimes 
they seem to be snobs. After all, what's wrong with having 
teenage girls like you? 

"Because," Westerberg says, "we don't want people coming 
to see us just because they saw this three-minute commercial 
of us on TV. It would kill us in the end, it really would. 
"We want to do it a different way. Who was the first one to 

latch onto video and say, 'This is cool, man, this is a way to sell 
the band'? He was smart. There's gotta be someone now to 
say, 'Let's try something else!' We'd like to try a different way. 
We'd like to lead something different. I'd just as soon not be a 
huge plastic monster of an act because a bunch of thirteen-
year-old girls saw our video. There's no satisfaction in that. 
There's a little more money, but we ain't in this for money. It's 
been seven years and we've made only a little bit of money; 
we're ready for none. We've got to hang tough for a little while 
longer at least." 
Westerberg falls silent and someone punches up a Phil 

Collins song on the jukebox. "Shut up," he moans. 
Okay, maybe he's got a negative attitude. But the Replace-

ments are a terrific rock 'n' roll band, and Paul Westerberg is 
one of the strongest songwriters to emerge from American 
pop music in this decade. His band rocks hard and funny and 
loud, and the songs never fall into cliché. Whether he's singing 
about the lonely life of an abandoned mother or the bass 
player's tonsillectomy, Westerberg says things nobody's said 
in rock 'n' roll songs before. And he does it without holding up 
a sign saying "Big Statement" or "Comedy Relief." The 
Replacements come on like fighters for the best reason in the 
world—their music is worth fighting for. And when they do 
finally make it big—look out. Kids used to flattened-out, 
compromised, artificially preserved rock aren't going to know 
what hit them. 

p
leased To Meet Me is the Replacements' shot at the big 
time. They recorded it in Memphis with a real producer, 
worked hard to stay in tune and in time, even used horns 

and a few strings. So what have they picked as the first single? 
"The Ledge," a song about teenage suicide. Lots of airplay 
there, boys. 

"I came up with the minor key riff and it made me feel like 
there should be something sad said to it," Westerberg 
explains. "And I was feeling down that day. It's sort of half and 
half through the eyes of myself and someone who doesn't have 
anyone to turn to. It was written in October or November— 
before this teenage suicide epidemic. I didn't even think about 
it at the time. When everybody heard it they said, 'Oh, man, 
are you gonna get in trouble! Is this about the kids in New 
Jersey?' No, no. I'm not trying to glorify that or jump on that 
bandwagon. I've tried to kill myself before. Never seriously. I 
mean, if you really try to kill yourself you kill yourself. To me 
someone who jumps off a building really wants to kill 
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Westerberg: ' Pretty good at hiding things." 

themselves. It ain't like slitting your wrist and hoping Mom's 
gonna catch you quick. It's a total desperation deal." 
Westerberg seems to have a big chunk of himself in every 

character he describes. That's why "The Ledge" comes off as 
more than exploitation; he makes the character's case so 
convincingly that the listener understands the kid about to 
jump. "I can feel for it," Westerberg nods. "I couldn't write a 
song about being an accountant 'cause I can't feel that. I'm not 
suicidal or nothin', but I know how it feels. I'm old enough now 
to know that there are people around me I can turn to. But I 
remember when I was younger and there was nobody. It was 
God or drugs or death or rock 'n' roll. Or all four. 

"I've written some good stuff being depressed, but you can 
write about it just as well when you're happy. You don't have to 
be on the verge of suicide to write a song about suicide. Fm 
fine, I'm not going to kill myself. But I felt it that day I wrote it." 
At the time of the Replacements' second record, the 

appropriately titled Replacements Sfink, Westerberg came 
down with a bout of affectation—pretending to be meaner than 
he was, copying Black Flag. ("I couldn't write hardcore worth 
a shit but ' certainly tried to sound as tough as I could. It was all 
bullshit. I figure those tapes are probably around Memphis or 
New Orleans by now.") Since then he's worked at stripping 
away falseness, writing in something close to his real voice. 

"I get no satisfaction pretending I'm someone else," he 
shrugs. "I used to try that. This way it's more painful if people 
say they don't like it. If they say, 'This song is really wimpy and 
stupid,' I can lie and say I was pretending I was Gordon 
Lightfoot. But no. That's me." He smiles. "What the hell?" 

Kind of an introspective guy. Yet a whole lot of rock fans are 
anxious for the Replacements to pick up the mantle carried for 
so long by the Stones and dropped by the Clash—who decided 
they didn't want it. In fact, we could get some of our college-
trained rock psychologists to explain how the Replacements 
are filling the void left by the Clash—the need for an 
uncompromising, defiant punk band with hearts of gold. The 
Give 'Em Enough Rope opening salvo of the Replacements' 
"Bastards Of Young" made a strong claim for that Clash 
territory. Only one problem: "I never liked the Clash," 
Westerberg says. "Joe couldn't sing and he can't sing. I drop 
my voice. Maybe they're nice guys and true to their beliefs and 
they're a tough rock band, but I never liked them. I bought the 
Sex Pistols and the first Clash album and I returned the Clash 
the same day." 
So who are the Replacements' heroes? 
"The Faces were my favorite band of all time," Westerberg 

says. "I think they were the best band ever. Period." And that 
makes a lot of sense. The Faces were drunken rowdies who 
could switch gears from the harshest rock to a melancholy 
ballad to cry in your beer by. Even the toughest Faces tune 
held on to a thread of vulnerability, and even their saddest 
laments kept a sense of humor. 
"A lot of those tender ones were Ronnie Lane's," Wester-

berg notes. "When I started to play guitar I listened to Ron 
Wood. It took me a few years to realize Wood didn't really know 
how to play all that good. I thought he was the end. Just the fact 
that he was drunk—that's what I tried to mold my playing after. 
He had to work hard at being bad to get that sound. He had a 
good tone, too. At the time everyone was playing Marshalls 
cranked full up—that big distorted sound. It was the opposite 
with him—Wood's rhythm guitar was fuzzy and loud and the 
lead was this little plink plink plink. 

"I think it has a little bit to do with being a loser. They were 
losers and I think we are too. But not your dumb, down-and-
out loser who's got nothing. Somebody who's got a little talent 
but isn't real sure of himself. The Stones always seemed real 
sure of themselves: They knew what they wanted and they 
went for it. The Replacements are like the Faces in that they 
knew what they could do but were... afraid of it? They could 
feel for the loser who had to stand in the soup line or the woman 
who lost her husband." Westerberg takes a slug of beer and 
sums up his ideal: "The nice guys who finish last." 

W esterberg is driving through Minneapolis, pointing out 
the street where he lives while humming along with 

"Venus in Blue Jeans" on the oldies station. He's heading to 
Ray's Uptown Grill, a local hangout. "Maybe we'll see Bob 
Stinson there," he says, referring to the band's recently fired 
lead guitarist. "I haven't seen him since. Then you'll have some 
color for your story. You'll get to see him kill me." 
He pulls into the parking lot of the Uptown Grill and takes his 

usual place in the comer booth. A succession of regulars comes 
by to spread the latest gossip about Curtiss A., a local singer 
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"I remember when I was younger and 
there was nobody. It was God or drugs 

or death or rock ' n' roll." 

and Uptown Grill homeboy who is hiding from the cops. Seems 
Curtiss' ex got a judge to slap him with a restraining order to 
stay away from her and he failed to keep his distance. 

Enter Robert "Slim" Dunlop, another regular and the 
Replacements' new guitarist. He slides into the booth next to 
Westerberg. Slim is close friends with fugitive Curtiss and 
more locals come by to ask the news. "He's gotta do ninety 
days," Slim sighs. "Starting when?" asks a local rocker. 

"As soon as they find him," Slim says. "He's hiding out." A 
story is circulating that Curtiss asked Slim to be his alibi, and 
when Slim refused, his pal threatened to shoot him. Slim 
doesn't want to talk about it. Curtiss is just upset. "My main 
worry," Slim says, gesturing to Westerberg, "is that my liver 
won't hold out." 

Slim describes himself as "a lifer, a terminal music addict. If 
people offer me a beer I'll go play. The recording and publicity 
ends of it are not really my thing, but I'll never get enough of 
the rush of playing live. When I'm an old man I'll find some little 
polka band to go jam with. For me, this is the chance of a 
lifetime, because I'll play with anybody who calls me up. I'm 
registered with the union, I do country & western, any kind of 
dates. I have some strange addiction to it. That's my whole life 
story—just stumbling from one gig to another." 

But Slim doesn't think he should be quoted in a Replace-
ments story. He says he's too new to the band and anyway, 
Paul is the voice of the Replacements. "Slim's played for 
everybody around here," Paul says. "If your guitar player got 
sick you called Slim. He's better than me but he's not a 
virtuoso. We thought about getting a real hot player, but then 
we thought it was better to get someone we got along with, 
and Slim fits in good. He's a real humble guy and he likes to take 
a drink and he owns a gun. What can I say? He's in the band." 

e arly the next afternoon, Westerberg can't find the band. 
Mostly he's checking the local diners. Finally he decides 

to try the Replacements' rehearsal space in the basement of an 
industrial building. The elevator's barely hit the cellar when a 
screaming electric guitar rings out above the clank and grind of 
heavy machinery. "That's Tommy," Paul says. He heads down 
a winding corridor, avoids a moving forklift, and tries the door 
that stands between him and the howling Les Paul. Locked. 
He knocks. No answer, the guitar's too loud. He pounds on the 
door. No answer. He yells. "Hey, Tommy! Hey, Tommy!!" No 
answer. He kicks it. "Hey STOOPID! Open up!" 
The guitar stops and Tommy Stinson opens the door, long 

haired, skinny and grinning—the true rocker. If Westerberg is 
the brains of the Replacements, Tommy is the heart: the 
cackling twenty-year-old kid who has been in the band since he 
was thirteen, the tenth-grade drop-out who regularly out-talks 
interviewers, the bassist who falls over laughing onstage and 
goads band and audience into taking nothing seriously. 
Tommy's the one who keeps the ballads that Westerberg slips 
onto Replacements albums out of the live shows. Maybe all 
great rock bands have one guy who writes about it (Brian 
Wilson, Jagger, Rotten) and one guy who lives it (Dennis 
Wilson, Brian Jones, Sid Vicious). Tommy lives the Replace-
ments. They agree on a rehearsal schedule and Paul heads out 
to grab a bite. 
The Replacements were formed as a teenage garage trio by 

Tommy, his big brother Bob and drummer Chris Mars. 
Westerberg, the kind of kid who wrote songs in his bedroom, 
says it was seeing thirteen-year-old Tommy that made him 
want to join. "As soon as I saw Tommy," Westerberg laughs. 
"That was a kid who came halfway up his amp and played as 
good as he could. It seemed like a novelty." 
Now Westerberg's twenty-seven, Chris Mars is twenty-

three, and Tommy's pushing twenty-one. "I would not be 
surprised one bit if Tommy went on to become a big star and 
the rest of us come see him and get thrown out on our ear," 
Paul smiles. "Tommy dropped out of tenth grade to go on tour. 
How many kids would die for that? They're sitting in a tenth-
grade algebra class and Tommy's drinking from a bottle of Jack 
Daniels, going down the road. He's come out of it real good. If 
you weren't strong enough that would really screw you up. 
Like being a child circus performer or something." 
One of the reasons Tommy's mother let him go off with the 

Replacements was that his older brother Bob was there to 
watch out for him. Now the band's fired Bob. "It's tough," 
Westerberg concedes. "But Tommy was right there with me 
and Chris. We didn't want to go down the toilet with a guy who 
wasn't willing to play. Tommy wanted to see Bob straighten up, 
but he wasn't and he wouldn't and he's gone." 

Westerberg takes a booth at Hoyt's restaurant, across from 
the rehearsal space. Tommy shows up and says hi to his friend 
behind the counter, who asks if he heard right—that the 
Replacements were involved in a shooting last night? Oh, 
Tommy explains, that was a photo shoot. He sits with Paul. 
Asked about being a Replacement at thirteen, Tommy looks 
pained. 

"That's the oldest question, man," he sighs. "I never had 
anything to do with school. I was in the band and I went to 
school and the two didn't even work together until I quit school 
for the band. The teachers didn't even know I was in a band. I 
didn't talk about it. The only ones who knew were a couple of 
guys I hung around with. That was all. It was all pretty quiet." 

Okay, let's bury such questions. The Replacements have 
grown up, to the consternation of those who want them to be 
drunken teenagers forever, and the joy of those who want to 
see a great rock band keep evolving. Each record has shown 
growth (except 1982's Stink). If Pleased To Meet Me isn't a hit, 
it won't be for lack of great songs or hard work in the studio. 

But the toughest change was firing Bob Stinson. Bob was a 
lead guitar player capable of a rough, inventive melodicism. 
Bob was also the wildman of a wild group, notorious for 
improvisations like taking the stage dressed in a diaper. At 
some point Bob crossed a line the other Replacements have 
avoided—the line between liking to get wrecked all the time 
and needing to get wrecked all the time. Bob's guitar playing 
onstage became distracted and undependable. He had to go. It 
must have been murder on Tommy. 
Now Tommy tells Paul that last night he went to see his 

mother and ran into his brother for the first time since the 
firing. He was scared Bob wouldn't speak to him, but he talked 
Tommy's ear off. He was in good spirits, had a job, and was 
rehearsing with a new band. To Tommy's amazement, Bob 
even asked how Slim was working out. Relating this to Paul, 
Tommy is clearly delighted and pretty surprised. 

"It was weird at first," Tommy admits. "I'm sure it's always 
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going to be weird. At least for the next few years. It was kind 
of hard. He's still in the same situations with his life that he was 
in when it all came down, but at least now he doesn't have all 
the stress of being in the band on his back. He can handle things 
a little better. 

"I think it kind of drove him nuts a little bit. I don't think it 
was what he really wanted. I think he felt real strange about 
not having a lot to do with the songs. When we'd practice he 
just didn't fit into any of the new material—for the last couple 
of years. I think it's a relief tor him to not have someone saying, 
'No! You're not doing anything right there! Do something 
creative! Don't do what I'm doing!'" 
Tommy's description pretty much kills the myth that the 

Replacements are guys who just go in and thrash around on 
their instruments. Nobody gets real good by accident. Right 
after firing Bob the band went to Memphis and recorded 
Pleased To Meet Me as a trio, with Westerberg handling all the 
guitar parts. That pretty much kills the myth that Westerberg's 
not much of a musician. 

"I figured it out after we got down to Memphis to record," 
Tommy continues. "After we'd talked to Slim about playing 
with us. The reason I wanted Slim in the band was to replace 
my brother. I've known Slim for years so it was a good thing. We 
couldn't have some guy from L.A. with hair down to his butt 
come in. It had to be someone I liked." 
How did the Stinsons' mom feel about one son firing the 

other? "My mom was totally supportive of the right move," 
Tommy says. "We mentioned it to her before we mentioned it 
to him. When he was in treatment. She said, 'You guys have to 
do what's right for you guys.' She's not really gotten involved 
in that sort of stuff. When it came to contracts she wanted to 
know what I was getting into. When it comes to what we do, 
it's not really her place. She likes to know what's going on. 
"Bob kind of dug his own grave. The family—and every-

one—tried to help him for God knows how long. After a point 
it got to be a real futile effort to even get him out of the garbage. 
But now that he's doing it on his own I think he's probably 
wised up a little bit about what's going on with his life." 

It's unusual for Tommy to talk like this with a tape recorder 
rolling. Westerberg has been sitting silently and now the 
silence falls on the whole table. Paul motions to the cassette 
and says, "We might have to wash this when we're done." That 
cracks everybody up. 

p
leased To Meet Me found the Replacements working with 
a producer, they say, for the first time. Tommy Ramone 
produced Tim, but Westerberg says he was as nonchal-

ant as the Replacements themselves. The new LP was 
different, though. The band put themselves in the hands of 
veteran producer Jim Dickinson (Alex Chilton's Big Star, Ry 
Cooder) for two months. 
"He generally won the arguments," Westerberg says. "We 

weren't ever ready to hop on a plane and go home, while he 
made motions a few times that he might want to call it a day, I 
think just to see how we'd react. We didn't react. We'd say, 
'Fine.' I guess he wanted us to be a little more like 'No don't, 
please!' 

"But he pretty much let us do what we wanted. The main 
thing he did that was different was he got Chris to play in time. 
Before we would get bored after two or three takes and if there 
were drum drops we wouldn't give a shit. But Jim would make 
us do a song three or four times for two weeks. 'Alex Chilton' 
being the prime example of one Chris couldn't get a handle on. 
Chris finally did, but by then Tommy and I were drunk or bored 
so we had to wait another week. Jim had a sense of the thing 
that we didn't understand: 'It has to be in time and in tune!" 
The Replacements played by Dickinson's rules—better 

they figured than getting into click tracks or drum machines or 
heavy overdubbing. Westerberg says he played all the guitar, 
"except when Dickinson had his fifteen-year-old son come in 
and play the Van Halen noises on 'Dirty Pool.' We didn't say 
anything. The consolation we got out of it was that there was 
no Lead Guitar Solo, just the noises. Dickinson's a nice guy. 
He's the best producer we ever worked with...and the first." 
One thing Dickinson accomplished that no one else had was 

to get a good take of "Can't Hardly Wait," a song that the 
Replacements had been failing to get on record for three years. 
Although a rough version of the song appeared on the live 
cassette, The Shit Hits The Fans, the version of "Can't Hardly 
Wait" that closes Pleased To Meet Me has new lyrics, a steady 
tempo, horns out of Van Morrison and strings out of Norman 
Whitfield. It's the Replacements' best-ever shot for a hit. 

Westerberg: "The reason it sounds like it does—I'm not 
apologizing for it—is we had the opportunity to use the 
Memphis Horns. We said, 'If we're gonna do this, let's make it 
a different song. I do not like the strings, I'll say that. They 
were not my idea. I can see he was trying to make it sound like 
Memphis 1968, the Boxtops or something, a pop tune. But it 
doesn't feel comfortable to me. I can listen to it like I'm 
listening to somebody else's tune and go, 'Man, this is kinda 
cool.' But knowing that it's us I laugh every time the happy 
horn riff comes in. It's a guy sitting in a hotel room saying, 
`Goddam it, when am I gonna get home?' And then you got..." 
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Every Fender guitar and bass string insert is an automatic 
entry into Fender's $100,000.00 Stringarama Sweepstakes. 

,e,ét LI\ 168 chances to win each week, 

168 Weekly Prizes 

from over 2,000 guitars, amps, pro 
sound equipment and accessories. 

Grand Prize 
Over $15,000.00 in Fender and 

Sunn gear, and $5,000.00 for your 
Fender String Dealer. 
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2,016 WINNERS: See how little you 
have to do to be a Fender Stringarante 

Sweepstakes winner: 

Official Rules & Regulations: 

• You may already be eligible to enter Any Fender 
guitar or bass string insert qualifies as an entry in the 
Fender Stringarama Sweepstakes. (a) Simply print 
your name, address. city-state-zip. ( b', tse name of 
your favorite music dealer and (c) the ihstrunient you 
play on the back of the insert. Information must be 
complete for the entry to be accepted. 

2 Mail the completed entry to Fender Stringarama 1130 
Columbia St., Brea, CA 92621. ( If you are under tse 
age of 18 years. the signature of a parent or legal 
guardian is required for entry into the program.) 

3 No purchase necessary. It you do not wish to pur-
chase Fender strings, but wish to enter the Sweep-
stakes. please request an entry form by sending a 
self-addressed stamped envelope to Fender String-
arama, 1130 Columbia St, Brea, CA 92921. One insert 
will be sent free per request. (Residents of VT and WA 
need not affix postage.) 

4 Enter as often as you wish. Each entry must bemailed 
separately. No mechanically produced entries will be 
accepted. All entries must be received before August 
24. 1987. Drawings will be made on a weekly basis 
starting June 1, 1987 

5 The weekly winners will be selected from all properly 
completed entries received prior to the weekly draw-
ing. and will receive their prizes within 21 days after 
the drawing. All properly completed entries, includ-
ing weekly winning entries, will be eligible for the 
Grand Prize drawing. The Grand Prize winner will be 
notified by mail within 10 days after the drawing. \Mil-
ners will be selected in a random drawing at Fender 
Musical Insruments Corp. in Brea, California Odds 
on winning are dependent on the number of entries 
received. 

6 Prizes shall only be awarded to the individuals whose 
names appear on the winning entries and prizes may 
not be substituted by winners. Taxes, if any, on prizes 
awarded are the responsibility of the winners. 

7 The Sweepstakes is open only to residents of the 
United States. Employees: of Fender Musical Instru-
ments Corp or its subsidiaries and members of their 
families may not enter. This offer is void where pro-
hibited or restricted by law. All federal state and local 
laws and regulations appy. 

.; To obtain a list of Sweepstakes winners, send a self-
addressed, stamped envelope to Fender Strrigerama, 
1130 Columbia St, Brea, CA 92621. 

168 WEEKLY PRIZES 
Every week for 12 weeks you will have an opportunity 

to win one of these fabulous prizes- 2,016 all. 

Two Contemporary Stratocaeers 
Two Squier Telecasters 

Two Squer Standard Precision Bass 
Two Avalons • Two Caudires 

Two Sidekick 15 Amplifiers • Two Squier 15 Amplifiers 
Two Sidekick Chorus Amplifiers 
One Sung Stage Lighting System 

One Fender Powered Mixing Console 
Forty Stratocaster Book, 

Forty Guitar Identification Books • Six Gig Bags 
Twenty-four T-Shins • Forty Guitar Straps 

GRAND PRIZE 
Over 915,000.00 in Fender and Sunn gear plus 

$5 00000 to your favorite dealer. 

One Vintage Telecaster e One Vintage Stratocaster 
One Vintage Precision Bass • One Vintage JdZI Bass 
Two 2851 Speaker Systems • One 2235 Power Amplifier 

One SUI3I7 SGA 310 Power Amplifier 
Two 1112H Enclosures 

One 2216SPL Mixing Console 
One Coliseum 300 Bass Enclosure 

One EVM 8028 Enclosure 
One Stage Lead 2-12 Amplifier 

One " The Twin" Amplifier 
Two Sunr MIDI-Stage Lighting Systems 

Westerberg mimes the horn riff, giving it 
a kazoo-like tone. 

But a little blue-eyed soul is not half as 
shocking a departure as "Skyway," an 
acoustic ballad that really could be lifted 
from Gordon Lightfoot. 

"The band didn't play on it," Wester-
berg says. "Chris tapped his foot. But 
better that song than if I was to whip up 
another bullshit rocker. I feel the good 
songs should go on and 'Skyway' was 
better than six or seven rockers that 
were left off. If Tommy and Chris want 
to fight about it I'll fight 'em. But they're 
smart enough to know a good song when 
they hear it. I'm not trying to pat myself 
on the back, but it was certainly better 
than 'Beer For Breakfast." 

the Replacements practice incredi-
bly loud. Even ears half deaf from 

years of sonic overexposure feel like 
they're about to blow after five minutes 
at top volume in the band's tiny, Oscar 
Madison-decor rehearsal studio. But it's 
worth it 'cause the songs are so good. 
For two and a half hours they stand there 
in a row: Slim watching carefully for the 
changes, Chris behind his drums, and 
Tommy with a perpetual grin. Half facing 
them is Westerberg, the maestro. He 
calls for "The Ledge," "I. O. U.," "Alex 
Chilton," "I Will Dare," "Never Mind," 
"Never Mind" again (Tommy cracks up 
every time he steps up to the micro-
phone to strangle out the high harmony), 
"Unsatisfied," "Answering Machine," 
"Go," "Valentine," "Dirty Pool," "Red 
Red Wine," "Bastards Of Young," "Lay 
It Down Clown," "Little Mascara." This 
is a body of work! When they get to 
"Can't Hardly Wait" Slim struggles 
valiantly to compensate for the lack of 
those horns and strings, and the band 
gets bogged for a while in organizing the 
timing for a long break in the middle. 
Throughout the afternoon Slim is studi-
ous—he plays some of Bob Stinson's 
leads, some of his own, and always 
defers to Westerberg. After he re-
creates Bob's lead on "Bastards Of 
Young," Tommy says to Slim, a Fender 
man, "You've gotta get a Les Paul! Get 
that fat sound!" 
Maybe that's where new wave got 

lost. When they all started playing 
Stmts. The Replacements' tone is a Les 
Paul tone—thick and dirty. 
By the time they move on to "Kiss Me 

On The Bus" Tommy is restless. He 
asks if they can play "something fast." 
Paul launches into a breakneck version of 
"Kids Don't Follow" (from Stink) and 
Tommy's face lights up. When it slams to 
a halt he smiles, "We haven't played that 

song that fast in four years!" 
Some of the evolution in the Replace-

ments songs has been subtle. In the old 
days, Westerberg explains, "I would 
write the riff and sing to it, and try to get 
Bob to play my riff while I did the 
simplest chord changes behind it. But in 
the past year or two all the songs are in 
open tuning, so I can play rhythm and 
whatever fill at the same time, while 

LEFT OF HE DIAL 

I
got a '56 Les Paul," Paul Westerberg 
says, "my trusty gray guitar—and 
I've got a plexiglas Dan Armstrong, I 
think it's a '71. I've got a Yamaha 
acoustic. For keyboards Paul claims 

to have "a little Shittone, made exclu-
sively by Shittone Incorporated." 
What kind of bass is that, Tommy? "I 

don't know, it's been so repaired... It's a 
sort of a Fender, part Rickenbacker. Say 
it's 'hand-customized." 

Paul says we should play it safe and say 
Tommy plays through an Ampeg amp, but 
that would be a lie. "It's yellow and orange 
and big," Tommy explains like a true 
technowiz. "It's a square thing with a 
bunch of tubes. You come over and try to 
describe it!" So we did and it was a big 
yellow and orange thing with a bunch of 
tubes. 

Slim is still a Fender loyalist. He has a 
'61 Telecaster neck on a 1970 Tele body. 
"My '61 body got completely destroyed," 
Slim sighs. "Me and a friend one time, just 
in fun, started putting little hacks in each 
other's guitars with this ice pick. Then we 
got carried away. He took a chisel and a 
hammer and took a big hunk out of my 
Telecaster. I just about cried. So I took his 
Stratocaster and took a big chop out of 
that. Anyway, it got to where there wasn't 
much wood left on my Tele." 

Remarkably, Slim turned down the 
band's offer to buy him another guitar for 
the road. "I've never had the need for 
multiple guitars," Slim explains. "I never 
really had a tuning problem because I play 
with a thumb pick which doesn't really 
push the string. A heavy pick will just 
knock your guitar out of tune. I get used 
to one guitar and it's hard to switch. I 
work it into the ground. You get better on 
one guitar than you are on others. Paul is 
really good at playing two or three guitars 
with really different necks." 

"I can't play," Westerberg cuts in. 
"That's the difference! I can play 'em all 
bad. Bring 'em on!" 
The Replacements will probably use a 

combination of Marshall and Fender amps 
onstage. They figure anyone who says 
you only need a small amp to feed the P.A. 
is a fool, a liar or a wimp. 

Chris Mars says, "Sears drums—that's 
all I can say." 

See your participating 
Fender String Dealer. 
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singing. I think that's what fucked up Bob 
a little, because things weren't cut and 
dried like they were in the early days 
when we were playing pretty much punk 
stuff. Then it was just D-A-D and Bob 
would play a lead whenever I stopped 
singing. Now it's more structured. I play 
the structure of the song and the lead 
guitar player, Slim, uses his own taste to 
fill in where he wants." 
So sometimes evolutions in style 

owe less to commercial or artistic 
forethought than to open tunings. Or 
living in an apartment. Those early 
Replacements songs were written on 
electric guitar at Westerberg's parents' 
house, while his folks were at work. 

Now his father's retired, and Paul has to 
write in his own apartment—where the 
neighbors limit him to an acoustic guitar. 
So now there are more "Skyway"s than 
"White And Lazy"s. 

It turns out that even the songs on 
which Westerberg shares credit with the 
other Replacements all spring from his 
head. "I have to be delicate here," he 
says. "I don't want it to sound like I run 
the whole show, but Ido come up with all 
the major ideas. 'Alex Chilton' will be the 
best example. They're credited as 
writers on that. In actuality they did not 
write the song. But when I came up with 
the three chords I said, 'This sucks!' And 
they said, `No, this is good, let's do this!' 

Ira 
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They were excited about it, they got me 
excited about it, and I went on to write 
the rest of it. To me their willingness to 
be into something and to pull me along 
and say, 'Paul, this is good, let's do this,' 
constitutes writership. They're entitled 
to a third of it." 
The other Replacements' influence is 

also felt in their reluctance to play ballads 
like "Skyway" and "Here Comes A 
Regular" onstage. 

"That's a band decision," Westerberg 
nods. "I write most of the tunes and if the 
band don't want to do 'em then we don't 
do 'em. I'm not going to make Tommy 
stand there like an asshole and play a 
little plunk plunk song if he doesn't want 
to. It's the same thing for me if they want 
to do a song like "Dose Of Thunder"—a 
song I hate that Bob and Tommy and 
Chris loved 'cause it was like Ted Nugent 
or something. I didn't want to do the 
damn thing but I would try 'cause they 
wanted to, and it sucked pretty much all 
the time." 
Westerberg admits he has some parts 

of himself he's not putting into his 
Replacements writing: "I'm kind of 
saving it, to be honest. The time ain't 
now, it doesn't fit the band. Not that 
'Skyway' really fits the band. I'll be 
around for a long time and I can do that 
stuff someday." 

He's just as happy to not have every-
body pick up on how much of himself he 
reveals. "Some songs are hard for me to 
sing live," he says, "but I've gotten 
pretty good at hiding things. I can have 
meanings only I understand. I can be real 
evasive when it comes to showing 
myself between the lines." 

He's also real good at hiding the fact 
that this punk hero suffers from stage 
fright. "Once I get onstage I'm fine, 
beforehand I have stage fright. On tour I 
go to bed about four in the morning and 
I'll wake up about seven or eight. I can't 
sleep, I'm nervous that day. I know 
there's a show coming and I can't do 
anything. I can't read, I can't watch 
television, I can maybe do an interview 
'cause then we're gonna be talking about 
rock 'n' roll. I'm afraid every night before 
we go on. So... we drink. And it helps. I 
would advise it to any young band in the 
world. Have a couple of drinks. Not to be 
a raving alcoholic, but if you're not sure 
of yourself, have a few drinks, relax. 
Ain't nothing wrong with it." 

If the Replacements get really big, the 
attention on Westerberg will almost 
surely push him farther apart from the 
rest of the band—at least in the public 
consciousness. Do they talk about that? 

"It's something we don't talk about 
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unless we're really tanked," Paul says. 
"We're all smart enough to realize that 
the Replacements are what we got. I 
could make a solo album tomorrow and 
so could Tommy, and who's to say which 
would be better? Tommy's would proba-
bly appeal to the initial Replacements fan 
who likes the rawer rock stuff. Chris is 
an artist, too. He does country things. I 
don't pull a lot of 'Skyway's on 'em 'cause 
that only makes them want to bring out 
their own little things. 

"The songs are Replacements tunes. 
I write 'em but they're for the Replace-
ments to play. We figure we're gonna 
ride this till somebody's had enough. 
Nobody's gonna get fired at this point. If 
somebody quits, it's over. Then I'll do 
what I want and they can do what they 
want, but at this point what I want is to 
keep the Replacements together. 'Cause 
I think we're a good band. I can be as 
egotistical as hell and say, 'This is a great 
song! We should do this one!' and they'll 
bring me down to earth. They'll roll their 
eyes and say, 'This is pretty cool, James 
Taylor.' "And then it hits me: Yeah, why 
should I subject them to this? It's not 
rock 'n' roll, it's not the Replacements. I 
used to say we'd stay together forever, 

but Bob leaving the band sort of shook 
me there. I figured we were supermen, 
we could always keep it together—to the 
bitter end. Now we'll keep it together till 
it isn't fun anymore. 

"We've been together longer than the 
Faces! I remember when I saw them in 
1975 the preview in the paper called 
them a 'Veteran English Band.' At the 
time I was mad 'cause I thought they 
were calling them old. Now, Christ, by 
the end of this tour we'll have been 
together eight years. So we'll stick 
together and then after that..." 
Westerberg says he figures no big 

rock band has gone out smoothly yet. 
Then he breaks into a grin and says, 
"Another thing—if Tommy wants to 
record those songs of his, I do want to 
slit his throat." 
For a hard guy, Westerberg's songs 

sure have a lot of references to being 
scared and weak. As he said in "Swingin' 
Party," "If being strong is what you want 
then I need help here with this feather." 

"I can be tough," Westerberg says, 
"but sometimes I'm not strong when it 
comes to tender things. That song was 
partially about a relationship and partially 
the band. I can be very fragile when it 

comes to the band's feelings. I don't 
want to be the heavy guy who says this 
is what we have to do and this is the road 
we have to go down. I lead the band. I 
guess I wimp out when I get to the 
crossroads. Then I look for everyone 
behind me and say, 'Now what do you 
want to do?" 

Another funny thing about "Swingin' 
Party" is its vampy cocktail ending. In 
fact, another subtlety of the Replace-
ments' evolution has been a tendency to 
put tightly arranged endings—often 
different from the structure of the body 
of the song—on their recent records. 

"I saw a thing once," Westerberg 
says, "that said what constitutes a song 
is a beginning and an ending—nobody 
listens to what's in the middle. I was 
twelve years old. It was impressed in my 
mind. I used that a couple of times. I 
thought, 'On the shinier songs we'll find 
real good beginnings and real good 
endings.' It's like guitar solos—start it 
cool, end it cool, and in the middle you 
can shit on the stage. It don't matter. 
They're gonna remember the beginning 
and the end." Westerberg breaks into a 
smile. "Same thing with an article, 
right?" EM 
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BY PETER WATROUS 
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John Coltrane died in 1967, twenty 

years ago this summer. America had 

seen the rise and assassination of 

Malcolm X and was about to experience 

Martin Luther King's death. It was more 

than just dancing in the streets; there 

was a riot going on, perhaps the great-

est urban turmoil in the country's 

history. The arts were in upheaval, too: 

The Beatles were finishing Sgt. Pep-

per's and reshaping notions of pop: the 

Grand Union, a New York school of 

dance including Twyla Tharp and Merce 

Cunningham. were using improvisation 

and random motion; junk and pop art 

were replacing the established abstract 

expressionists. There was a rupture 

with the past going on, in other words, 

and John Coltrane. who'd started out as 

a saxophonist deep in the jazz tradi-

tions, was one of its leaders. 

In a sense he is the archetypal 60s 

artist, the man who reshaped the 

iconography of jazz genius from the 

brilliant burnout of Charlie Parker—a 

50s beat idea—to that of the abstaining 

saint, paradoxically meditative and 

angry. Eastern and yet American. He 

became the paradigm of the searching 

artist. Though it can be argued that 

Coltrane helped end jazz's mass popu-

larity with his expressionistic, visceral 

approach to music, his own appeal and 

influence was immense, reaching way 

beyond the confines of jazz or even 

music. And after two subsequent dec-

ades of often jarring cultural and politi-

cal cynicism, his trademarks of hon-

esty, forthrightness, and an over-

whelming desire to change, to do 

things that haven't been done before, 

seem more than just appealing. They 

seem necessary. 

For me. Coltrane's astounding emo-

tional power comes from his sound. 

that chillingly personal cry that's his 

identity, the one note that can be heard 

from his fumbling, early recordings 

with Dizzy Gillespie to the last dates five 

months before he died. It's not a warm 

sound. or a friendly sound, it's simply a 



fact that carries with it an indifference to acceptability. To me 
Coltrane has always sounded lonely, a three a.m. blue wail that 
gives succor and sympathy to those in trouble. There's passion 
in everything he played—even the hundreds of blowing ses-
sions he tossed off—to remind us what it means to be alive. 
You feel his rawness, his lack of equivocation, his honesty. 

Coltrane was a natural. He also worked extremely hard at 
cultivating his talent. He didn't "do" anything in a Hollywood 
sense: His life reflects an almost monastic dedication to 
learning and to advancing, both as a musician and as a person. 
The son of a tailor and grandchild of two ministers (his mother's 
father, also a state senator, was known for fire and brimstone 
sermons), he grew up in High Point, North Carolina, in what 
passed for the black aristocracy. In school he played in 
Reverend Steele's Community Band. By the time he 
graduated from high school in 1943, he already exhibited the 
sort of aloofness that made him seem mysterious—actually, he 
was shy—and he was known as the musician in High Point. As 
choices available for black people to make a living were 
severely limited, being a musician would be considered risqué 
in some circles, a source of pride and admiration in others. For 
Coltrane, it meant giving up college. 

In 1944, Coltrane and two of his best friends moved to 
Philadelphia where he began his fanatical practice routine, from 
ten to twelve hours a day. Following a Navy stint, he joined an 
R&B band led by Joe Webb and featuring the great blues 
shouter Big Maybelle, then twenty-two, who loved Coltrane's 
tone. He went to California, as part of Eddie "Cleanhead" 
Vinson's group, where he met and played with his idol Charlie 
Parker. But Vinson wanted him as a tenor player, not an altoist; 
the change of instruments allowed him to move away from 
Parker's influence. "On tenor," said Coltrane, "I found there 

SONNY ROLLINS (tenor sax): 
I first heard him in a band with Kenny Clarke. I remember 
I very well. John and Kenny, it was fantastic. And I recall 
thinking that John was a puzzle. I could never figure out how 
he arrived at, how he came up with, what he played. It was 
one of the things that made him unique. I never got a better 
fix on it through the years. Like any genius, it's hard to get 
a handle on how they come up with their ideas. 

"His influence was very pervasive. But I don't think it's 
necessarily bad to have influences. It's inevitable. Any guy 
who's that much into music is bound to be listening heavily 
to someone before him, like I did with Coleman Hawkins. 
The individuality will come out if it's there. It depends 
whether or not the individual player can transcend the 
influence. To play what we call modern music, you need 
some antecedents. 

"Although he had a sense of humor, he was quite serious 
most of the time. Almost like a guy who would be a minister, 
especially about music. You realized you were in the 
presence of someone who held the sacred in high regard. 
His humor wasn't about cracking jokes or anything like that, 
he was more droll or wry. 

"I remember when I heard the news of his death. I was 
working somewhere and I took some people back to 
Brooklyn. In those days we wouldn't get out of the clubs 
until four in the morning. By the time / got back home it was 
light out. I was listening to WOR and there was a quote from 
Elvin to the effect that John never hurt anybody. It was a 
shock; I had just talked to him two weeks earlier. We were 
always close." 

was no one man whose ideas were so dominant. I listened to 
almost all the good tenor men, beginning with Lester, and 
believe me, I've picked up something from all of them, 
including several who haven't recorded." 

Post-war Philadelphia was musically fertile; clubs were 
everywhere, and since the city was on the black tour circuit, 
local people were often picked up by big-name groups. 
"Philadelphia was a mecca [for] bebop," says saxophonist 
Jimmy Heath, a soft-spoken, intelligent man who was one of 
Coltrane's best friends. "There was a lot of jamming going on; 
everybody was trying to learn. It was a family type of affair." 
That year Miles Davis blew into town; having recorded with 
Charlie Parker's group, he wasn't quite a star but his style was 
already well-known. Coltrane sat in with him at the Audubon 
Ballroom in New York and knew, according to biographer O. C. 
Simkins, that he'd "one day like to play permanently with him." 

"I heard Trane in Philadelphia," says Miles Davis. "When he 
picked up the tenor, his eyes were on Dexter and Sonny Stitt. 
I used to have him and Sonny Rollins in the same band, and Art 
Blakey. That was a baad band I had, Goddamn! So he started 
working with me. I got him and Philly Joe. And Paul Chambers. 
He was playing, you know, like Dexter, kicking out different 
long phrases. I loved when he would do that, when he would 
imitate, like Eddie Davis. It was so funny." 

Heroin was endemic to the jazz community of the time; it 
was cheap, and the long-term effects of addiction hadn't yet 
become obvious. Coltrane, twenty-two, was fitting in. "There 
were a lot of guys that were messed up on drugs," says Sonny 
Rollins, "[but] I never looked at John in that way. He was never 
that type of guy. It's incongruous. But I guess it happened, and 
at times he was messed up. It was out of character." To 
support himself, Coltrane would play R&B dates around the 
city, walking the bar and honking. "We all had to walk the bar," 
says Heath. "That was the fad of the time. People would throw 
money in the bell of your horn. John could adapt to it, but that 
wasn't his forte, there was too much repetition, the 'Flying 
Home' type solos." One night Benny Golson entered a club just 
as Coltrane was stalking the bar. Embarrassed, Coltrane 
jumped off the bat; walked out the door and never came back. 

Nineteen-fifty-five, when Charlie Parker died, was also the 
year Miles Davis put together his first famous quintet, with 
Philly Joe, Paul Chambers, Red Garland and Coltrane. John had 
been working a two-week stint with organist Jimmy Smith, 
who asked him to join when Philly Joe called him to make a date 
with Miles. The same week, Coltrane married Niama Grubbs, 
after whom he would name two songs. She was both 
traditionally religious (a Moslem) and into astrology, interests 
Coltrane himself would pursue for the rest of his life. 
The Miles Davis group of 1955 set the course for jazz over 

the next five years. Though deeply rooted in bop, the two horn 
players took idiosyncratic approaches to its language, Miles by 
distilling the essence of a phrase into a few notes, Coltrane by 
cramming bushels of them into a small harmonic space. His 
early playing with Miles seems slightly out of control; snatches 
of undigested Dexter Gordon and Sonny Stitt float by, and 
Coltrane's lines come at you in all directions, sputtering one 
moment, graceful the next. But he has the "it" Jack Kerouac 
wrote about: the sound, the excitement and unpredictability of 
blowing; the way he puts together notes, the way he's thinking 
about what phrase makes sense next to what phrase. Mark 
him, Miles would say to Coltrane's critics, as someone who 
was finding his own way. 
He was starting to record frequently: a Davis date in late 

1955 (New Miles Davis Quintet), with Elmo Hope for Prestige 
in 1956, and the Tenor Madness date with Sonny Rollins, a 
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With Eric DDIphy mn 1961: "A sense of urgency, like he couldn't get everything he waited out." 

legendary match-up of the up-and-coming tenorists. 
The session, their only recorded meeting, came about by 

accident. "John went out to the date with us," says Sonny 
Rollins, with characteristic off-handedness, "because in those 
days a lot of musicians hung out together. There were more 
friendships, people would be immersed in music twenty-four 
hours a day You'd be over at somebody's house listening to 
records for days at a time. John was either with Red Garland or 
Philly Joe Jones, I believe. Money wouldn't have entered it. 
John had asked me right after that period to make [another] 
record together. Much to my regret, we never did." 
Much was made about tensions between the two top young 

tenor saxophonists of the time. Rollins, who considered 
Coltrane one of his closest friends, never saw it that way. "It 
was hard to be competitive with John, because he was bigger 
than that, his playing and his person. [We were] competitive in 
musical terms, sure, to a degree. I think all guys are judged by 
who's around you. But I don't think he spent a lot of time trying 
to consciously compete with other people." 
By 1956, Coltrane's drug and drinking problems had 

worsened; he was looking bad onstage, and using up all his 
money. In St. Louis, Paul Chambers and Coltrane checked out 
of their hotel via the window. Miles disbanded the group. "He 
was no trouble," says Miles. "But when he was there he used 
to say [in a hurt tond, 'You never talk to us.' Well, 'You never 
sober up enough for me to talk to you.' 

Back in New York, Coltrane was still drinking heavily and 
playing badly, and Reggie Workman confronted him about it. 
He went off the bottle, but after three days his thought 
patterns had screwed up, and he couldn't speak properly. He 
stayed in his house for about two weeks, prayed a lot, then 
woke up one day without the urge for a drink. "The person who 
gets all the credit for helping him to clear up is Niama," says 
Workman. "She's the one who stayed with him through 
everything and helped him clear his life." 

Nineteen-fifty-seven was the turning point in the Coltrane 
odyssey, a watershed that only an extremely disciplined 
person could effect. He set up schedules for studying, 
practicing, listening to other players. He had a second dream 
in which Charlie Parker came to him (in the first Parker had 
told him to give up alto) and suggested he "keep on those 
progressions 'cause that's the right thing to do." 

Prestige Records, not known for its largesse to musicians, 
offered Coltrane a contract in March, and he began to record 
regularly (at least thirteen dates in '57 alone, including Dakar, 
his first as a leader). Critics, who for the most part hadn't liked 
what Coltrane was playing, soon realized he'd achieved a 
profound mastery of his instrument, that he was crossing 
musical frontiers. He came in second in the New Star category 
in downbeat, recorded the well-received masterpiece Blue 
Train, and most importantly joined Monk for his legendary gig 
at the Five Spot in New York, which drew audiences beyond 
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jazz circles, including painters Franz Kline and Willem de 
Kooning; the latter called Coltrane "an Einstein of music." 
The difference between his tentative solos with Miles the 

year before is astonishing. His solo on "Chronic Blues," for 
instance, is angular, rhythmically aggressive, with arpeggios 
flung right and left. A marvel of technique, he'd started 
experimenting with different ways to approach the same 
chords. The moan, the quick upward glance, is there too. Four 
months later, on the classic Blue Train session, he's playing 
hotter and faster, a sort of hyper-bebopper, draping the 
changes with waves of notes. By now he'd shed his influences 
and was deep into harmony, superimposing chord after chord, 
creating a sheen which critic Ira Gifler would name "sheets of 
sound." He was working on multiphonics, which he'd learned 
from saxophonist John Glenn and from Monk. Intrigued by 
harp music, he would check the paper for Marx Brothers 
movies, and persistently asked Niama to take up the instrument. 

Coltrane rejoined Miles at the end of the year; the group 
now featured Bill Evans on piano, Cannonball Adderly on alto, 
and a book which used modes as a way to simplify harmonic 
movement. It was completely antithetical to what Coltrane 
was working on at the time—the superimposition of chords, 
dense harmonic webs—yet he fit in perfectly, using the 
harmonic spaces to experiment with all the chord substitutions 
he was thinking about. Miles places Coltrane's development: 
"I said, 'Tram, you can play these chords against the tonic of 
another chord,' and he was the only one who could do it. Lucky 
Thompson, maybe. Plus, when I did Milestones, with Bill 
Evans, I wrote out these little things for Trane, these little 
things within a mode, to see what he could do on them. It was 
always a challenge for him. The chords I showed him were just 
like dominant chords against dominant chords, a minor, 
diminished and half step... he could play that in one chord and 
the trick is, not the trick, but to play them so you can hear the 
sound of the chord you're playing against. It's always a 
challenge if you're up in the air, because you're tired of the 
suspended diminished chord after everything. It's like not 
having an orgasm, but holding it in." 
By late 1958, Coltrane had become a big enough star to leave 

Prestige and ask for a $1000 advance per album. Not only was 
he playing with Miles Davis, which was placing him in front of 
audiences beyond jazz fans, he was becoming a figure of 
controversy, acknowledged to be doing something different. 

Coltrane's own commitment had gotten to the point where 
he'd take the saxophone to the dinner table with him, fall asleep 
in bed with the reed in his mouth. He'd practice until he couldn't 
play anymore, sometimes for twenty-four hours straight. One 
result was Giant Steps, recorded in May of 1959, and an album 
which seemed to put an end at the time to the possibilities of 
chord changes. The title composition sounds like the sort of 
complicated exercise music students write for themselves to 
help master chordal playing. Coltrane sounds mechanical; the 
tune reinforces his occasional rhythmic stiffness. Still, the 
record has rightly become a masterpiece. Partly it's the 
writing—listen to the stunning forthrightness of "Cousin 
Mary"—partly Coltrane's assertive, startling playing. 

At the time, the date seemed like nothing out of the ordinary. 
"I was living on 101st Street and Coltrane was on 103rd 
Street," pianist Tommy Flanagan recalls. "He came by my 
apartment with this piece, 'Giant Steps.' I guess he thought 
there was something different about it, because he sat down 
and played the changes. He said, 'It's no problem. I know you 
can do it, Maestro'—which is what he called me. 'If I can play 
this, you can.' There was no problem just looking at the 
changes. But I didn't realize he was going to play it at that 

"An Einstein of music" reflects. 

tempo! There was no time to shed on it, there was no melody; 
it was just a set of chords, like we usually get. So we ran it 
down and we had maybe one take, because he played 
marvelous on everything. He was ready. As he said later on, 
the whole date was tunes he wanted to get out of his system. 
"He was using that sequence in the bridge of 'Body And 

ORNETTE COLE VAN (alto&tenor sax): 

He called me up and asked if I would join his band. I was 
very interested in trying to get the things I was playing 

in the public's eye, but I was having too much trouble with 
the business, so I hadn't been out in clubs for a long time. I 
thought I'd better go out and see what's going on. When I 
went to the Vanguard, Max Gordon called me over and said, 
'Somebody just cancelled—could you bring in a band?' And 
that's the only thing that stopped me from joining Coltrane. 

"In the early 60s he was studying with me. He was 
interested in non-chordal playing, and I had cut my teeth on 
that stuff. He later sent me a letter which included thirty 
dollars for each lesson, and thanked me. [That influence] 
showed up very clearly because all of a sudden a guy who 
had been playing very 'legitimately' started playing strictly 
from his own spiritual and emotional state without worrying 
about his past. Had he lived, Trane would probably have 
legitimized that concept. I thought he had a beautiful tone. I 
thought it was very humane." H
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Soul.' I thought it went down very smooth. 'Giant Steps' was 
just a part of three songs he was going to use called Suite Sioux. 
One was based on 'Cherokee.' It was one of the ones we really 
didn't get, it posed too much of a problem. It was still at that 
tempo, and it was supposed to go from 'Giant Steps' to 'Suite 
Sioux,' to 'Countdown,' which I think was faster yet. Paul 
[Chambers] had no solo on those pieces, but just keeping up 
with the sequence of the chords was hard, they were going 
down so fast. 

"I had no idea [how influential the date would become]. A 
date with Trane, you knew it was going to be important. It 
seemed like years later people started saying, 'What was it 
like?' It was like any other date to me. It was a date." 
"We had rehearsed at my mother's house in Harlem," says 

Arthur Taylor, the drummer on the session. "He wanted to 
rehearse with me before the date. So he brought his horn. We 

McCoy Tyner chasin' the Trane in 1963 

just ran over the pieces for about half an hour or so, and he left. 
"I don't put that much importance on the record myself. I've 

done better records than that with Coltrane. It still remains a 
heck of a document, people all around the world look to that, 
and musicians also; that's the thing. I don't like the sound of it. 
John was very serious, like a magician too. He was serious and 
we just got down to the business at hand." 

Ironically, Giant Steps ended Coltrane's dense approach to 
harmony. Kind Of Blue, Miles Davis' masterpiece of modality, 
was recorded at the same time, with Coltrane playing an 
integral part. Coltrane absorbed a lot of knowledge through 
mentors—Miles and Monk are just two examples. By late 
1959, he was talking with Sun Ra about recording together. 
Soon after that he began to play the soprano saxophone. 

He'd increased his reading to include books on art, music 
theory, African history, physics, math, anthropology. His 
record collection had music from Africa, Afghanistan, Russia, 
France, early England, Greece, American Indians, India, 
Arabia and all types of black American music. "He was into 
Indian music and into African music, and different social 
groups," says McCoy Tyner, the pianist who charted the 
idiosyncratic harmonic sound of the classic Coltrane quartet of 
the 60s. On "Dahomey Dance" (from Olé), he had a record of 

these guys who were from Dahomey, which is why he used two 
bassists. He showed that rhythm to Art Davis and Reggie 
Workman. So the influence was there." 
By 1960, it was time to leave Miles Davis' group and head 

out on his own. A live recording from March of that year, done 
in Europe during Coltrane's last tour with Davis, finds him 
straightjacketed by Jimmy Cobb's drumming. His intensely 
detailed, whirling lines seem to be seeking the more mutable, 
interactive drumming he'd find with Elvin Jones, and a less rigid 
context for improvisation. On "Green Dolphin Street" he 
reduces the tune to nothing, unleashing torrents of notes that 
obliterate the changes. 

Giant Steps was well received, and after returning from the 
European tour, Coltrane gave Miles two weeks' notice. The 
owners of the Five Spot (the club that had Monk and Coltrane 
three years earlier) now ran a club called the Jazz Gallery; they 
offered him a twenty-week engagement, which suggests their 
appraisal of his drawing power. Coltrane put his first quartet 
together for the gig, including drummer Pete Larocca, Steve 
Kuhn on piano, and Philadelphia bassist Steve Davis. The first 
set of the first night, during a Coltrane solo, a bald man dressed 
in a loincloth ran up to the stage, followed by Monk, yelling 
"Coltrane, Coltrane." The stay lasted nine weeks and proved 
hugely successful, with Ravi Shankar, Cecil Taylor and others 
coming by to listen. Coltrane quickly fired Kuhn and La Rocca, 
replacing them with McCoy Tyner and Elvin Jones (who 
Coltrane had in mind the whole time anyway). In a few months, 
Steve Davis was replaced by Reggie Workman (who would 
later give way to Jimmy Garrison), and the quartet found its 

VVAYNE SHORTER 
(tenor & soprano sax): 

He invited me to his house after we met and said he 
wanted to get together with me because we were 

playing... not the same way, but in the same areas of the 
horn. He said, 'You're playing some funny stuff.' He wanted 
to sit down and talk about it. He was playing the piano 
mostly, I think it was the beginning of 'Giant Steps,' those 
augmented thirds over and over. He'd get his horn and play 
two notes for a long time. Then two others, then two 
others. We also talked about doing impossible things with 
your instrument. We also talked about starting a sentence 
in the middle, and then going to the beginning and the end of 
it at the same time. 
"George Tucker, the bassist, would come by, Cedar 

Walton too, Freddie Hubbard. He'd ask me to spend the 
night. That happened more than once. We'd cook food. 
Then he came to Jersey to my parents' house, on 
Thanksgiving. He'd talk with Ayler, he liked him. He 
wanted to check out what was going on with the scene. Not 
just tenor, but flute and other things; I think that's why he 
grabbed that bagpipe toward the end. It was all-encompas-
sing. Charlie Parker was realizing that before he died, too. 
"From 1955 on, he had a sense of urgency. Like he 

couldn't get everything he wanted out. I think Trane knew 
something about his health, even if he couldn't pin it down. 

"I think one of John's legacies is that any melody has a 
flexibility beyond what it initially seems. Nothing is frozen. 
He said that everything can be opened up but it's a lot of 
work. There are people who say you've got to do 'Nature 
Boy' just the way it is. And the 'Star Spangled Banner.' Hey, 
you can really take the 'Star Spangled Banner' out!" J
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GREG OSBY (alto sax): 
people still romanticize that stereotype of a strung-out 
r musician not in control of his life. Coltrane was one of the 
first to rise above. He studied, he implemented new ideas, 
his business was together. That's why he represents, to 
me, somebody in control of his destiny. 

"I heard him when I was still listening to funk, I guess it 
was around 1974. I hadn't been playing more than two 
years, but I was listening to Coltrane, playing my funk licks 
on top of 'Giant Steps' I didn't know what he was doin', or 
any harmonies, or any of his musical logic, but I could enjoy 
it; I knew it was 'bad,' and one day I wanted to get with that. 

"That's what jazz is about; you're supposed to be 
versatile, derive from other sources, I mean alien sources. 
I hear some players today who are so conservative they 
could be on Reagan's staff." 

LEO SMITH (trumpet): 

He was a train that pulled a lot with him. He tried, in every 
place, to show people what he really saw. And he wasn't 

afraid to take young players and lead them. Many players 
have been unwilling to do that. A lot of people put fashion 
between them. And of course the spiritual connotation and 
properties of music; no one talked about those things before 
he came around. That was a big influence for Albert Ayler 
and many other people of the day. At home I listen to 'Dear 
Lord' or A Love Supreme, Africa Brass, Om, Ascension: 
those are the ones I often return to. 
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sound for the next four years. 
Coltrane ran his group like Miles Davis had his, with little or 

no interference. They rehearsed a total of six or seven times 
during McCoy Tyner's entire tenure. "He was a great leader," 
says Tyner. "Never self-imposing. I loved working for him. He 
was more like a brother. I had a chance to develop. Just playing 
and listening to him every night and creating something 
underneath him and creating our own thing when it came time, 
was quite challenging for a young guy. 

"Never did he say how to play piano. He was just not that 
kind of person. He picked people he didn't have to do that with. 
Which I thought was very, very smart." 
My Favorite Things, his next release for Atlantic, brought 

Coltrane his widest recognition. Here he embraced the 
modality he'd learned with Miles Davis, but turned the stark 
impressionism of Miles' approach into extroverted intensity; 
his novel treatment of the title track laid the groundwork for 
the next five years of his life, until the radically different 
Ascension. Completely unlike anything Coltrane, Davis, or, for 
that matter, anybody had done, the record still swings in a 
loose, open way. Harmonic vistas open, Coltrane sounds 
relaxed, his soprano wafting over the pliant background; the 
fury and impatience of his playing with Miles has been assuaged 
by a group whose rhythmic liberties match his own. 

Just how empathic the group became is spelled out by Tyner, 
who remembers one night in the early 60s when Miles tried to 
sit in at Birdland. "There wasn't any room. He didn't quite 
work. We were very special. It was very difficult for anybody 
to walk up and come into the band." 

Once, with Miles, when Coltrane explained he didn't know 
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how to stop soloing, Davis suggested that he take the 
saxophone out of his mouth. Now his tunes were getting 
longer, between an hour or two in live performance. 
Nonetheless, My Favorite Things went gold, and Newsweek 
covered Coltrane's week-long stay in July at the Village 
Vanguard. Eric Dolphy joined the group that summer, and they 
recorded Africa Brass for Impulse, a gorgeous, agitated big-
band album arranged by Dolphy and McCoy Tyner. 

His next record, Live At The Village Vanguard, featured 
"Chasin' The Trane," a side-long blues named by Rudy Van 
Gelder (who had a tough time following Coltrane's horn for the 
recording) which caused outrage among critics and listeners, 
even inciting a double review, pro and con, in downbeat. Critic 
John Tynan coined the ignorant but telling term "anti-jazz." 
"Chasin' The Trane" is one of the magnificent recordings of 
jazz. It begins with a simple opening melody and gradually, 
maintaining thé same level of emotionality, gets more complex. 
Coltrane starts blowing harmonics, raising the ante; McCoy 
Tyner keeps out of the way, and what's stunning is the way that 
Coltrane and Elvin Jones reinvent straight-ahead, 4/4 swing, 
turning the tune into a tumultuous event. 
"He was very much a man of conviction," notes Art Davis, 

one of Coltrane's favorite bassists, "even though a lot of people 
said a lot of very bad, hurting things about him. He'd say, 
'That's their opinion,' rather than cursing someone out or 
saying, 'If I see that motherfucker, I'm going to beat the shit 
out of him." 

Coltrane had six years to live from the time he made Africa 
Brass. He recorded an astounding twenty-five albums in that 
time, not counting the alternate takes and snippets that began 

KEITH SPRING (tenor sax): 
got to see him at the downbeat festival in Chicago in 1965. 

I It was the quartet and Archie Shepp, and if you look back 
at the documentation on that time, it was quite controver-
sial. They played for about forty-five minutes straight 
through. After they got going, McCoy sat out, because you 
couldn't hear him; it was before the days of monitors. I 
remember waves of spontaneous clapping, although some 
people were pissed off. That music really upset the people 
who thought that Giant Steps was the end of the world. 

"The sound his group had in the mid-60s was—on the 
surface—easy to reproduce, because so much of it is in C 
minor, and long, modal stretches. And that drone kind of 
sound of McCoy's was easy to imitate superficially. The 
same way that if you pick up a Rickenbacker twelve-string 
you've got to play a Byrds tune. But Trane's influence was 
available on a variety of levels. He had a very non-smarmy 
approach to spiritual music. The only others that could get 
away with that for me were Duke Ellington, Sun Ra or 
Albert Ayler. 
"A lot of time the music which means the most to you, 

you listen to the least, because you don't need to; you've 
got it inside. I was swayed by the feel of Coltrane's music; in 
other words every note isn't necessarily a gem, but the 
feeling that comes through makes them worthwhile. The 
way he played on Giant Steps was the culmination of a 
certain kind of playing; I thought that what he did in the 60s 
was a beginning." 
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MARTY EHRLICH (multi- reeds): 

Besides his incredible popularity and meaning to people 
who listen to jazz and black culture in general, he also 

commanded the attention of many people who didn't listen 
to jazz. It's interesting because he wasn't a commercial 
artist in the sense of someone reaching across boundaries 
today; his was a very serious and at times difficult music. A 
lot of that had to do with the times. His music certainly 
reflected the energy of the 60's. I've found an interesting 
parallel between him and Béla Bartók: people who didn't 
listen to contemporary music often listened to Bartók. Both 
were innovative, expanded the language of their idiom, but 
at the same time, both used traditional folk materials a lot in 
their music. Radical conservatives. They grabbed you 
intellectually and emotionally in a way that not much music 
achieves. A Love Supreme was a gold record; it's very hard 
to think of a record of that intensity being a gold record. But 
people wanted a bit more seriousness in music during that 
time. In that sense, he was an example of what a committed 
musical artist could be. 

"I like all his stuff. At the end of his life, like on 
Expression, you can hear new areas of time along with very 
beautiful harmonic motion. Consistent definitely; maybe a 
little bit obsessive. We hear the long solos and we're used 
to shorter forms these days." 
"He could've stopped at any point, like in the late 50s, 

and still had a career as one of the top saxophonists, but he 
didn't. Playing in the same language for many years allows 
you great conviction, but it's harder when you're trying to 
find new things, because how do you ever know? You can't 
be sure. That made his music so intense. You could feel that 
musical and personal discovery. His music was really about 
what you should do in your own music, not just keep playing 
A Love Supreme." 

EUGENE CHADBOURNE (guitar): 
I discovered Coltrane's music at a really unhappy time of my 
I life; I really had the blues. Something about the sound of 
those saxophones always made me feel better. When that 
happens, it amplifies the attraction you have to music 
already. 

"There was so much love in Coltrane's sax. I remember 
once having an argument with someone about Trane, 
where he said 'I heard some good dixieland last night and 
God it felt good to hear it after all this hate music. ' And I said 
'Well, what I hear is love music.' 

"Living in North Carolina, his image is around me again. 
He was born here, he went to school here; they have big 
celebrations on his birthday. And they're really pushing 
Coltrane as another important black American. He's famous 
to a certain extent, but they want statues of him put up, a 
holiday, everything. I'm all for it." 

to surface after his death, with the overall level of quality 
virtually unparalleled. After Live At The Village Vanguard come 
a series of albums which take his certain type of oceanic 
modalism to its limits. Impressions (the title track is based on 
the minimal harmony of Miles Davis' "So What?") and Coltrane 
led into three dates which were suggested by Impulse: 
Ballads, Duke Ellington And John Coltrane and John Coltrane 
With Johnny Hartman. 
Bob Thiele, Coltrane's producer, pretty much gave him the 

keys to the studio, to the point of risking his job. "To the best 
of my recollection, Coltrane had a contract that called for two 
albums a year to be recorded and released. Well, hell, we 
recorded six albums a year. And I was always brought on the 
carpet because they couldn't understand why I was spending 
the money. Most of the critics and the various music magazines 
were putting Coltrane down. And there's one time I did 
suggest to him, 'Why don't we just go in and show these guys.' 
I suggested we do an album of popular songs, which became 
Ballads, a beautiful album, and he loved it. And that started to 
turn the critics around." 
By 1962 and 1963, the radical edge was beginning to show 

on records and American society. Civil rights leader Medgar 
Evers was murdered in his garage, while in Birmingham, 
Alabama, four young girls were killed when a black church was 
bombed. Bob Dylan released The Times They Are A Changin' 
as the folk movement was aligning itself with the political New 
Left. Coltrane recorded what may be his most overtly political 
composition, "Alabama," in memory of the four children killed 
in the church bombing, and based on the cadences of a Martin 
Luther King speech about that tragedy. 

Politics were integral to being black and a jazz musician: 
They were integral to the time. Acquaintances could read 
various meanings into Coltrane's character because he was 
shy, or political connotations into his music because he rarely 
clarified himself. These assumptions often have to do with 
what part of Coltrane's life people knew him from, though they 
also underscore how Coltrane was accepted by different 
generations. "He was not involved in politics," says Milt 
Jackson, who was with Coltrane in Dizzy Gillespie's group and 
appeared on Coltrane's first album for Atlantic. "I can't draw 
any parallels between the social times of the 60s and John's 
playing," says Sonny Rollins. "[But] it may be relevant to 
somebody that grew up in the 60s and heard Coltrane in the 
60s, and was into whatever movements were going on at the 
time. To me it was just a natural evolution in his own playing." 

Rashied Ali, who worked with Coltrane from 1965 to the 
end, sees it differently. "The younger people embraced the 
music; the older Coltrane fans, the people who dug the 
Coltrane from Miles Davis and the Coltrane from the early 60s, 
they sort of stepped back because they couldn't get with the 
change. But the connection was there. He wrote songs like 
'Reverend King' and 'Alabama'; that whole movement affected 
everybody. It affected his thinking and his thoughts about what 
was happening, and the music started getting rougher and 
tougher. Coltrane wasn't into politics; he wasn't the type of 
person to speak out about it. But he was playing and writing 
music about it. And he admired people like King and Malcolm 
X. He kept up with things." 

In an interview with writer Frank Kofsky, Coltrane put it like 
this: "In my opinion, I would say yes [jazz is opposed to the 
United States involvement in Vietnam] because jazz to me...is 
an expression of higher ideals. So therefore brotherhood is 
there; and I believe with brotherhood, there would be no 
poverty. And also, with brotherhood, there would be no war." 
The issues that Malcolm X talked about "are definitely 

important," he went on. "And as I said, the issues are part of 
what is at the time. So naturally, as musicians, we express 
whatever is. Well, I tell you for myself, I make a conscious 
attempt; I think I can truthfully say that in music I make or I 
have tried to make a conscious attempt to change what I've 
found, in music. In other words, I've tried to say, 'Well, this 
could be better, in my opinion, so I will try to do this to make it 
better.' We must make an effort. It's the same socially, 

continued on page 136 
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INTRODUCING THE D-50 
THE BOLD NEW FORCE IN DIGITAL 

To the Player It's a Dream, To the Programmer It's 
a Miracle/Imagine a new technology that is so 
sophisticated that it offers totally new and unparal-
leled sound creation possibilities, combined with a 
programming method so logical that it actually 
builds upon the knowledge you currently 
have of sound synthesis. That is the 
essence of the D-50 Linear Synthesizer, a 
completely new, fully-digital synthesizer 
realized by Roland's Proprietary LA 
Synthesis Technology The sounds created 
by the D-50 are simply breathtaking, 
resonating with character, depth and complexity 
but with a warmth and completeness digital synthesis 
has never had before. The reason is that no sound 
has ever before been created in a manner so complex 
and rich with possibilities, and yet ultimately so very 
logical. Linear Arithmetic (LA) is normally used 
for computing complex mathematical problems in 
the field of science. In the area of sound synthesis 
it is an ideal creative method, offering superb 

FIGURE I PATCH CREATI 

predictions, analysis and control capabilities. Roland 
engineers have spent years developing a new highly 
sophisticated LSI chip, code-named the "LA Chip", 
that utilizes a linear arithmetic technique to 
digitally synthesize sounds. The "LA Chip" is 

the heart of the D-50. 
ON LA Synthesis Explained/LA Synthesis 

is component synthesis on the highest 
order. To create complex sounds, the 
D-50 starts with a very simple premise — 
build sounds from the ground up by 
combining different types of sounds 

together, and then experience the interaction of these 
sounds on each other. We start with individual elements 
of sound called Partials. Two Partials are combined to 
create a Tone, and two Tones are combined to create 
the Patch. (Figure 1) The D-50 can hold 64 Patches and 
128 Tones. Each of the two Tones can be processed 
individually by on-board signal processing that is 
sophisticated enough to rival a rack-full of equipment, 
and includes digital reverb, digital parametric eq, 
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digital chorus, digital delay and more. But before we 
go too far, let's get down to the basics, the building 
blocks of LA Synthesis— Partials. 
Synthesizer Partials/What is a Partial? A Partial can 
be either a digitally synthesized waveform, or a PCM 
sample. Each of the thirty-two Synth Partials contains 
all the components usually FIGURE 2 STRUCTURES 

found in the hardware of 
an analog synthesizer, 
presented here as digital 
software. This includes the Wave Generator (to create 
a sawtooth or square waveform), the Time Variant 
Filter, the Time Variant Amplifier, three five-stage 
Envelope Generators and three digital LF0s. 
In this way, even though the D-50 is a digital signal, 
programming the Synth Partial is very similar to 
programming on an analog synthesizer, (as these 
components react in the same way as VCO's, VCF's 
and VCRs on analog synthesizers) while offering 
sound synthesis capability beyond the most advanced 
digital synthesizer. 

PCM Sampled Partials/A Partial can also be more than a 
digitally synthesized signal, it can also be a PCM sample. 
Resident in the memory (ROM) of the D-50 are over 
100 carefully selected 16 bit PCM Sampled Wave Tables 
which can be used by themselves, combined with Synth 
Partials or combined with each other. The PCM Partials 

are carefully selected, and 
digitally processed so that 
they combine well with 
other Partials. Some of the 

sounds include a wide variety of the attack portions of 
percussive sounds: marimba, vibes, xylophone, ethnic 
instruments, grand piano hammer attack (with the 
fundamental removed), a variety of flute and horn 
breaths, a range of different string plucks and bows, nail 
files, guitars, and many more. The Wave Table library 
also includes Loop sounds and long samples, such as: 
Male and female voices, organs, pianos, wind and brass 
instruments, and also Harmonic Spectrum sounds, 
which are created by removing all of the fundamentals 
of a sound, isolating its harmonic components. 

1'1 vi 



The sounds created by the D-50's PCM Waveform 
Generator are far superior to wave table samples 
found in other synthesizers, which are usually 
only one looped cycle in duration, and are usually 
no more than 5 milliseconds. In contrast, many 
of the PCM Partials on the D-50 are up to 
256 milliseconds. 
Structures/The combination of the Partials' opera-
tion modes can be set by selecting one of the seven 
Structures. (Figure 2) By choosing one of these 
Structures it is possible to combine two Synth 
Partials, or two PCM Partials, or a combination of 
the two in several different relationships. In addition, 
the Partials can be cross-modulated by the digitally-
controlled Ring FIGURE 3 DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING 

Modulator, which 
helps to create the 
complex harmonic 
environment for the 
resulting Tone. 
Unlike ring modulators of the past (which tended to 
be interesting yet unpredictable), the Ring 
Modulator in the D-50 is designed to track 
with the keyboard, ensuring the proper harmonic 
relationships as you go up and down the keyboard. 
Built-In Digital Effects/The final routing of the 
signal before it reaches the output is through the 
digital effects circuitry (Figure 3) But, far from 
being merely an add-on, the D-50's effects are as 
carefully thought-out as the rest of the instrument, 
and likewise just as integral to the creation of 
new and unique sounds. The first effect is the 
digital Parametric Equalizer, used to contour 
the equalization curve for the tone before it passes 
into the digital Chorus, or we should say Choruses, 
as the D-50 fields an 
arsenal of eight chorus 
circuits— all available 
simultaneously, 
configured in any of 16 
modifiable presets such 
as panning chorus, 
tremolo, flanging and 
much more. Within 
each chorus there are 
parameters set up as to 
how these choruses 
interact for maximum effectiveness. Lastly, the signal 
passes through the digital Reverb, which can also 
function as a digital Delay, offering various room and 

hall sizes, gated (non-linear) reverb, reverse, stereo 
panning effects that can be routed to either or both 
of the stereo outputs. The awesome power of these 
built-in effects means that the D-50 requires literally 
no outboard effects processing. And just as important, 
because all the D-50's effects are processed in the 
digital realm, they are completely noise free. 
A Mother of a MIDI Keyboard/The D-50 is also an 
excellent mother keyboard for your MIDI system, as 
it is totally dynamic, offering 61 keys in four different 
key modes (Whole, Split, Dual and Separate). In the 
Whole mode the D-50 is 16 voice polyphonic, while 
in the other modes it functions as two 8 voice synths, 
one for each Tone. All mother keyboard functions 

are programmable 
per patch including 
a separate transmit 
channel and a separate 
program change 
transmit. As the D-50 is 

truly bi-timbrai it can function as two MIDI sound 
modules as each tone can receive on its own MIDI 
channel. All D-50 parameters and programs can be 
saved on Roland's new M-256D memory card which 

offers 32K bytes of storage 
in the size of a credit card. 
All of the D-50 functions 
can be programmed 
internally, or externally 
with the use of the optional 
PG- 1000 programmer, 
which combines visual 
clarity and speed for 

the programming professional. 
Put It All Together/Taken as a whole, the D-50 
represents more sound creation potential than most 
of the leading synthesizers combined. And just as 
important, it comes at a price that you can afford— 
$1895.00.*Of course, the only real way to find out for 
yourself is to play the instrument, but we'd like to 
suggest you do a little more. Go to your dealer, but 
before you try the D-50, try three or four other 
synthesizers first — really give them a good going-
over. Then spend some time on the D-50. We think 
you'll find that the world of sounds you knew before, 
now seems to be black and white— while the D-50 
has just exploded you into a universe of color. The 
new force has taken you by storm. RolandCorp US, 
7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles, CA 90040 
(213 ) 685 5141. 
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DAMN THE 
JOE PISCOPOS, 

FULL SPEED AHEAD 

TOM PETTY& THE HEARTBRE.AKES 

TOM PETTY 
& THE HEARTBREAKERS 

Let Me up I've Had Enough 
(MCA) 

W
hen Bob Dylan teamed up 
with Tom Petty & the Heart-
breakers early last year, 
many observers said, "What 

a good move—those Heartbreakers will 
impose some much-needed discipline on 
Big Bob." Then came the Dylan/Petty 
tour, Petty's solo turn at Neil Young's 
Bridge Benefit, and this album. Guess 
what? The association with Dylan has 
imposed some much-needed sloppiness 
on Petty and the boys. 
And that has a lot to do with why this 

is the best Tom Petty album in years. 
Maybe the best Tom Petty album ever. 
Recorded quickly, with a tipsy live feel-
ing, Let Me up... makes it clear that the 
Heartbreakers are one of the best rock 
'n' roll bands going, and that few of 
Petty's peers can match his gift for hooks 
and melodies. Petty's earlier albums 
sometimes sounded so slaved over that 

these virtues were polished away. (After 
all, Hall & Oates and the Eurythmics 
come up with catchy melodies, but with-
out any spontaneity their records sound 
more crafted than inspired.) Now comes 
a Petty album that sounds as loose and 
immediate as Dylan or Young, and yet 
keeps hitting hook after hook with the 
effortless, grinning grace of a great high 
school basketball team. The nonchalance 
of the execution makes the accomplish-
ment that much more impressive. 

"Think About Me" kicks off with two 
raunchy electric guitars, picking up 
honky-tonk piano, bass and drums, tam-
bourine, and finally organ as it chugs 
along. The listener gets the impression 
that each player waited till he found a 
place to put down his drink before he 
picked up the sang. The obvious musical 
reference points are "From A Buick 6" 
and "Get Off My Cloud," but spiritually 
the Heartbreakers recall the sloppy self-
confidence of the Faces. When the group 
gets focused for the lovely "Runaway 
Trains" they sound graceful and elegant. 
More often they just sound like they're 
having a ball. "All Mixed Up" is joyfully 

trivial top forty rock 'n' roll, defying 
exegesis but destined to keep the girls at 
the beach line-dancing all summer. 
Even the slow numbers have a lovable 

nonchalance. " It'll All Work Out" is a 
pretty waltz with Chinese scales in the 
background and words that sound spon-
taneously composed ("She had eyes so 
blue they looked like weather"). Rarely 
has an artist accomplished so much by 
not trying so hard. 
Tom Petty & the Heartbreakers have 

never been quite given their due by the 
rock establishment. Maybe because 
they pay more attention to music than 
lyrics. Maybe because they avoid Big 
Statements. Maybe because they have 
lots of hit singles and little girls scream 
at them. But in the 60s the rock estab-
lishment paid a lot more respect to 
Donovan and B, S&T than to Marvin 
Gaye and the Animals, and whose songs 
have held up better? Twenty years from 
now, when some of today's most hon-
ored bands are cartoons, juke boxes and 
cover bands will still be playing Tom 
Petty & the Heartbreakers. 

— Bill Flanagan 



X 
See How We Are 

(Elektra) 

A
n ill-advised cover of "Wild 
Thing" and the enlisting of 
heavy metaller Michael Wagen-
e r to produce Ain't Love Grand 

smacked of desperation, but X is feeling 
better now. The spiffy See How We Are, a 
perceptive treatise on contemporary 
angst, holds no real surprises, apart 
from the fact that it sounds so darn good. 
John Doe and Exene Cervenka still un-
spool those jagged harmonies, imitating 
urban hillbillies, and D.J. Bonebrake's 
cracking drums make the gentlest tracks 
kick harder. And though Billy Zoom may 
be gone, succeeded first by ex-Blaster 
Dave Alvin (called an alumnus here) and 
now by former Lone Justice hand Tony 
Gilkyson, the guitars remain tough and 
economical, melding rockabilly and 
nastier stuff. Apart from a few anguished 
solos, the axe work often seems in-
tended to keep the songs moving until 
John and Exene can catch their breath 
and launch into another fevered verse. 
But as X's bone-crunching power 

makes you want to jump up and down in 
delight, the sheer forlornness of the 
material can make you cry. At its most 
incisive, See How We Are is haunted and 
desperate, conjuring visions of sunken 
eyes and weary voices. The breakneck 
"I'm Lost" kicks off the LP on a typically 
downbeat note, relaying the plaints of a 
homeless man "sleeping in the alley," 
who once "had some family." Less 
severe songs, including "Surprise Sur-
prise," a sardonic overview at rock life, 
and "In The Time It Takes," a flippant 
look at stress, retain the underlying 
sensibility that things may be worse than 
they seem. Although the title track 
suffers from trying to provide the defini-
tive word on our modern condition, its 
depiction of specifics—men in jail, 
hungry children, etc.—is affecting. 
Doe and Cervenka respond to all this 

unhappiness with talk, talk and more 

talk. Attempting to keep the darkness at 
bay through articulate babble, their 
chattering voices fill every nook and 
cranny of the record. "You" and "Cyrano 
de Berger's Back" both counsel words to 
smooth romance's bumpy course, and 
"Anyone Can Fill Your Shoes" finds 
Cervenka flinging insults at macho men 
like she's tossing rocks. 

It's a shame Dave Alvin didn't hang 
around longer, 'cause his one composi-
tion is a gem. "4th Of July" closes the 
album with a moving snapshot of a 
relationship gone dead, man on the 
landing smoking a cigarette, woman left 
in the dark, crying. Despite a soaring 
momentum reminiscent of "Born To 
Run," "4th Of July" holds only faint hope 
of reconciliation, seeming resigned to its 
circumstances. Here and throughout the 
LP, X portrays love lost as the ultimate, 
inescapable tragedy. That's why See How 
We Are is such a heartbreaker. 

— Jon Young 

THE LOUNGE LIZARDS 
No Pain For Cakes 

(Island) 

N
o more fake jazz for the 
Lounge Lizards. No more jazz 
of any type, judging from No 
Pain For Cakes. Saxophonist/ 

leader John Lurie wasn't kidding when he 
said there wasn't a jazz tune on the rec-
ord, the band's first studio effort since 
their 1981 debut album. 
Whether the Lounge Lizards ever 

played jazz (fake or otherwise) is one of 
the great quodlibets of our time. They 
look like an art director's idea of jazz 
musicians; purists charge that's the 
same relationship they have with their 
music. But No Pain For Cakes owes no 
more to the jazz tradition than it does to 
any other twentieth-century musical de-
velopment. 

Lurie's compositions feature unset-
tling and/or dissonant ostinati underpin-
ning his languorous alto. His brother, 

pianist Evan Lurie, evidently writes the 
same way. Both favor a severe formal-
ism whose usually ternary symmetry 
seems opposed to the free expression 
most people associate with jazz. That 
the Lounge Lizards are such a fine-
sounding bunch—including trombonist 
Curtis Fowlkes and reedman Roy Nathan-
son in the front line—adds to the tension 
between what they're playing and what 
you think they should be playing. 
So much you knew already. No Pain 

For Cakes tips its beret to Erik Satie 
("Cue For Passion"), Kurt Weill ("Bob 
And Nico") and Virgil Thomson ("Tango 
#3, Determination"), among others. 
The big breakthrough is the use of voices 
in the formerly instrumentals-only 
group: a wordless vocal chorus on "My 
Trip To Ireland," John Lurie's gravelly 
tones on "Bob And Nico" and "Where 
Were You." The last-named finale is a 
Ken Nordinesque tale that makes 
clear—if the preceding album hasn't— 
that the Lounge Lizards are a humorous 
attitude as much as a serious band. 
Shifting instrumentation and arguments 
(and a lively acoustic) insure that No Pain 
For Cakes may raise critical hackles, but 
always remains sonically appealing. And 
you can't fake that. — Scott Isler 

JOHN HIATT 
Bring The Family 

(A&M) 

T
his breezy, brilliant LP makes a 
compelling case for "less-is-
more." John Hiatt's backing 
band—guitarist Ry Cooder, 

drummer Jim Keltner, bassist Nick 
Lowe—first heard these songs only 
forty-eight hours before entering the 
studio. Four days later the record was 
done. This purposefully loose, ragged 
approach has yielded a variety of sinewy 
musical settings complementing Hiatt's 
lyrically dense compositions. They're 
kinda esoteric, though; unless you've 
ever felt lonely, experienced a failed 
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romance, been part of a family or fallen 
deeply in love, Bring The Family prob-
ably won't zap your heart or funny bone. 

Seriously, Hiatt is one of the finest 
singer/songwriters around, and this may 
well be his best batch of songs. Although 
capable of writing with great levity and 
wit, he specializes in sadness, usually 
the sadness of a shattered romance. He 
doesn't merely describe the sorrow, but 
uses achingly poetic images and details 
to immerse you in it. Against a reflective 
musical backdrop, "Tip Of My Tongue" 
spins a heartwrenching tale of how firing 
a verbal salvo in anger destroyed an 
important relationship—and the person 
on the receiving end. 
Though Hiatt addresses the brittle 

emotions of unraveled romance from a 
variety of angles—often underlined 
musically by Cooder's moaning slide 
guitar—he hardly confines himself to 
bleak ruminations on the downside of 
love: More buoyant pieces surround the 
darker material, which keeps things 
from getting too heavy and increases the 
record's tension and depth. "Tongue" is 
followed by "Your Dad Did," for in-
stance, a wry portrait of an average guy 
whose love for his family helps him cope 
with everything from losing his job to his 
two-year-old's saying grace ("She says, 
'Help the starving children to get well/ 
But let my brother's hamster burn in 
hell'"). This being a John Hiatt song, the 
details also footnote the idea that a man 
becomes his father. 
A special hats-off to producer John 

Chelew, who books concerts at an L.A. 
club where Hiatt regularly plays solo 
acoustic, and who cooked up the proj-
ect's calculated spontaneity, partly to 
better represent the emotional edge and 
purity of a Hiatt performance. The ploy 
was a stunning success. So is this al-
bum. — Duncan Strauss 

DAVID VAN TIEGHEM 
Safety In Numbers 

(Private Music) 

D
rummers are seldom the sub-
tlest of musicians. Maybe it's 
the temptation of so much 
bashable hardware at hand. 

Oh, sure, the music might be cerebral, 
witty, even elegant; nonetheless, we're 
left with music built around the idea of 
people hitting things. 

David Van Tieghem isn't an exception 
to this rule, he's an aberration. His music 
may be rhythmically insistent, but he 
never hits the listener over the head with 

his drums. Instead, he quietly subverts 
the traditional relationship between 
rhythmic and melodic instruments. 

Structuring a piece of music on the 
basis of rhythmic (as opposed to har-
monic) development is hardly a new 
idea; Philip Glass has been employing 
the strategy for two decades now. But 
Van Tieghem develops his rhythmic 
ideas with a percussionist's vocabulary, 
and keeps his drumming from seeming 
so overt that you notice the composi-
tional mechanics. 

If that seems abstract, cue up "A Wing 
And A Prayer" and observe how, on first 
hearing, all that stands out is the circular, 
Eno-esque melody and its dreamily 
synthesized chordal backing. Play it 
again with an ear to the drumming and a 
new musical drama emerges, one which 
plays off the stasis of the "melodic" 
elements and invigorates them. 

It's a trick Van Tieghem pulls through-
out the album and never makes tire-
some. You may credit his stellar support-
ing cast—Riuichi Sakamoto, "Blue" Gene 
Tyranny, Tony Levin—for some of that, 
but it's the leader's ingenuity and inven-
tion that carry the day, from the simple 
constructs of "Galaxy" and "Future" to 
the more ambitious "Skeleton Key" and 
"Night Of The Cold Noses." 

Listen up: You may never feel the 
same way about drummers again. 

— J.D. Considine 

PETER WOLF 
Come As You Are 
(EMI America) 

T
his can't be the easiest time to 
be Peter Wolf. As lead singer of 
the J. Geils Band, the Wolf was 
an entertaining ringmaster 

from the old school. Now, if he recycles 
the same R&B jive, he risks becoming a 
dinosaur, destined for the tar pits. On 
the other hand, learning new tricks can 
be risky business, as Mick Jagger's 
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dreary She's The Boss proved. 
Wolf fared better than the big Stone on 

his own solo debut, recruiting funkster 
Michael Jonzun for Lights Out to achieve 
a decent hipness quotient. But staying 
cooler than the pack is a young man's 
game, and he's no kid anymore. Occa-
sionally inspired and never dull, Come As 
You Are confronts this dilemma with 
varying degrees of success. If it doesn't 
answer any big questions about Wolf's 
artistic future or place in the grand 
scheme, at least he appears to be enjoy-
ing himself. 

Produced by our man and the trusty 
Eric "E.T." Thorngren, the record is an 
energetic hodgepodge. Of course, there's 
a healthy dose of Wolf the trash-talkin' 
smartass, heard to rousing effect in 
frantic rockers like "Thick As Thieves" 
and "2 Lane." On the soul side, "Can't 
Get Started" (an allusion to advancing 
age?) and the title track mine a foot-
stomping party groove. It's only when 
you notice how the handclaps, whoops 
and other good-time effects are too 
carefully arranged that the celebration 
rings a tad false. 
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However, Wolf excels on a pair of 
stirring ballads he might have sneered at 
in younger days: " Blue Avenue," a 
misty-eyed lament punctuated by 
twangy Duane Eddy-styled guitar, and 
the luminous "Magic Moon," where he 
nearly follows Van Morrison into the 
mystic. Never mind the labored melo-
drama of "Run Silent, Run Deep," which 
bids to close the LP on a slam-bang note 
and fails to detonate. 

No, Wolf's not ready to join Barry 
Manilow in the ranks of middle-aged 
croonerdom: The standout tracks are 
provocative efforts defying easy cate-
gorization. Propelled by an understated 
yet insistent pulse, the spooky "Mama 
Said" flirts with the "just say no" camp 
via a tale of innocence defiled. Best of all, 
the spellbinding "Love On Ice" allows 
Wolf to play off a leisurely, almost 
plodding tempo as he deftly wrings the 
bitter emotion from simple lost-love 
lyrics. Striking a determined note that 
echoes the later Dylan (minus the surli-
ness), he sounds more like a real 
singer—instead of a performer—than 
ever before. 

Hriunninun. Maybe Come As You Are 
offers a peek at Wolf's future after all. 
Without pointing in any particular direc-
tion, it suggests he'll grow up gracefully 
and still knock 'em dead, albeit in new, 
subtle ways. Good singers do that, 
y'know. — Jon Young 

SUZANNE VEGA 

Solitude Standing 
(A&M) 

A
nyone who didn't buy into the 
much-raved-about 1985 debut 
of New York singer/songwriter 
Suzanne Vega should be pleas-

antly surprised by her follow-up. Though 
there's no marked change in Vega's vocal 
presentation—she still sings in a 
parched, uninflected voice that sounds 
like whispering leaves—Solitude Stand-
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YOU CAN'T GET NEW b SOUNDS 
FROM THE SAME OLD MICROPHONES 

The drum set is a 
new instrument: 
With electronic percussion, sampled acoustic 
sounds, special effects treatments, it's growing 
into a more expressive, wider-ranging, harder-
driving instrument. But "old reliable" mics 
and miking techniques don't solve the problem 
of integrating acoustic drums and cymbals 
into this technically evolved context. 

A new approach 
The Beyer Percussion Mic Group — perfor-
mance-matched to every acoustic element of 
the modern drum set. Discerning drummers 
and engineers use these specially designed and 
selected mics because they deliver truthful 
drumset reproduction for sampling, recording 
or live reinforcement. Every Beyer Percussion 
Microphone is constructed to withstand the 
physical punishment a drum set absorbs. Each 
one is chosen for a particular combination of 
critical performance characteristics. 

Power 
Dynamic range is the key to capturing the im-
pact of the drum. Beyer Percussion Mies like 
the M 380 handle the extreme SPLs of close 

• 
• 

iniking without overload, yet capture the sub-
tleties of touch that distinguish a player's 
unique style. 

Speed 
Percussive attacks test the entire system's tran-
sient response. Like several Beyer Percussion 
Mics, the M 422 has a small diaphragm for the 

ineantaneous response that produces a crisp, 
well-defined sound. 

Control 
Isolation of individual drums and cymbals is 
critical when a variety of microphones are used 
on the drum set. Beyer Perussion Mics such 

as the M 420 have tightly controlled polar pat-
terns. The 'top of the set' snare and tom mics 
also employ a precisely tailored frequency 
response to minimize leakage from the bass 
drum and floor toms. 

Character 
More than any other factor, it's what sets 
acoustic drums (and drummers). apart from 
the crowd. Beyer Percussion Mies like the 

M 201 combine carefully regulated proximity 
effects with precisely controlled polar patterns. 
By varying placement and distance, you can 
capture each drum's character and personalize 
the player's sound. 

Accuracy 
The drum set generates every frequency in the 
audible spectrum. The extended frequency 
response of the MC 713 condenser and the 

other Beyer Percussion Mics accurately 
reproduces all of them. 

Get the whole story More information on how drummers, enginers and other audio professionals can select and employ the Beyer Percussion Microphone Group 
for optimum results is available in What every Drummer Should Know About Miking Drums, a poster-size manual. It covers mike selection, tips for proper 
placement, and presents a range of setups to accomodate every playing style and every budget). For your copy, send $3.00 to: Beyer Dynamic Inc., 5-05 Burns 
Avenue, Hicksville NY 11801. 

ACCURACY IN AUDIO beyerdynamicn 

Canada: ELNOVA 4190 rue Sere, St. Laurent, Quebec, H4T1A6 
Tel. (514) 3 41 69 33 Telex: 5824086 

Great Britain: beyerdynamic Ltd., Unit 14, Cliffe Industrial Estate 
Lewes, Sussex BN8 611. Tel. 273-47 9411 

Australia: Hi-Phon Distributors Pty. Ltd., Unit 1 
356 A-358 Eastern Valley Way, Chatsworth NSW 2067 



ing is made of steelier stuff than its 
predecessor. The singer's four-piece 
back-up band has at least taught her how 
to rock politely, without sacrificing the 
introspective detail which remains a 
hallmark of her songs. 

Vega also shows less tendency to ice 
her emotions with bohemian postures 
and arty distancing (pitfalls she fell into 
regularly on her self-titled bow). The 
best example of her new resolve may be 
"Luka," a portrait of a battered neighbor 
sung in the first person. Vega manages 
to get under the skin of this frightened, 

abused character by revealing the story 
through the cracks in her defensive 
monologue; it's a storytelling stroke. 
Other songs which could have de-

volved into literary gambits prove 
equally evocative: "Calypso," -about the 
sea nymph who sheltered the globe-
trotting Odysseus, only to be left behind, 
plays as a universal observation. 
Likewise, "Wooden Horse (Caspar 
Hauser's Song)," sung from the per-
spective of the enigmatic nineteenth-
century boy-man (cf. Werner Herzog's 
film The Mystery Of Kaspar Hauser) 

SOME 
MUSIC IS 

PRIVATr 
MUSIC 

PATRICK O'HEARN 
Bassist, synthesist and composer 
Patrick O'Hearn continues the 
musical journey he began with his 
highly acclaimed first release, 
ANCIENT DREAMS With a subtle 
yet dynamic stroke. O'Hearn 
traverses several categories of 
music, painting textured melodies 
that relax yet heighten the senses 
Outstanding tracks include 
"Forever the Optimist" and 
"Skyjuice" 

CARLOS ALOMAR 
Long time David Bowie 
guitarist / musical director Carlos 
Alomar steps into the spotlight 
with his debut solo album DREAM 
GENERATOR Through a multitude 
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of highly sophisticated recording 
equipment, Alomar has created 
an orchestrally rich set of elabo-
rate yet subtle compositions with 
references ranging from classical 
to traditional rock sounds Watch 
for Carlos on tour this summer 
with David Bowie 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT 

Private Music. 
220 EAST 23RD ST 
NEW YORK NY 10010 
1-800-382-4025 OR IN NY 212-684-2533 
AVAILABLE ON AUDIOPHILE VINYL CrO, 
CASSETTES, AND COMPACT DISC 

takes a curiosity of history and spins it 
into an elegant reflection on Hauser's 
bizarre solitude. 
Add to these finely crafted songs such 

slices of street life as "Ironbound/Fancy 
Poultry" (in which a woman's loneliness 
is reflected in a corner vendor's adver-
tisement for his wares) and the ripe 
ballad "Gypsy" (very ripe—it was writ-
ten almost a decade ago), and the result 
is an album poised in mood and musically 
assured. With Solitude Standing, 
Suzanne Vega serves notice that those 
lavish comparisons to such major song-
writers as Lou Reed, Joni Mitchell and 
Paul Simon could be worthy of their 
weight. — Chris Morris 

JE1.1i ERSON AIRPLANE 
2400 Fulton Street 

(RCA) 

J
efferson Airplane loves you" was 
their slogan, and like many slogans, 
it was catchy and largely baseless. 
Onstage the 60s San Francisco band 

was less likely to exude naive bliss than 
an edgy aloofness. On record, they soon 
gravitated from folkie idealism—their 
"Let's Get Together" was one of the 
best versions of the flower-power gen-
eration's national anthem—to a jaded 
contempt for anyone who strayed into 
their line of sight. 
That timeless quality, coupled with 

continued on page 133 



Why play just drums when you can play the whole band? 
The Casio DZ MIDI drum system. 
Used to be that electronic drum paps 
gave you the sensation of hitting a rock 
or a hard place. Not so with Casio's 
sensational new DZ drum system. Hit 
the DZ pads and they respond natu-
rally, with a vibrant, acoustic feel that 
gives you just the control you need for 
a truly live—and lively—sound. 

But what really takes the shackles 
off your creativity is the Casio DZ-1 
translator they hook into. The DZ-1 
accepts up to eight pad inputs, one of 
which can alternate between two 
sounds. Each pad can be assigned 
different Mel Cnannel, Program and 

Note Numbers so it can control differ-
ent pitches and timbres from any MIDI 
sound source. This could be a drum 
machine, like the Casio RZ-1; or a syn-
thesizer, like our CZ-1; or a sampler, like 
our new FZ-1. 

In addition, a total of four different 
set-ups can be stored in the DZ-1's 
memory, accessible immediately with a 
push of a button. So you can blend any 
combination of sounds that MIDI offers, 
for unlimited playing potential. 

And the DZ-1 isn't limited to inputs 
from electronic pads. It accepts trigger 
inputs from mixing boards or from 
pickups attached to acoustic drums as 

well. This means you don't have to 
throw out the old acoustic kit you love 
to benefit from the incredible creative 
freedom that MIDI now offers. 

Another nce touch is that tne DZ 
MIDI drum system, with all it offers, is 
roughly $200 less than the nearest 
comparable model. If you feel like 
you're stuck playing the sane old drum 
sounds, get your sticks on a Casio DZ 
drum system and play the whole band. 

CASIO. 
Where miracles never cease 

Casio, Inc. Professional reJsical Product Division: 15 Gardner Road, Fairfield, NJ 07006 (201) 882-1493. 

See us at the NAMM Show Booth #5130 
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Lisa Lisa and Cult Jam 
Spanish Fly (Columbia) 

Most hip-hop records are about the beat 
and the way the artists/producers ma-
nipulate it. This one is about singing. 
Sure, "Head To Toe" is a nice piece of 
revisionist Motown, but the key to its 
success isn't the way Cult Jam and co-
horts Full Force rewrite the rhythm, but 
the way Lisa Lisa latches onto the inno-
cence of the Motown vocal style (the 
bridge cops its phrasing from "Back In 
My Arms Again"). The vocals just get 
better as the album rolls along, from the 
slick, sophisticated singing on "Lost In 
Emotion" to the rich, gospel-style 
harmonies of "Someone To Love Me." 

Sly & Robbie 
Rhythm Killers (Island) 

As the drive train behind two full sides of 
relentless groove, Sly & Robbie more 
than live up to the title. But it's the sonic 
collage producer Bill Laswell layers over 
their funk-fueled juggernaut that carries 
the day. Contrasting sonic novelty 
against rhythmic regularity, it conjures a 
combination of movement and stasis 
which seems paradoxical until you hit the 
dance floor. 

Hoodoo Gurus 
Blow Your Cool (Elektra) 

Like its predecessor, Blow Your Cool is 
full of feisty garage-rock riffs, shout-
along choruses and rowdy rock 'n' roll 
charm. But where once those charac-
teristics were mere features of the 
songs, now they've become the album's 
formula. And while that's not enough to 
sink songs like "Good Times" or "Out 
That Door," neither does it revive the 
sagging spirit of some others. 

Wipers 
Follow Blind (Restless) 

Between Greg Sage's dark, brooding 
vocals and his band's moody, droning 
pulse, the Wipers could be taken for 
morose cousins of R.E.M. Except that 
where the lads from Athens go for that 

fashionably distanced aura of irony, the 
Wipers attack their topics—and emo-
tions—head on. That's what makes the 
odd modulations in "Coming Down" or 
the bits of blues behind "Someplace 
Else" so affecting: This band not only 
understands what makes a song feel 
right, but how to get the listener to feel 
it. (El Segundo, CA 90245-2428) 

The Mekons 
Honky Tonkin' (Twin/Tone) 

Their affection for C&W colored by 
almost compulsive desire for class 
analysis, the Mekons come across as 
some sort of post-graduate Fairport 
Convention (minus the virtuosity). 
Though it's true few other pop albums 
include bibliographies on the lyric sheet, 
it's also worth noting that the likes of "I 
Can't Find My Money" or "If They Hang 
You" boast melodic charm no amount of 
exegesis can explain away. (2541 Nicol-
let Ave. South, Minneapolis, MN 55404) 

The Cult 
Electric (Sire) 

Their claims to Zeppelinhood owe far 
more to Rick Rubin's studio acumen than 
to any inherent musical muscle; Ian 
Astbury, after all, ranks below Weird Al 
Yankovic as a Robert Plant sound-alike. 
But even if the Cult picked up its metal 
moves second-hand, the group deploys 
them with the fervor of true believers. 
Abetted by some sure-fire headbanging 
hooks, that's what makes this album 
more than the sum of its parts. 

Wire 
The Ideal Copy (Enigma) 

Epigrammatic and austere, these En-
glish art punks said more with less than 
almost any band on the scene between 
'77 and '80. Now, thanks to the wonders 
of electronics, Wire's sound is busier and 
more detailed, but no less efficient: 
which adds an unexpected pop sheen to 
everything from the electrobeat chorus 
of "Ahead" to the subversive meta-
physics of "Ambitious." 

R.E.M. 
Dead Letter Office (IRS) 

Though this collection of out-takes and 
B-sides seems more a sop to completists 
than a real album, it highlights R.E.M.'s 
least appreciated virtue—its sense of 
humor—which is reason enough to play 
it. The CD ups the ante by including all of 
Chronic Town. 

Nick Kamen 
Nick Kamen (Sire) 

Proof that bimbo rock isn't gender-
specific. 

Ladysmith Black Mambazo 
Shaka Zulu (Warner Bros.) 

It may be the careful eclecticism of the 
song selection, or perhaps the pristine 
detail of Roy Halee's engineering, but 
somehow this otherwise admirable ef-
fort lacks the spirit and bite of its pre-
decessors. If that means this will take 
four or five plays to sink in while Induku 
Zethu took only two, the subtle plea-
sures of "How Long" or "Golgotha" 
more than make up for it. 

Various Artists 
Soul Shots (Rhino) 

R&B collections are so commonplace 
that it takes a lot for any one set to stand 
out. Rhino's Soul Shots series is an 
exception. It isn't simply that these five 
albums draw from material other an-
thologists ignore; they also place their 
picks in illuminating contexts. Vol. 1: 
Dance Party not only digs up the original 
"Harlem Shuffle," but places it alongside 
Dyke & the Blazers' rough-hewn 
"Funky 13roadway" for optimum effect. 
Similarly, Vol. 4: Screamin' Soul Sisters 
squares off the stone funk of Ike & Tina's 
"Bold Soul Sister" against the salacious 
sass of Aretha Franklin's "Lee Cross." 
But Vol. 3: Instrumentals ought to be 
required listening for every pop fan, 
from James Brown's "Night Train" to the 
Viscounts' "Harlem Nocturne." (1201 
Olympic Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 90404) 

BY J.D.CONSIDINE 
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yh e full-color sound of the ESQ-1 Digital Wave 

Synthesizer makes other synths sound... well... 
black and white by comparison. 

After all, a broad pallette of sound is your first criter-
ion for a synthesizer. And the major international 
music magazines who've reviewed the ESQ-1 seem 
to agree 

The tone colors possible with 3 digital wave oscilla-
tors, 4 envelopes, 4 DCA's, 3 LFO's and 15 routable 
modulation sources for each ESQ-1 mice impressed 
KEYBOARD magazine's Jim Aikin. The ESQ's voice 
offers far more than what you'll find on a typical 
synthesizer — even on some instruments costing twice 
as much" 

In somewhat colorful comparative terms, Peter Meng,a-
ziol of GUITAR WORLD wrote, "The ESQ-1's sound 
combines the flexibility and analog warmth of the 
Oberheim Matrix-6, the crisp ringing tones of a DX-7, 
the realism of a sampler, the lushness of a Korg 
DW-8000 and polytimbral capacity of the Casio CZ- 1". 

There are hundreds of ESQ tone 
colors available on cartridge, 

cassette and disk. And 
now, each ESQ-1 
Includes an 
Ensonlq Voice-80 
Program Cartridge. 

Added to the 40 
Internal programs, that's 
120 great keyboard, acous-
tic, electronic, percussive 
and special effect sounds 
right out of the box. 

MUSIC TECHNOLOGYs Paul NIfliffen had a great time 
mixing colors with the ESQ-1's 32 on-board wave-
forms and 3 oscillators per voice. "After a few minutes 
of twiddling, you can discover that, for example, an 
analog waveform can make the piano waveform sound 
more authentic, or that a sampled bass waveform can 
be the basis for a great synth sound. Fascinating stuff!" 

Even though its flexibility is unmatched in its class, 
creating sounds on the ESQ-1 is simple and intuitive 
Mix a little blue bass with some bright red vocal and 
pink noise and get a nice deep purple tone color 

But there's one color you won't need a lot of to get 
your hands on an ESQ-1— long green. The ESQ-1 
retails for just $ 1395US. 

There are sound librarian programs for the ESQ and 
most personal computers, so you can save and sort 
your creations quickly and easily If you'd rather just 
plug it in and play, there are hundreds of ESQ sounds 
on ROM cartridges, cassettes and disks available from 
Ensoniq and a host of others. 

The easiest way to see the possibilities for yourself is 
to follow the wave to your authorized Ensoniq dealer 
for a complete full-color demonstration. 

For more information and the name of your nearest 
Ensoniq dealer call: 1-800-553-5151 

ensoniEtl  
ENS0410 Corp, Dept M 155 Great Valley Parkway. Mavern, PA 193550 Canada 
13369 Tiens Canada Hwy Suite 123, St. Laurent. Clue H4T 14180 ENSOMO Europe 
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Spring saw the passing of Freddie 
Greene and Eddie Durham (within a 
week), and the final bow of Buddy Rich. 
For fifty years Freddie Greene defined 
unamplified rhythm guitar with the 
Count Basie Orchestra, while Eddie 
Durham was not only the pioneer of 
electric guitar, but developed the core of 
the Basie book in the 30s and codified the 
swing style on paper as chief arranger for 
Benny Moten, Jimmy Lunceford, Basie 
and Glenn Miller, among others (not to 
mention penning such standards as 
"Moten Swing," "I Don't Want To Set 
The World On Fire" and "Topsy"). And 
Buddy Rich was blessed with such 
extraordinary natural gifts on the drums, 
it's unlikèly any of his pretenders will 
ever grasp the depth of his heart and 
commitment to the big band tradition 
(specifically Basie) and to hard, nasty 
swing. Thanks to all... and good night. 

Various Artists 
The Complete Recordings Of The Port Of 
Harlem Jazzmen (Mosaic)  

Alfred Lion's seminal 1939 recording 
sessions, linking blues, boogie woogie 
and New Orleans styles, are herein 
rescued from fading 78s on a typically 
brilliant Mosaic limited edition. There's 
Sidney Bechet's original Blue Note hit, 
"Summertime," and warm, timeless 
contributions from Big Sid Catlett, 
Albert Ammons, Meade Lux Lewis and 
Teddy Bunn; and lest anybody wants to 
know what a real jazz brass sound is all 
about, there's the legendary trumpeter 
Frankie Newton and trombonist J. C. 
Higginbotham. (Available mail order only 
for $9, from Mosaic Records, 197 Straw-
berry Hill Ave., Stamford, CT 06092-
2510) 

The Mel Lewis Orchestra 
20 Years At The Village Vanguard 
(Atlantic)  

A classic big band in this day and age? 
Yes, thanks to the persistence of drum-
mer Mel Lewis and the benign patronage 
of Village Vanguard patriarch Max Gor-
don. MIDI is swell, but hell, how about 

the rich massed sonority of ten brass and 
five reeds, breathing together in har-
monic splendor, searching for subtle 
inner voices and contrasts no synth can 
mimic, punctuated by a subtle rhythm 
section and a hand-hammered drummer 
who has the substance and the style to 
play nothing but the music? Uncut swing. 

Eric Dolphy 
Vintage Dolphy (GM) 
Other Aspects (Blue Note)  

Lost in the historical resonance sur-
rounding Omette Coleman's folkish 
melodic freedom and John Coltrane's 
pogo-sticking rhythmic rituals, Eric 
Dolphy's persona has often gone un-
noticed or simply been misunderstood. 
To this day supposedly hip young musi-
cians still speak confidently of his "not 
knowing the changes." But the Iron 
Man's sound-on-sound sense of har-
mony, his jubilant boppish propulsion., 
restless curiosity and uncanny vocal 
emotiveness ring through loud and clear 
in these wonderful finds from concerts 
and Dolphy's own archives. Vintage 
Dolphy includes his 1963 working group 
U.C. Moses, Richard Davis and trum-
peter Edward Armour) and collabora-
tions with Gunther Schuller's chamber en-
sembles, while the Blue Note features 
some unbelievable solo flute, a duet with 
Ron Carter, his own cubist classical 
composition ("Jim Crow") and a practice 
session on raga-ish material that hinted 
at Dolphy's future ideas. Rarely have 
intellect and raw emotion been so 
spiritually unified in one artist. His 
influence continues to grow. (New Music 
Distribution Service, 500 Broadway, 
New York, NY 10012) 

Bill Lee 
She's Gotta Have It/Original Motion 
Picture Soundtrack (Island)  

The gifts of the father are visited upon 
the son. The younger Spike, an ac-
claimed film-maker esteemed for his wry 
wit and ironic, bemused compassion, is 
the eldest child of bassist/composer Bill 

Lee, long an unsung stalwart of the New 
York scene. His soundtrack LP coaxes, 
comments, nurtures and parallels the 
film's directions, as stylish, romantic and 
bittersweet as the Brooklyn streets 
which spawned them. Ronnie Dyson 
kicks in with a fine vocal on Lee's charm-
ing, off-center waltz "Nola," which has 
the feel of a genuine jazz standard, and 
the talents of Lee, Virgil Jones, Harold 
Vick, Stanley Cowell and Joe Chambers 
glow with a fine, swinging intimacy. 

Eddie Gomez 
Discovery (Columbia) 

A surprisingly tasteful variation on the 
contemporary fusion formulas of senti-
ment, outreach, high-tech trimmings 
and earnest blowing (the bassist and 
Steve Gadd really tee off on "Puccini's 
Walk" and "Caribbean Morning"). 
Gomez's dancing, romantic harmonies 
on upright benefit from a remarkable 
studio sound (and that he takes his fluent 
chops out of cello range more often than 
in his counter-melodic days with Bill 
Evans). The studio reverb that bathes 
his solo and classical fantasies in digital 
bliss is pleasingly surreal, and while the 
synthesizer work breaks no new ground 
(not even via Mike Brecker's curious 
Steinerphone), it is light, low-sucrose 
and digestible. 

Ray Anderson 
Old Bottles—New Wine (ENJA)  

Few instrumentalists can convey the 
trombone's gruff, impolite grandilo-
quence without sounding a tad campy. 
Ray Anderson captures the essence of 
the trombone's jazz essence and extends 
the tradition with daredevilish melodic 
wit. And when Anderson set out to apply 
all his sonic breakthroughs to bebop and 
standards, it didn't hurt to have Kenny 
Barron, Cecil McBee and Dannie 
Richmond along as co-conspirators. It's 
a liquid, grooving delight (particularly a 
bust-ass version of Gillespie's "Owl"), 
culminating in a bodacious, tippling vocal 
on "Wine." One soulful guy. 

BY CHIP STERN 
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THREE WINDOWS 

THE MODERN JAZZ QUARTET 
WITH THE NEW YORK CHAMBER SYMPHONY 

WELCOME HOME, MJQ 

After thirteen years, the MJQ returns to 

the label and producer of their greatest 

triumphs. Now in their thirty-fifth year, The 

Modern Jazz Quartet keeps ma;<ing music 

that's as timely, and as timeless, as ever. 

THE MODERN JAZZ QUARTET 
WITH THE NEW YORK CHAMBER SYMPHONY 

FULL DIGITAL RECORDING 

On Atlantic Records, Cassettes and Compaci Discs. 
8.) 1987 AtIont Recordrrg Cor, A 'Marra, Cornrnerarcohon, Co 

FULL DIGITAL RECORDING 
Produced by Nesuhi Ertegun 
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William Burroughs 
Break Through In The Grey Room 
(Sub Rosa) 

In which Lawrence, Kansas' most ster-
ling citizen blabbers and smokes be-
tween snips of Oniette's 1973 outdoor 
hoedown in Jajouka, Morocco. Topics? 
Social politics among junkies, the arrival 
of "Mr. Martin" (an extraterrestrial who 
found himself calling Earth home after 
his wrecked spaceship "came apart like 
a rotten undervest") and commonplace 
atrocities from the daily papers. Operat-
ing on an idea by Brion Gysin, Burroughs 
plays tape manipulation games which 
might've sounded new when they went 
down in the 60s, but are little more than 
a stoned parlor game now. Still, his 
cranky voice, dry delivery and random 
musings ("Heaven looks like a Chinese 
laundry") make the verbal juxtapositions 
fun most of the time. (Box 808 CM 1000, 
Brussels, Belgium) — Jim Macnie 

Various Artists 
Trans-World Punk Rave-Up! (Crawdad) 

We're used to thinking of garage-punk as 
an American phenomenon—heck, do 
they have garages in Europe? But this 
two-volume collection of mid-60s "wild 
rocking beat 'n' R&B from all over!" 
(including New Zealand) will be a revela-
tion to stateside chauve-rockers. Forget 
about Bo or Chuck, or even the Stones; 
most of these thirty sub-obscure acts as-
pired to the Pretty Things and still were 
guilty of over-reach. The most glorious 
cuts find the Phantoms, Pleazers or 
whoever vomiting all over some cher-
ished staple of the repertoire. A useful 
antidote the next time you turn on the 
radio by mistake. — Scott Isler 

Ted Hawkins 
On The Boardwalk On Venice Beach 

The voice of this soul and country vete-
ran is an overlooked national treasure— 
so overlooked Hawkins finally moved to 
England last year, where he's become a 
star. You can't go wrong hearing his orig-
inal songs on Happy Hour (a recent Roun-
der records release). But the real gold is 
on this twenty-seven-song cassette of 

croonable classics; accompanied only by 
his acoustic guitar, Hawkins lets loose 
his full emotional expression. His gritty 
baritone bears eerie suggestions of hero 
Sam Cooke, not only on "Chain Gang" 
(where ex-con Hawkins does his mentor 
one better), but on aching, bittersweet 
renditions of "Just My Imagination," 
"Got What I Wanted" and even "The 
Green Green Grass Of Home." Not to 
be missed. (Available for $12 from: H. 
Thorp Minister, 1419 10th St., #4, Santa 
Monica, CA 90401) — Mark Rowland 

Dos 
Dos (New Alliance) 

Two of rock's feistier bottom persons 
(ex-Black Flag thumper Kira, and Fire-
hose's Mike Watt) dangle subsonic par-
ticiples, build mini-mountains and throw 
lassos around each other, using basses 
only. Though there's lots of riffing, this 
team sidesteps the tedium of mere exer-
cise by reveling in the simplicity of the 
"tunes." Such skeletal structures may 
be little more than floor plans for more 
elaborate pieces, but they stick; this isn't 
post-Jaco jacking off, just a couple pals 
dealing in linear structure with their 
101/2 's for an afternoon. Not for Watt-o-
files only. (Box 21, San Pedro, CA 
90733) — Jim Macnie 

Various Artists 

The Guitar And The Gun: A Collection of 
Ghanaian Highlife Dance Music, Vol. 1 
and 2 (Africagram/Tower) 

A killer collection of highlife, which can 
sound a bit like reggae, heavy on sharp 
melodies and nimble-fingered guitar 
parts. Recorded in the countryside, 
some of the rhythms have resisted inter-
nationalism, meaning they sound dis-
tinct; the records feature the Genesis 
Gospel Singers for a spiritual version of 
highlife, an all-blind group, and Salam's 
Cultural Imani Group, who've reacted to 
modernity by chucking electric instru-
ments. Typically, the records have al-
most no notes, meaning, as usual, that 
we're left to guess at what this all means. 
Though it's obvious it means a lot. (800-
648-4844) — Peter Watrous 

Beausoleil 

Bayou Boogie (Rounder) 

Like Los Lobos, community still fuels 
Beausoleil's ideas, and their yen for a 
wider audience has elicited a reliance on 
bolstered rhythms (not that they were 
ever lacking in that dept.). With the addi-
tion of electric guitar, organ and synthe-
sizers, Michael Doucet is nudging his 
band into the 80s. But if these guys are 
in flux, they don't sound uncertain. The 
pop subtleties they inject into their Cajun 
base are slick enough to be effective but 
remain slightly masked, which allows 
them to sound rowdier and still keep the 
cringes off the purists' faces. Neat trick. 
(1 Camp St., Cambridge, MA 02140) 

— Jim Macnie 

Carmen Lundy 
Good Morning Kiss 
(Blackhawk) 

Carmen Lundy has little in common with 
the TV-dinner formulas of most current 
jazz vocals. The alternately boomy and 
sultry alto songstress contributes com-
positions that probe the tension of modal 
pedal-points ("Quiet Times"), or use her 
voice as a reinforcement for rhythm sec-
tion lock-ups (the title track and a sensi-
bly hip arrangement of "Love For Sale"). 
This terrain is enhanced by the aggres-
sively swinging rhythm section—and 
hurt by too-busy horns, which appear on 
three tracks. The highlight is a near-de-
finitive treatment of Jobim's misty-eyed 
"Dindi" played to its dramatic denoue-
ment by Lundy, who suggests she just 
might be the singer to break the melody-
scat-melody mold. (Aspen Record 
Group, 525 Brannan St., San Francisco, 
CA 94107) — Tom Moon 

Mofungo 
End Of The World Part 2 
(Lost/Twin Tone) 

Political passion, which they've always 
had, meets head-on with powerful song-
making, i.e. hooks. The coarseness of 
the music makes the slickness of groups 
like U2 sound like the reactionary state-
ment that it is. Their best record yet. 

— Peter Watrous 

BY ALL HANDS 
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HOTLINE 

800-223-7524 
HOW TO ORDER AN AD 
Regular Classified (ads without bor 
;ers): 20-word minimum. $2.50 per wotici. 
minimum $50 per insertion. 
Classified Display (all ads with bordersi 
$140 per column inch per insertion; $ 130 per 
column inch for six consecutive insertions. 
1122 per column inch for 12 insertions. 
Bold Face Caps: First line, additional $21) 
Box Number: Count 7 words for our box 
# and address and add $4.00 per insertion for 
andling. 
Payment Must Accompany Order. 
Deadline: Two months prior to date .D' 
publication. All ad cancellations must be 
in writing and mailed to the Musician 
Classified Department. 
Address All Ad Orders: 

Jeff Serrette 
Musician Classified Ad Dept. 

1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036 
Phone: (212) 764-7388 

BOOKS/PUBLICATIONS 

LARGE CATALOG—MUSIC BOOKS—Guitar, 
Bass, Drums—Instruction books & tapes. $1.00 (re-
funded with first order). Music Warehouse, PO Box 
390M, New Market, VA 22844. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

COLORADO! ESTABLISHED OUTDOOR 
sound, concert reinforcement, and mobile deejay com-
pany. Be your own boss. Have fun, ski and sail. Write: 
Brochure, P.O. Box 1292, Frisco, CO 80443. 

EMPLOYMENT 

FIND BANDS TO JOIN. Find musicians and gigs. 
Write: MUSICIANS NATIONAL HOTLINE, Box 
7733, Murray, UT 84107. Phone (801) 268- 2000. 

SURE FUTURE SYSTEMS: Presents free in-
formation, how to make hundreds $ weekly. Send 
S. A.S. E. to S. F.S. , 2805 Bayview, Suite B, Manhattan 
Beach, CA 90266. 

Amint-- -. 
a 

SW—  AIM 
All. 

ECONOMICAL 19 RACK MOUNT 
"FURNITURE" FOR THE 
PROFESSIONAL OR HOME STUDIO 

FU RACK FEATURES 

a Holds up to 18 " spaces' ol 
equipment 

a Attractive black lectured vinyl 
laminate 

a Shown ell optional wheels 

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR A 
DEMONSTRATION 

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE 

FOUR IESIGNS 6S31 G9OSS AVENUE • CANOGA PAI«. CA 91307 
18111} 7164540 

INSTRUCTION 

PLAY ANY SONG OR SOLO by ear instantlyl 
Guaranteed! IMPROVISE LIKE THE MASTERS. Ex-
citing new method makes it easy. Free information! 
Write today. BATES MUSIC-MN, 9551 Riverview 
Rd., Eden Prairie, MN 55344. 

LOS ANGELES RECORDING WORKSHOP 
5-Week HANDS-ON Recording Engineering Program 
in FOUR 24-track studios. Housing available. Synthe-
sizer & Live Concert Engineering Training included. 
Curriculum approved by California Department of Edu-
cation. 12268-B VENTURA BOULEVARD, STUDIO 
CITY, CA 91604 (818) 763-7400. 

S S E D 

FREE CATALOG: INSTITUTE of Audio-Video 
Engineering, 1831 Hyperion (MU), Hollywood, CA 
90027. Recording School. (800) 551-8877 or (213) 666-
2380. Approved for International Students.  

LEARN LICKS, SOLOS! Easy with two-speed 
Maranta cassette recorder. Play half speed for easy 
learning (lowers octave). Variable pitch "tunes" record-
er to instrument. Easy review. $228.40 ppd. Ridgerun-
ner, Dept. MU-404, P.O. Box 12937, Ft. Worth, TX 
76121. (817) 731-7375, Visa/MC.  

EDUCATIONAL VIDEOS: 2 HOUR Sound Mix-
ing $39.00-12-hour $239.00. MIDI $39.00—Drum 
Tuning $39.00. Recording Associates, 5821 S. E. Pow-
ell Blvd.. Portland, OR 97206. (503) 777-4621. 

MUSIC/VIDEO BUSINESS 
Get started on a career in the music/video busi-
ness. Four locations—Atlanta, Dallas, Ft. 
Lauderdale or Seattle. Learn fascinating behind-
the-scenes techniques, play a key role backstage 
or at the controls. Top pro training in studio/con-
cert/video production, artist representation/ 
management, retail/wholesale, promotion/mar-
keting, copyright law, publishing, much more. 
Employment assistance. Financial aid available. 
For information: Atlanta, 800-554-3346; Dallas, 
800-441-1577; Ft. Lauderdale, in Florida 800-
821-9145, outside Florida 800-327-7603; Seat-
tle, in Washington 800-352-1110, outside Wash-
ington 800-345-0987; or write: 

MB 
Dept. 2406 

3376 Peachtree Road, N.E. 
Atlanta, GA 30326 

Specify city. 

INSTRUMENTS 

GUITARS — Pedal steels, Dobro, National. Vin-
tage, new. Martin, Taylor, Guild, Ovation; Gibson 
mandolins, banjos; Kentucky, Goldstar, Stelling, Wild-
wood, Mastertone; D'Angelico, amps, multi-trackers, 
books, accessories. FREE 72-PAGE BROCHURE. 
MANDOLIN BROS., 629 Forest, Staten Island, NY 
10310. (718) 981-3226.  

REPAIR GUITARS? FREE 80-page catalog 
packed with tools and hard-to-find parts for guitars, 
banjos and mandolins. Stewart-MacDonald, Box 900Z, 
Athens OH 45701. (614) 592-3021.  

BOOKS! NEW FREE GIANT catalog with 
thousands of instruction and song books for the acoustic 
musician. ELDERLY INSTRUMENTS, 1100 N. Wash-
ington, POB 14210-AB5, Lansing, MI 48901. (517) 
372-7890.  

GUITAR & BASS PARTS—necks, locking nuts, 
pick guards, bridges, tremolos, electronics, knobs, 
screws, tuning keys and more. Write for free catalog. 
ALLPARTS, PO Box 1318, Katy, TX 77492.  

FREE CATALOG! Name brands—Effects, Fer-
nandes Guitars, amplifiers, Casios, accessories, and 
more! Discount Music Supply, Dept. M, 41 Vreeland 
Avenue, Totowa, NJ 07512-1120 

MISCELLANEOUS 

A SINGER'S DREAM! 

REMOVES VOCALS FROM RECORDS! 
Now You can sing with the world's best bands! 

The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can remove 

most or virtually all of a lead vocal from a standard 
stereo record and leave the background! 

Write or call for a free brochure and demo record. 

LT Sound, Dept. MU, P.O. Box 338, 

Stone Mountain, GA 30086 404 493-1258 

Cash for CD's 
We pay $6.00 for any 

CD or trade 2 
of yours for 1 of ours. 

CDX 
2497 E. Main St. 

Columbus, Ohio 43209 
(614) 231-1701 

"World Wide Mail Order Since 1975" 

MUSICIANS 

MUSICIANS EXCHANGE! BANDS/musicians: 
Your serious referral service for working musicians. 
Make the right connections. P.O. Box 742681, Dallas, 
TX 75374 (214) 392-1455.  

MUSIC OPPORTUNITY/RECORD CONTRACT 
We will present your demo tape to major record execu-
tives. Service FREE if not accepted. 25 years experi-
ence in industry. For details. S. A.S. E. MILESTONE 
MEDIA, Dept. MM, P.O. Box 869, Venice CA 90291.  

MUSIC BUSINESS MONTHLY Newsletter— 
features latest news/important contacts—Names, Ad-
dresses, Telephones! 6-month subscription only 
$10.00: TOPTEN, 185 West End Ave., #7M-1, NYC 
10023.  

4,000 DX/TX VOICES, $100. 125 banks, or-
ganized, no duplicates. Diskettes for IBM/Macintosh/ 
Amiga/Commodore. Indicate software. Satisfaction 
guaranteed. ManyMIDI Products, Box 2519-MU, Be-
verly Hills, CA 90213.  

ATTENTION ASPIRING ARTISTS! The 
Music Consulting Firm is for you. For information send 
$3.00 to: 2719 Buford H'way, Suite 215, Atlanta, GA 
30324.  

MUSICIANS: HAVE YOUR CASSETTE re-
viewed and listed for sale in our national publication. 
For free information send SASE: Missing Link Music, 
6920 Roosevelt Way NE #328, Seattle, WA 98115.  

LEAD SHEETS, CHORD charts, and more! Copy 
work professionally done. For information call Tony 
Varney at (314) 279-2405 or write Noteworthy Music, 
595 Summenvinds Lane, St. Peters, MO 63376. 

RECORDS & TAPES 

RARE ROCK TAPES. Wide selection. For list, 
rush $1.00 (refundable first purchase). Sarge's Rec-
ords. 49 E. College, Oberlin, OH 44074. 

Sound Off 
Two Ways 

Ideal For Demos or Retail Sales 
AUDIO CASSETTES: Send for your 
free "Cassette Talk" newsletter complete 
with latest prices. 
SOUNDSHEETS: Inexpensive, flexible 
vinyl discs sound great, won't break! 

EINITME TOLL FREE 1-800-EVA-TONE P.O. Box 7020-P, Cloonvoter, FL 33518 

SERVICES 

BAND MEMBERS & SONGWRITERS Have 
the major labels been ignoring your demos and sending 
you irritating form letters? I'm a producer and Ido A&R 
for a living. I'll give you a professional and detailed 
evaluation, tell you what's good, and how to fix what's 
not. You won't know until you write. Send $40 and 
SASE to: A&R, 279 South Beverly Drive, Suite 1400, 
Beverly Hills, CA 90212 
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MAJORS frompage. 
heart from that, on behalf of other artists 
who might not fit into those designated 
AOR/CHR/AC formats." But he cautions 
that the label's ability to repeat this 
success with a Captain Beefheart or a 
Hüsker Du depends on the type of album 
the artist delivers. 

Finally, questions about the feasibility 
and desirability of a low-scale scheme 
are superseded by the capitalist logic 
that will prevent it from happening. No 
entrepreneurial record company would 
want to invest in a low-yield commodity 
like John Prine when they could be 
speculating in the Madonna-clone gold 

CLASSIFIED 
DIRECTORIES AND MAILING lists! Contacts 
you can't get elsewhere! Free information. American 
Music Database, PO Box 777, New York, NY 10108,-
0777. 

HAVING A PARTY? Enhance your party with the 
piano music of Barbara McCullough. Background (din-
ner), house, office or children's parties. Sing songs, 
seasonal, show songs. (403) 244-4619. 

SOFTWARE 
DX7 ANNOUNCING A BRAND NEW, never be-
fore released accoustic piano sound for the DX7. This 
patch will change your mind about the DX7's ability to 
produce a good piano sotmd over a full 88-note range. 
This is the one you've been wanting ever since the DX7 
appeared on the market 3 years ago. Hear it on a demo 
tape now for only $2.50. Price of patch $20.00. D-Xperi 
Mentor, P.O. Box 7023, Aloha, OR 97007. 

SONGWRITERS 
SONGWRITERS-SUCCESS IS YOURS!! All 
the inside tips and secrets for writing, publishing, re-
cording and selling your songs—from the world's top 
songwriters! Free information!! Bates Music—MNS, 
9551 Riverview Rd., Eden, MN 55344. 

SINGERS! SONGWRITERS! BANDS! lnstru 
mentalists! Get full financial backing on our new label. 
Send cassette-3 songs—$25. 00 evaluation—refunda-
ble if not accepted. Nang Records, Box 610306, Austin, 
TX 78761. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Listen... 

Before  You Buy! 
• Time Delay •Compressor/Limiters 
• Reverberation • Expanders 
• Crossovers • Spectrum Analyzers 
• Noise Reduction • Parametric EQ 

Don't have regrets about paying too much for a 
lesser product. In demos and comparisons, we'll 
show you why we're Better! Our Factory Direct 
sales allow us to produce a Superior product and 
offer it to you at a Lower price. Call or write for a 
free full length Demo Album and 24 page brodure. 

Write to: LT Sound, Dept. M-3, PO Box 338 
Stone Mountain, GA 30086 
In Georgia Call (404)493-1258 

TOLL FREE: 1-800-241-3005—Ext. 14 

rush. A record company has to sell 
volume to balance their huge annual 
overhead, which is why they would 
rather apply their limited resources to an 
untested young band with hit potential, 
or a reissue of an old album which was 
recorded (and, consequently, paid for) 
years ago, than on a life-sentence semi-
popular musician. And it will be this way, 
despite the contrary wishes of music 
fans, until that revolution the Jefferson 
Airplane predicted in 1969. 
Which means that after stints at 

Mercury, Arista and Elektra, Graham 
Parker may not last long at Atlantic. 
What then? 

"I must have a talk with Arlo Guthrie," 
Parker replies. 71 

CHASTAIN from page52 
majors, as labels such as Elektra and 
Capitol-distributed Enigma have begun 
taking hard looks at the guitarist's 
various projects. 

But for now, Chastain prefers his inde-
pendence. "They'd have to sell three 
times as many records for us to make the 
same amount of money. Plus, when you 
sign with a bigger label they've got fifty 
bands and if you don't make it, no sweat, 
they've got forty-nine others." 

Should Chastain sign with a major it 
would probably mean he'd have to take 
his act on the road, a thought he doesn't 
relish, especially in the usual opening 
role new acts are forced into. He's been 
there with Spike. 

"I've had such bad experiences with 
opening-act situations that we actually 
turn those down right now," he comp-
lains. "The road crew is so paranoid that 
you're going to do something good and 
show up their band that they go out of 
their way to make it really difficult for 
you. They give you, out of, like, 500 
lights, about 20 of them. They limit your 
P.A. And you have to pay the people off 
just to get what they give you. 

"Touring to me, although it maybe 
necessary, is very time consuming and 
draining. You're traveling all day long to 
your next concert. And, unless I've got 
somebody totally taking care of my 
business, it would be difficult for me to 
do, especially tied up with so many 
different projects." 
As it is, handling his own business 

affairs and a hectic recording schedule 
leaves Chastain with little time for 
anything else. 

"There's no way I could have a wife or 
anything because, from the time I get up 
to the time I get to bed, everything I do 
has to do with career advancement," he 

insists. "I'm pretty dedicated to what I'm 
doing. I've never missed practicing at 
least one hour a day for seventeen 
straight years." [5 

RECORDS fro. „124 
equally astringent music-making, keeps 
Jefferson Airplane recordings fresh— 
pickled in their own brine, so to speak. 
RCA Records must hope the film Pla-
toon (which uses "White Rabbit") will do 
for the band what Apocalypse Now did for 
the Doors, so here comes 2400 Fulton 
Street, a two-record compilation. What 
you get is almost all of Surrealistic 
Pillow, most of After Bathing At Bax-
ter's, and a smattering of other album 
tracks—a generous twenty-five in all. 
The double compact-disc version adds 
another eleven selections, including two 
bizarre radio commercials the band did 
for Levi jeans. (Unfortunately Ben Fong-
Torres' extensive liner notes make no 
mention of this rapprochement with the 
business world.) 

Old-timers will gripe that 2400 Fulton 
Street contains the much-anthologized 
"White Rabbit" and "Somebody To 
Love" while skipping "Young Girl Sun-
day Blues," "Bear Melt" and even "3/5 
Of A Mile In Ten Seconds." But they 
already knew that stuff. Beginners will 
find an embarrassment of musical riches: 
off-kilter harmonies and structures, 
baroque arrangements, steely lyrics. 
They'll also find an occasional embar-
rassment, mostly from the later years 
when the Airplane was losing altitude 
with one or more of its creative motors 
gone. Twenty years later, the sounds on 
2400 Fulton Street remain bracing and 
innovative. You're not likely to hear this 
on radio. — Scott Isler 

DEVELOPMENTS frompage66 
Since some readers of this column 

have accused me of being too hung up on 
MIDI, we'll close this edition with some 
presumably non-wimpy guitar news. A 
conventional body shape for a Stein-
berger? Yes, it's true. Seems Genesis' 
Mike Rutherford cooked up the look with 
British designer Roger Giffin, whose 
other customers include Clapton, Sum-
mers and Gilmour. Giffin came up with 
the body, EMG the active electronics, 
and Steinberger did the neck (headless, 
natch) and their much-applauded Trans-
Trem whammy bar/transposer. Not 
exactly a steal at $1375, but a nice, nice 
instrument. The name, GM1TA, is kind 
of sleepy though. How about Mr. Gor-
geous Guitar? 
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SPRINGSTEENfrom,„86 
his sense of what to do with Alfred 
Hitchcock's Vertigo—the entire film 
leads up to James Stewart stepping out 
onto a ledge, a shot that lasts less than 
ten seconds and is almost immediately 
followed by the picture's end. Spring-
steen calls what he learned from watch-
ing this "the integrity of the moment," 
which, he adds, "is a lesson I can use, 
because I'll be excessive. I've got the 
energy and I'll crank on forever. But you 
get to a point, you gotta have the confi-
dence not to do that. You need confi-
dence to do less and let it be more." 
At the end of the album version of 

"Wan" the cheers are quickly faded out, 
and the record moves with barely a 
pause into "Darlington County" and 
"Working On The Highway," the most 
modest of the Born In The U.S.A. songs 
and the most embedded in the workaday 
world. But as life goes on, what might be 
missed is that it doesn't end with the 
"Born In The U.S.A." to "War" se-
quence. It carries the story onward, 
forward, and since that means eschew-
ing melodrama, what's left is a finish 
that's as oddly muted as the start. 

Yet it would be a mistake to think the 
story's over. It couldn't be, as long as 
Springsteen's juices still flow. Even 
when anthems like "The Promised Land" 
and "No Surrender" crop up in the after-
math of "War," they are cooled down, 
taken in stride, without a hint of finality. 

Ending the album proved one of the 
most difficult aspects of making it. Bruce 
knew that he didn't want to finish with 
the rock 'n' roll medleys that always 
concluded his shows. But knowing what 
he didn't want only emphasized the 
magnitude of the question: So how do 
you end the record? 
"The first time we played it through 

the way it was, I wasn't sure. Then we 
played it again and it started to really 
sync in—'cause 'Born To Run' tops the 
tenth side and you go all the way back to 
'Thunder Road.' And it restates the 
central question. 
"And the central question of 'Born To 

Run' is really 'I wanna know if love is 
real.' That's the question of that song. 
We go from there; we go to 'No Surren-
der,' a modern-day reaffirmation and 
restatement of all those things in the 
present tense. Then we get to 'Tenth 
Avenue'; believe it or not, that kinda 
connects back up to 'Spirit In The Night.' 
That's the cast of characters and friends; 
it's the band. And hey, that's what we 
did, you know." 

At one point the plan was to end the 
album right there. The song told the 
band's story and it was modest. "We 
didn't want to end it with something big," 
Bruce said. It was Jon Landau—arguing 
for the softer noise for once—who 
suggested that a love song would be 
more appropriate. And although "Jersey 
Girl" had already been issued (as the B 
side of the "Cover Me" single in 1984), 
although it was one of only three songs 
in the set that Bruce didn't write, al-
though it was obscure and quiet and 
ended the record somewhat mysteri-
ously, it still felt like the right ending. 

"That's the same guy that's on the 
boardwalk in 'Sandy,' back in the same 
place," Bruce said. "The same guy in 
'Rosalita'—you know, he got that Jersey 
girl. I guess I wanted the record to feel 
like the middle of summer—real soft 
moonlight, you're takin' a real slow ride 
in that convertible, and you're back in 
that place where you began. You got 
somebody beside you and you feel good, 
and you've been through all those things. 
"When I listened to that song, I'd 

always see myself ridin' through Asbury. 
There'd be people I know a little bit on 
the corner, and we'd just drive by. I 
guess that you feel in some way you're 
changed forever. But you also have all 
those connections, so you feel really at 
home. 
"The most important thing, though, is 

that the question gets thrown back at 
'Born To Run.' I wanna know if love is 
real.' And the answer is yes." Z1 

ROLAND from page 66 
nal version lacked. Its 16 voices can now 
be assigned to 4 different MIDI chan-
nels. And where Version 1.0 let you 
store 16 samples (or tones) per disc 
(assignable to the 16 voices), Version 2.0 
lets you store 32 tones (still assignable to 
16 voices). 
For Beckmen, the ability to offer 

updates like this is an advantage that has 
made the custom VLSI chip well worth 
the wait. And during the waiting period, 
he adds, Roland was able to scope out 
features—like the digitizing pad and 
video monitor jacks—that the competi-
tion doesn't have on deck. There's some 
of the same thinking behind Roland's late 
entry into the digital synth market: the 
D-50. It's no secret that the advent of 
FM left Roland somewhat out at sea. So 
it's no big surprise that the D-50 was 
designed to outrun FM in two of its 
notoriously weak areas: the byzantinely 
difficult FM programming system and its 
oft-bemoaned "thin" sound. The pre-

release version D-50 I was shown at 
Roland did a credible job at both. 
The D-50 uses digitally-generated 

synthesizer waveforms (sawtooth, 
square, etc.) and segments of PCM 
sampled waveforms as its basic building 
blocks. These building blocks are called 
partials, and also include a number of 
digital EGs, amplifiers and LF0s. Any 
two of these partials can be combined in 
a number of ways to form what's called a 
tone. Now, the ways in which partials can 
be combined are called structures. And 
some structures allow you to cross-
modulate two partials via a ring mod-
ulator. The results of this cross-modula-
tion, according to Roland, are more 
predictable than those of FM cross-
modulation and therefore easier to 
navigate—even for a landlubber. 

In the next stage of the D-50's sound-
generating process, two of these dual-
partial tones are combined. The process 
involves assigning one tone to be the 
upper tone and the other the lower tone. 
At this point, onboard, programmable 
digital reverb, digital chorus and/or 
digital parametric eq can be applied to 
the upper and lower tones—either 
individually or collectively. 
So now that you've finally mastered 

the heady parlance of FM algorithms, 
operators and such, you may find every-
body's talking this new Linear lingo. 
(Arithmetic, that is.) Better start learn-
ing to tell your structure from your lower 
tone. Which brings us to another big 
plunge Roland has taken this year. 
Recognizing that it's rarely smooth 
sailing when you're marketing unfamiliar 
new technologies, the company has 
opened up a Learning Center at its Los 
Angeles complex. At the moment, the 
center is only open to Roland dealers, 
but that's a situation which could change 
in the future. There's a full-time teaching 
crew aboard to conduct courses, which 
are held several times a month on the 
average. One course covers Roland's 
pro products, taking in generic MIDI 
basics along the way; and the other is 
devoted to the company's Contempo-
rary Keyboard home entertainment line. 
Learning Center cadets are quartered at 
the local Hyatt; but the center is "no 
country club," as Beckmen points out. 
Each course is taught in three intensive 
twelve- to fourteen-hour days. 
"You go into a music store today," 

Beckmen observes, "and the consumer 
buying usually knows more than the 
salesman selling, which is dangerous. 
We hope to bring that salesman at least 
up to the same level." 

— Alan Di Perna 
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INTRODUCING A 20- PIECE ORCHESTRA CLEVERLY DISGUISED 
AS THE NEW TECHNICS DIGITAL ENSEMBLE. 

Now the sound of a piano joins 19 other instruments 
in oyr most remarkable keyboard system ever. 

Now if you play a piano, you can also play many of the hstruments in an orchestra. 

Acoustic piano, drums, violin, saxophone, trumpet and more. 

The new Technics SX-PR60 uses. advanced digital technology called PCM to 

achieve the rich sound of an acoustic piano and 19 other instruments. 

Play up to five instruments simultaneously. Enjoy musical accompaniment and bass 

sound automatically. Even pick from 17 rhythms. The digital ensemble also has 88 

touch-sensitive keys. It's MIDI compatible. Stores music for playback. And more. 

So if you' e ai pianist who'd also like to be a trombonist, organist or flutist, have a 
seat. At the hew Technics digital ensemble. 

Fib,- information: Technics, 6550 Katella Ave., Cypress, CA 90630. (714) 895-7218. 

The science of sound 



COLTRANEimpage. 
musically, politically, and in any department of our lives." 

Coltrane's main extramusical stimulation came not from 
politics, but from religion. Deeply influenced by his family 
background, he maintained an interest in God all his life, 
exploring different religions, though never settling down and 
becoming part of one denomination. He was interested in 
astrology as well and the titles of his compositions—"Psalm," 
"Song Of Praise," "Ascension," "Dear Lord," "Dearly 
Beloved," "Amen," "Attaining," "Ascent," "Cosmos," "Om," 
"The Father And The Son And The Holy Ghost," "Compas-
sion," "Love Consequences," "Serenity," "Meditations," 
"Leo," "Mars," "Venus," "Jupiter," "Saturn"—tell the story. 
By 1963, Coltrane was becoming involved with younger 

musicians, who saw him as a father figure of the "New 
Thing"—Archie Shepp (who was to play on a lost version of A 
Love Supreme a year later), George Braith, Albert and Don 
Ayler, Bill Dixon and others. He'd separated from Niama and 
taken up with Alice McLeod, who he'd later marry. But his 
interest in the spiritual realm had hardly abated; the release of 
A Love Supreme in December of 1964 included liner notes 
describing his religious awakening. A Love Supreme was 
awarded downbeat's record of the year, while Coltrane was 
"Jazzman of the Year," elected to the Hall of Fame, and voted 
first place on tenor saxophone. The hagiography was well 
under way. 

For many, Coltrane was the mirror reflecting their dreams 
or virtues. Withdrawn, quiet, he exuded an air of serenity. His 
religious song titles and the ascetic quality of his music fit an 

image many people were eager to impose on him. His personal 
habits—rigorous practice, vegetarianism, dabbling in odd 
religions—fit the times, suggesting a sort of monk looking for 
salvation in art. He was completely honest in his dealings with 
people. And his music captured the revolutionary spirit of the 
60s, epitomizing uncommon ideals. 

"I liked him because he was a musician and a serious 
person," says Sonny Rollins, "almost a religious person. He 
had a nice unassuming quality to him. This to me was about as 
good as you can get in this life. As far as his personality goes, 
he had everything that I think was the best. He was looking for 
dignity. And respect as a human being. He didn't seem to be 
interested in self-aggrandizement. He was very young and he 
was just trying to get out all that music." 

For young musicians, his effect was more direct. "To be 
honest," remembers Rashied Ali, "Coltrane changed my 
whole concept of playing music. It made me want to play a 
freer, more searching type of music. I started broadening my 
scope of listening; it was like a refreshing breeze. 
"He was kinda cool because he would be so shy," says Ali, 

who got to know the less formidable Coltrane. "Because he 
was such a great artist, people never really found out how the 
man was. They would say to me, 'Should I speak to him?' and 
they'd stand there dumbfounded, not knowing what to say. 
They'd ask me, 'Will you say something to him?' and I'd say, 
'Why don't you go over there yourself?' All they had to do was 
say 'hello,' because the guy was ready to talk, he was just a 
real down-home, country-type guy. Loved to laugh, loved 
sweet potato pie, collard greens, stuff like that. He was really 
what you would call a soul brother, he didn't have any weird 

THE MUSIC INDUSTRY AT YOUR FINGERTIPS! 
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WHO'S WHERE IN ROCK 'N ROLL? 
THE THREE-VOLUME SET INCLUDES: 

• 
The Yellow Pages of Rock, 
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DAVID BOWIE (alto sax): 
I think he undoubtedly was an influence on my wanting to 
I play music, not ever considering that I could ever 
approach that kind of playing. Just for perversity's sake, I 
particularly used to like Eric Dolphy and Roland Kirk. When 
you're young, it's like one-upmanship. So many kids really 
liked John Coltrane, of the guys I knew who liked jazz, that 
I had to push myself into [laughs], well, who else is around 
that I can identify with? [laughs] I guess Kirk really ran away 
with it in the end, especially during that period when he was 
with Mingus. But obviously Coltrane was absolutely 
superlative. I can't say anything of any weight about him 
that I'm sure half a dozen other people wouldn't say better." 

— Compiled by Jim Macnie 

Torrents of notes that obliterate the changes 

stuff about him. He was an alright cat, the type ol a person you 
can really call a friend. 

"He would do things for people. So many musicians were 
damn near living off of Trane. Guys would just call him up and 
say, 'I'm not working,' or 'I'm broke,' or 'I need this, I need 
that,' and he'd send them a money order. He paid people's rent 
for them, anything he could do. He wasn't stupid, but he was 
definitely there if you needed him. He was just like a regular 
person who liked to laugh a lot." 

Coltrane broke through to another level with Ascension, a 
large group date recorded in 1965 that essentially did away 
with regular pulsed meter and signaled Coltrane's interest in 
both density and musical simplicity. Unlike Giant Steps, the 
people on the date knew it was a momentous musical occasion. 
"When he said that it was very important," remembers Art 
Davis, "I didn't doubt him. I didn't know what direction he was 
going. When I saw these people—I knew some of them, and 
others I didn't know—I knew... something's important here. 
When I heard it, that was convincing." 
A month later, in September, Coltrane added Pharoah 

Sanders to his group, and along with Donald Garrett, he 

recorded Om under the influence of LSD. Two weeks later 
came Kulu Se Mama, and on the next date Meditations. With 
the addition of Rashied Ali on drums, Coltrane continued the 
forward motion he'd begun with Ascension. (That record also 
received the double treatment in downbeat). This ever-
ballooning ensemble caused problems however; conflicts 
between Rashied Ali and Elvin Jones pushed the volume up and 
up. Then Elvin Jones and McCoy Tyner left and were replaced 
by pianist Alice Coltrane (who also played harp). 

"At the beginning we were doing the tunes Trane was 
famous for, 'My Favorite Things, "Impressions, " says Ali. 
"After a while he started writing new music for the band, and 
that's when I started playing drums in the band alone. It was a 
whole different change in the music; very spiritual, and 
sometimes very harsh on the listeners who had been into 
Trane previously. Because his whole style changed." 

"I really thought it was a bit too much sometimes," 
remembers McCoy Tyner. "I really did. I couldn't hear what I 
was doing. I'd look around and about five saxes would be 
onstage. Where did these guys come from? Norman Simmons, 
who was working opposite us with Carmen McRae, said to me, 
'Man, that F#'s the sharpest note up there, really out of tune, 
horrible.' And I said 'Really? I can't hear it.' I could not hear my 
instrument. So I said, 'Well, it's time for me to exit." 

In February and March 1967, Coltrane went into the studio 
for the last times. The result was Expression, yet another new 
direction. Spare, mostly calm and rhytlunless, it sounds as if 
Coltrane had reached a level of contentment. The music has 
neither the exploratory fervor of his earlier 60s works, nor the 
technique obvious from his music of the late 50s. With 
Expression and Interstellar Space (a duet with Ali), Coltrane 
had reached, through enormous self-discipline and dedication, 
his last plateau. In July 1967 he died of liver cancer. 

It's extraordinary for anybody to have attempted this kind of 
odyssey, from junky be-bopper to 60s experimentalist and 
cultural icon. It's also extraordinary that he even mattered: A 
less musical person would have been bogged down by the 
progranunatics of his art. But he did matter and the question 
remains, what does he mean to us now? 
One of the unfortunate things that happened to John 

Coltrane's music in the 70s was the assimilation of his style into 
the mainstream. All pianists played like McCoy Tyner, all 
saxophonists worked Coltrane's pentatonic flurries, and they 
all helped reduce his music's potency. The effects he'd used to 
elicit certain emotional responses were out of place; the 
moment had passed, and in the America of Gerald Ford and 
Jimmy Carter, where complacency was the rule, his sounds 
were out of context. But his time is coming around again; in the 
era of Contragate and Bakkergate and Boeskygate, and a 
renewed awareness toward the outrage of apartheid, John 
Coltrane's music sounds real, functional again. The beautiful 
fury has walls to crush. 
What we can glean from Coltrane is his steadfast dedication 

to learning and personal dignity. He absorbed knowledge so he 
could change, to eradicate the clichéd and stale. His honesty 
lets us know it's possible to keep going; his music can be heard 
as inspiration. In his dedication to ideals we can imagine our 
own capacities. It's an old jazz virtue, but it applies. 
"When there's something you don't understand, you have to 

go humbly to it," John Coltrane once observed. "You don't go 
to school and sit down and say, 'I know what you're getting 
ready to teach me.' You sit there and you learn. You open your 
mind. You absorb. But you have to be quiet, you have to be still 
to do all of this." 
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For the first time ever, 
r' Di nrlix'h does it again. 

••12113-1•-••••••«•• 
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DigiTech has a knack for com-
ing up with firsts. For example: 
We were the first to offer 2 

seconds of usable delay in a 
pedal (PDS-1002). We were the 
first to bring out a pedal with 
multiple effects (PDS-2020). 
And we were the first company 
to offer digital effects in 
pedal form for under $200 
(PDS-1700). 

Here we go again. 
Introducing the PDS-8000 

Echo Plus. The world's first 
pedal with a full 8 seconds of 

501 MSEC 

1 

- DELAY 

PDS 8000 

digital delay and digital 
sampling. 
The PDS-8000 not only 

gives you extended delay, it also 
lets you create an astonishing 
number of effects you can 
trigger easily with just a touch 
of the foot switch. 

In fact, with its 8-second 
delay/sample capability, the 
amazing PDS-8000 is like the 
first tapeless, tape loop delay 
with digital quality. 

But what's really amazing is 
that we packed all this power 

INFINITE REPEAT 

• 

REG,_ 

REPEAT—TRIGGER/SAMPLE 

EFFECT 

• • 

into a very compact pedal 
chassis, for a very compact 
price of $299.95. 

So if you're wondering what 
else we can put in a DigiTech 
pedal, stick around. 

You'll be the first to know. 
For a full-color product sheet, 

write DigiTech, 5639 South Riley 
Lane, Salt Lake City, Utah 
84107. Or call (801) 268-8400. 
• œn.10 

al igirech 
Start at the top. 

ECHO+PLUS 
8 SEC DIGITAL DELAY/SAMPLER ,-

EE Digirech 
BYPASS 

Digffech is a registered trademark of DOD Electronics Corporation. 01987 DOD Electronics Corp. Manufactured in the U.S.A. 



Yanaha has beer) hearing 
voices again. 

And you can hear all 240 of one ( 
them for only $345: 

Presenting the Yamaha FB-01 
FM Sound Generator. A surprisingly 
compact black box con-
taining the largest selec-
tion of Yamaha digital FM 
voices since the introduc-
tion of the DX synthesizer. 

Its incredible af-
fordability is even more 
dramatic when you con-
sider that in addition to 
240 pre-programmed 
voices, the FB-01 accom-
modates 96 user voices. 
For a total of 336 voices 
at the unheard of price. 
of only $1.02* each. 

But what is even 
more incredible is the 
amazing versatility the 
FB-01 affords the amateur an 
professional musician alike. 

Each natural acoustic instru-
ment or synthesizer voice features in-
dependently programmable functions 
such as pitch bend, detuning, octave 
transpose, and up to eight 4-operator 
digital voices simultaneously 

Plus four preset configurations 
that enable the FB-01 to be used as a 
single-voice 8-note polyphonic sound 
source, as well as a split sound source 
and dual sound source. And a Mono-8 
mode offers monophonic perform-
ance of up to 8 voices simultaneously. 

You can also create pur own 
configurations and then store them in 

ROM 1 
IliAMC 3/ 

ROM 2 
IBANK 4/ 

ROM 3 
IBANK 5/ 

ROM 4 
IBANK 6) 

ROM 5 
IBANK 7) 

I Brass I. Up Pianu I. Hum 2 I. Fnk Syn 2 I. )0rican I 
2 Hom 2. Share a Horn 3 2, Fnk Syn 3 a Prgan 2 
3. Trumpet 3. Piano 2 3. Horns 3. SynOntan 3. COrgan I 
4. lo strig 4. Piano 3 4 Flugelh 4. Syn Feed 4. COrgan 2 
5. Stings 5. haro, 4 5. Tionitsin 5, Syn Haim 5. EOncan 3 
6. Piano 6. haro, 5 6. Trumpet 2 6. Syn Clan 6. EOrgan 4 
7. New EP 7. Ph Grand 7. Brass 2 7. Syn Lead 7. EOrgan 5 
8. EGrand 8. Grand 8. Brass 3 8. Huff Tak 8. EOrgan 6 
9. fit 9. Dp Grand 9 Hard Be I 9. So Heavy 9. EOrgan 7 .ban 

10. Elias, 10. Lhano 1 10. Hard Br 2 10. [folksy 10. EOrion 8 
II. Wod Bass 11. Lhano 2 11. Hard Br 3 11. Sdursioh 11. Stril Pipe 
12. EOrgan I 12. EGrand 2 la I lard Br 4 12. Mono Syn 12. Mid Pipe 
13. EOrgan 2 13. Honkey 1 13. Huff Br,, 13. Cheeky 13. Big Pipe 
14 POrgan I 14 Hunkey 2 14. Pere Br I 14. Syn Bell 14 Sft Pipe 
15 POrgan 2 15. Pf Bell 15. Brrr Br 2 15. Syn Pluk 15. Organ 
16. Flute 16. Pf %'ibe 16. Solna I 16. EBass 3 16 Guitar 
17. Piccolo 17. New 5P2 17. String 2 17. Rub Bass 17. Kilk Gt 
18. Oboe 18. New EP 3 18. ring 3 18. Sul Bass 18 Pluck Gt 
19 Clarine 19. New F3'4 19. Suing 4 19. Flak Bas 19 Bnte Gt 
20. Gkiciten 20. New EP 5 20. Solo Vio 20. Uprt Bas 20. Fuzz Gt 
21. Vibes 21. Ehano I 21. Rid, St 1 21. Fretles 21. Zither 2 
22 Xylophn U. Eh 2 stano T2. Rich 2 22. Flap Bas 22. Lute 
23. Kit, 23. Ehani 3 23. Rich St 3 23. Mono Bas 23. Bans, 
24. Zither 24. EPianie 4 24. Rich St 4 24 Syn Bas I 24. Sft I larp 
25. Clav 25. Ehanu 5 25 Cello I 25. Syn Bas 2 25. Harp 2 
26. Ilarceic 26. High Tin 26. Cello 2 26 Syn Bas 3 26. Harp 3 
27 Hells 27. Han Tin 27. Lo Sin 3 27 . Syn Bas 4 27. Sb Koto 
28. Harp 28. Pere Pf 28. Lo Stag 4 28, Syr' Bas 5 28. Hit Koto 
29. SmadSyn 29. Wood Pf 29 Le SIng 5 29 syn Bas 6 29 Sitar I 
30. Hannon, 30. EP Stnng 30. Orthest 30. Syn Elm 7 30. Sitar 2 
31 Steel Dr 31. EP Brass 31. 5th Str 31. faibrimb 2 31. Huff Syn 
32. Toni:coo U. Clav 2 32. Muir I 32. Marimb 3 32. Fantasy 
33.10 Stag 2 
34. Horn Li, 

33. Clay 3 
34. Clav 4 

33. 2 Pink 

34. Flute 2 
33. Xylupla 2 
34. Vibe 2 

31 Symuice 
34 M. Voice 

35 Whistle 35. Fuzz Clv 3,5 Flute 3 35 Vibe 3 35 VSAR 
36 Zing Plp 36. Mute Clv 36 Flute 4 36 Glockn 2 36. Racing 
37. Metal 37. Mute CI 2 37 Pan Flt 37. Tube Bel 37. Water 
38 Heavy 38 SYn Clv I 38. Sloe Flt 38 Tube Be 2 38. Wild War 
35 Funk Syn 39. SynClv 2 39. 5th Flt 39. Bells 2 39. Ghostie 
40. Vouer40. Syn Clv 3 40. Oboe 2 40. Temple G 40. Wave 
41. Marimle 41. Syn Clv 4 41. Bassoon 41. Steel Dr 41. Space 1 
42 EBass 2 42. %.i 2 42. Reed 42. Elect Dr 42. Sp Chime 
43. Snare Dr 43, Harp. 3 43. Harmon 2 43, Hand Dr 43. Sp Milk 
44. RD Cymb 44. Harpsi 4 44. Hannon 3 44. Syn Timp 44. Winds 
45. Tom liim 45. Harp.. 5 45. Hannon 4 45, Clock 45. Wash 
46. Mars to 46. Circust 46. Mono Sas 46. Heder 46. Alarm 
47. Storm 47. Celeste 47, Sax I 47. Snare Dr 47. Helicop 
48. Windbel 48. Squeeze 48. Sax 2 48. Snare Dr 48 Sin Wave 

Banks 1 and 2 can be used for storage 0(48 uiginal voices each 

-,1he FB-01's 16 user memories. 
lit LCD exhibits all perform-

ance a, system set-up, and voice 
names with dozens of operations car-

ried out via a simple 
key layout on the front 
panel. The FB-01 is de-
signed for ease of opera-
ion by any musician, 
ven those without any 

• etailed knowledge of 
IDI or computers. 

Its exceptional 
daptability makes it 
ell suited for MIDI ap-
lications ranging from 
ive performance to com-
puter music systems, 
MIDI recorder and se-
uencer systems, and 
IDI studio systems. 

Weighing in at 
e a s t . ., the Yamaha FB-01 

provides left and right stereo outputs 
and is also capable of microtonal tun-
ings by computer. 

All the more reason for you to 
stop by an authorized Yamaha Digital 
Musical Instrument dealer today for 
a complete demonstration. So you too 
can soon be hearing voices. 
Yamaha Music Corporation, Digital Musical Instrument Division, 
PO. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622. In Canada, Yamaha Canada Music 
Ltd., 135 Milner Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario MIS 3R1. "L'SA suggested 
retail price subject to change without prior notice. Canadian price will vary 
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